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Preface
This volume contains the papers from the First International Conference on VR
Technologies in Cultural Heritage (VRTCH 2018). The event was organized under the
project eHERITAGE (Expanding the Research and Innovation Capacity in Cultural
Heritage Virtual Reality Applications), which is a Coordination and Support action that
addresses the challenges described in the topic H2020-TWINN-2015 of the H2020
Work Program.
The coordinator of the eHERITAGE project is the Transilvania University of
Brasov, a public research-oriented higher education institution that has been partici-
pating in a wide variety of nationally and internationally funded research projects. The
supporting partners involved in the eHERITAGE project are Jožef Stefan Institute and
Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna di Pisa. The Jožef Stefan Institute is the most important
research institute in Slovenia, ranked among the top 50 research centers in Europe with
respect to European involvement. Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna di Pisa is a public
university that holds a unique position within the Italian higher education system. It is
active in the fields of experimental sciences and social sciences and currently aims at
developing graduate programs where rigorous traditional courses are combined with
opportunities for research, service learning, internships, and entrepreneurship.
Not coincidentally, VRTCH 2018 was organized in 2018, which is the European
Year of Cultural Heritage. As a sign of integration within this initiative, VRTCH 2018
received the label of the European Year of Cultural Heritage from the EU.
Conserving and promoting cultural heritage is a challenging task. When preserving
cultural heritage through means of virtual reality, researchers deal with a wide array of
techniques and methods. From Web-based virtual assistants to photogrammetry, there
are thousands of studies out there tackling multiple areas of interest, throughout various
channels of communication. The First International Conference on VR Technologies in
Cultural Heritage (VRTCH 2018) tried to cluster some of the latest trends in these
areas. The selected papers come from researchers based in several countries including
Italy, Greece, Turkey, Portugal, and Romania. The highly diversified audience gave us
the opportunity to achieve a good level of understanding of the mutual needs,
requirements, and technical means available in this field of research.
The topics included in the first edition of this event include the following fields
connected to cultural heritage: data acquisition and modeling, visualization and audio
methods, sensors and actuators, data management, restoration and digitization, and
cultural tourism. All the accepted papers were peer reviewed by three qualified
reviewers chosen from our Scientific Committee based on their qualifications and
experience.
The proceedings editors wish to thank the dedicated Scientific Committee members
and all the other reviewers for their contributions. We also thank Springer for their trust
and for publishing the proceedings of VRTCH 2018.
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Application of Fourier-Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy (FTIR) for the Study of Cultural
Heritage Artifacts
Valentin Raditoiu1 , Irina Elena Chican1(&) , Alina Raditoiu1,
Irina Fierascu1 , Radu Claudiu Fierascu1 , and Petronela Fotea2
1 The National Institute for Research and Development in Chemistry
and Petrochemistry - ICECHIM, 202 Spl. Independentei,
060021 Bucharest, Romania
irina_chican@yahoo.com
2 Romanian Peasant Museum, 3 Kiseleff Str., 011341 Bucharest, Romania
Abstract. Analysis of cultural heritage artifacts represents a very important first
step in any restoration/conservation attempt. Fourier-Transform Infrared Spec-
troscopy - Attenuated Total Reflectance (FTIR-ATR) technique can be suc-
cessfully applied for the study of a wide range of historical artifacts (several
papers describing the application of FTIR for the analysis of historical metals,
paper, ceramic, fabrics, etc.). The present paper aims to present the application
of FTIR-ATR for the characterization of historical fibers. The analyzed artifact
represents a traditional pillowcase originating from Moldavia historical region,
from the end of the XIXth century – beginning of the XXth century, belonging to
a private collection. The technique offers some advantages because relatively
small samples are directly analyzed after they are pressed against the surface of
the diamond crystal without damaging the samples. Identification of fiber type
enables sometimes to approximate the age of an artifact, the climate type or the
trade routes and manufacturing process used. The artifact is formed of two major
components: the support textile fiber and the colored fibers. The most
encountered materials traditionally used for such objects are wool, flax and
hemp. While wool is easily identified in the FTIR spectra due to its sharp and
intense characteristic peaks, in the case of cellulosic fibers and especially for
differentiation between flax and hemp fibers it was necessary to calculate the
average values of the band intensity ratios I1595/I1105 and I1595/I2900.
Keywords: Historical textiles  FTIR-ATR spectroscopy  Colored textile
Lignin
1 Introduction
The FTIR spectroscopy represents a valuable tool for the analysis of different types of
historical artifacts due to its sensitivity, specificity and non-destructive character [1].
The technique can be successfully applied for characterization of metallic artifacts
(such as iron [2] or bronze objects [3]), paper artifacts [4, 5], ancient ceramics [6] or
historical textiles [7, 8]. Chemical changes because of materials ageing can be observed
© The Author(s) 2019
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and sometimes quantified using FTIR spectroscopy, which is important especially for
art conservation efforts [9]. The identification of fibers originating from different natural
materials: cotton, silk, wool, hemp, flax is of crucial importance to choose appropriate
treatment and conservation strategies for textile artifacts, but also to ensure their proper
exhibition [10, 11]. Moreover, specific knowledge of fiber type enables sometimes the
approximate dating of an artifact, the type of climate a place had or the trade routes at a
particular time together with information about the manufacturing process [11].
Analysis by FTIR in the field of historical textiles related to Romanian traditional
fabrics can provide useful information regarding the type and origin of textile materials
and dyes. It is well established that in Romania for the textile support mainly two types
of cellulosic fibers were used (flax and hemp) and only one type of protein fiber (wool)
[12]. Therefore, the range is relatively limited, making the investigation much easier
from this point of view.
The first objective of conservation or reconstruction of textile artifacts is to
determine the constitution of the fibers and this task is usually accomplished by per-
forming FTIR spectra of different materials from different sources and regions and
comparing with the spectra of artifacts [13].
2 Experimental
2.1 Textile Material
The analyzed textile artifact represents a traditional pillowcase originating from Mol-
davia historical region, manufactured at the end of the XIXth century – beginning of the
XXth century (Fig. 1). From the large artifact, several smaller samples were obtained,
representing both the support material and the colored fibers (Fig. 2). All the samples
were analyzed as they were obtained from the original artifact (see Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. The textile artifact studied (Color figure online)
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2.2 Analytical Method
The FTIR spectra were recorded on a FTIR 6300 instrument from Jasco Inc., Japan,
equipped with a Specac Golden Gate ATR which is fitted with a diamond crystal and
an interaction angle of 45°. All the spectra recorded in the range 4000–400 cm−1 were
averaged over 32 scans at a resolution of 4 cm−1. All the recorded data was processed
with Spectra Manager II software from Jasco Inc., Japan.
3 Results and Discussion
In the field of natural dyes used as coloring materials, the major issue is related to the
amount applied on the surface of the fiber, which is frequently situated bellow the
detection limit in the infrared spectroscopy [14]. Thus, it is difficult to determine
structural characteristics of the dyes directly from FTIR-ATR spectra of dyed textiles.
As it can be observed from the spectra of the samples obtained from a traditional
pillowcase from Moldova historical region, the signals are specific to the textile support
without interferences due to the presence of different dyes onto the surface of the fibers.
The superimposed spectra of the colored fibers showed strong bands corresponding to
amide I and amide II, situated at 1634 and 1511 cm−1, together with several other
intense characteristic bands (1390 cm−1 – CH3 symmetrical deformation and
1055 cm−1 – asymmetrical stretch C-O-C and C-N stretch), confirming that the textile
support is wool in all the cases (Fig. 3).
Fig. 2. Different collected samples from the artefact – the support material and the different
colored samples (Color figure online)
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Spectra of cotton, flax and hemp recorded and compared with the white sample,
which represents the artifact main material demonstrated similarities, as the main
component of these fibers is cellulose and the other major component (hemicellulose) is
a polysaccharide too. However, in deep analysis of the spectra showed certain differ-
ences, which can be used to differentiate them due to the lignin content (Table 1).
As it was already established, the fibers can be differentiated from one another by
calculating ratios between intensities of the infrared absorption bands at about 2900,
1595 and 1105 cm−1. These bands are associated with the C-H stretching vibration
(used as a measure of the overall organic content), the C=C in plane aromatic vibrations
(due to the lignin content) and the C-O-C glycosidic ether band (due to the cellulose
content) [16].
The FTIR-ATR spectrum of the white sample, which is the main material of the
artifact, reveals the presence of the characteristic peaks corresponding to cellulose and
lignin and apparently may be hemp or flax (Fig. 4). The shape of the sample spectrum
is closed to the flax spectrum, but for a reliable result the analysis of the intensity ratios
must be calculated.
Fig. 3. FTIR-ATR spectra of colored samples from the textile artifact (Color figure online)
Table 1. The composition of some cellulosic fibers [15]
Fibers Cellulose (%) Hemicelluloses (%) Lignin (%)
Cotton 82.7 5.7 0.0
Flax 64.1 16.7 2.0
Hemp 67.0 16.1 3.3
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The average values of the band intensity ratios R1 (I1595/I1105) and R2 (I1595/I2900)
were calculated for three types of pure cellulosic fibers (cotton, hemp and flax) and for
the support sample (Table 2).
As it can be observed, the results obtained for the band intensity ratios do not
follow exactly the composition of the fibers due to the overlapping of the bands in the
regions where the measurements are made. An important task to be solved seems to be
drying the samples before the measurements, because the water bending at about
1640 cm−1 artificially increased the band of lignin at 1595 cm−1. The deconvolution of
the spectra does not solve the issue and if the measurement conditions remained
unchanged, the results are consistent and the method can be used without restrictions to
determine differences between cellulosic fibers. Valuable results that elucidate this kind
of sensible difference probably can be obtained by performing polarized ATR-FTIR
measurements [17]. As there is a great similarity among flax and hemp fibers, usually
besides FT-IR spectroscopy it is necessary to perform investigations by complementary
techniques, such as: the twist test, fiber diameter measurements, general microscopic
observation, SEM analysis and polarized ATR spectroscopy completed whenever is
possible with chemical tests (phloroglucionol reaction; Herzberg reagent, Schweitzer’s
reagent).
Fig. 4. FTIR-ATR spectra of possible textile fibers for the textile artifact main material
Table 2. The band intensity ratios R1 (I1595/I1105) and R2 (I1595/I2900)
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4 Conclusions
Despite minor differences between different types of cellulosic fibers, FTIR-ATR
technique proved to be a useful tool in order to distinguish them on the basis of some of
their structural features.
Comparison between spectra of different cellulosic fibers, in terms of intensity
ratios can lead to valuable results which allow differentiation even in the case of
problematic species such as flax and hemp.
The fabric artifact studied by us is a traditional pillowcase originating from Mol-
davia historical region, from the end of the XIXth century – beginning of the XXth
century, belonging to a private collection. The obtained results prove that it is formed
of two types of fibers: the support textile fiber, identified as flax, and the colored
fibbers, identified as wool fibers dyed with natural colorants. In order to analyze the
natural colorants, present at the surface of the fibers, further investigations should be
made and probably correlations with complementary techniques are necessary (such as
extraction of the pigments and their analysis using High-performance liquid chro-
matography, SEM analysis etc.).
Acknowledgments. The authors gratefully acknowledge the financial support obtained through
the project SoVaReX, Contract No. 10PS/2017, from the Sectorial Program – Romanian Ministry
of Research and Innovation.
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Digital Scanning and Non-destructive
Techniques for Size Recovering
and Rehabilitating the Structural Performance
of Traditional Stuccoes
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Ioana Daniela Dulama3 , Raluca Maria Stirbescu3 ,
and Anca Gheboianu3
1 National Institute of Research and Development for Chemistry
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Valahia University of Targoviste, 13 Sinaia Alley, 130004 Targoviste, Romania
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Abstract. Nowadays, there is a lack of knowledge regarding the traditional
construction technology used in many of some important monuments in
Romania. To address this limitation and to assist in their conservation and
restoration, this study documents the existing condition of different historic
structures. Methods and applications for 3D scanning, image scanning and no-
contact and non-destructive methods are applied in this paper for structural
analysis of the stuccoes from a patrimony building (Fântaneanu House, Slatina).
To record and document the condition of this house, the laser scanning is used in
order to identify the initial size and shape of some damaged parts of the mon-
ument. Advancement in diagnosis methods (spectral and microscopic analytical
methods) for the conservation/restoration of this patrimony building.
Keywords: Patrimony  Stucco  3D scanning
1 Introduction
In conservation and restoration procedures applied to different monuments from cul-
tural heritage, is absolutely necessary to obey some rules, as follows:
• selection and characterization of historical materials (stones, mortars, bricks, plas-
ters, pigments, binders, concrete, plastics);
• preparation of model substrates;
• simulation of their degradation in the presence of different external agents;
• in situ assessment of the materials (destructive and non-destructive testing);
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• identification of the cleaning materials and protective coatings;
• application and characterization of new materials correlated with environmental
impact study, strengthening frescoes and basoreliefs with various consolidants;
• developing a methodology for testing the effectiveness of consolidation [1].
Known from more than 15 years, the three-dimensional scanning (3D scanning)
method is a process that uses a contact or non-contact digitizing probe to capture the
objects form and recreate them in a virtual workspace through a very dense network of
points (xyz) as a 3D graph representation. There are known two types of 3D scanning,
as follows: contact mode, which refers to the mechanical contact of the surfaces, and
non-contact mode (without mechanical contact) which use optical sources, laser or a
combination of the reproduction of the scanned surface. The best equipment is the 3D
contact scanner, based on the controlled direction of the laser beam, followed by a
measuring the distance of each point, the shape of objects, buildings and landscapes.
The laser beam is that it can penetrate even the smallest cracks of the surface [2].
Materials that can be scanned with laser include: stone, ceramics, glass, metal,
wood, plastic, rubber and clay. The tracks are measured by laser 3D scanning then they
are compared to the projected model (CAD file) using a specialized software.
Methods and applications of 3D scanning method with image scanning correlated
with non-contact and non-destructive investigation methods are applied in this paper
for structural analysis of the stuccoes from a patrimony building (Fântaneanu House,
Slatina). The laser scanning is used in order to identify the initial size and shape of
some damaged parts of the monument, and some analytical methods (FTIR, SEM-EDS,
MO) have been used for the diagnosis of this patrimony building.
2 Experimental Part
The used equipment is EXAscan Portable 3D Laser Scanner is a Mobile 3D Laser
scanner, Portable 3D Metrology equipment, Creaform Exascan.
It could scan pieces of different sizes, with different geometries: 25,000
measurements/s, resolution of 0.2 mm, accuracy of up to 0.040 mm (0.0016 in.), depth
of field: ±150 mm (±6 in.), volumetric accuracy (with MaxSHOT 3D) of minimum
0.020 mm + 0.025 mm/m (0.0008 in. + 0.0003 in./ft, VXelements software, Catia V5,
V6, 3D X-Element CD software, portable 3D Laser Scanner.
2.1 Scan the Object
After the parameterization, the object to be scanned is placed at the center of the
reference points and the scan operation takes place, which involves scanning the
surface of the object with the laser on the scanner. The result of the operation is a cloud
of points. The program analyzes the points and joins them, so the final result being the
scanned object in electronic format (digitized).
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2.2 Analytical Investigation Equipment
Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) has been recorded with a
Vertex 80 spectrometer (Bruker Optik GMBH, Germania) in the range of 4000–
400 cm−1, equipped with DRIFT accessory.
The optical microscopy was performed with a Novex trinocular microscope (at
different magnifications) and by a Primo Star ZEISS optical microscope that offers the
possibility to investigate the samples in transmitted light at a magnification between 4X
and 100X. The equipment had attached a digital video camera (Axiocam 105) which,
by the microscope software, allowed real-time data acquisition.
The Scanning Electron Microscopy with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (SEM-
EDS) results were obtained by a SU-70 (Hitachi, Japan) microscope, used for char-
acterization of micro- and nanomaterials qualitative and quantitative analysis of sam-
ples and composition of the structure for a sample surface, respectively.
2.3 Samples
The prelevated samples have been taken firstly for 3D scanning (Fig. 1) and secondly
for analytical investigation (Fig. 2).
3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Scan the Object and Results Processing
After the parametrization, the object to be scanned was placed at the center of the
reference points and the scan operation takes place, which involves scanning the
surface of the object with the scanner laser [3]. A network of points was obtained. The
program allowed joining the points and a scanned object in electronic format (digitized)
has been obtained. The processing was done using the “Digitized Shape Editor”
module in the Catia program. A series of operations were performed to remove
unusable surfaces and for the symmetrical reconstruction the mirroring operation was
Fig. 1. The aspect of the
stucco sample
Fig. 2. The multilayer conserved stucco
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applied. After the scanner was configured, the reference points were scanned. They
have the role of keeping the scanned object in a fixed position in 3D space [4, 5]. The
next step involved parameterizing the scanning procedure, namely choosing the res-
olution, optimizing the dot network, optimizing the limits, optimizing the precision,
automatically filling the holes and removing the isolated surfaces. The file containing
the digitized object was saved and processed in the CATIA program [5]. A series of
operations were performed to remove unusable surfaces and for the symmetrical
reconstruction the mirroring operation was applied, Fig. 3.
As could be observed, this program analyzes the points and joins them, so the final
result being the scanned object in electronic format (digitized), by “Digitized Shape
Editor” module in the Catia program [6, 7]. The not useful surfaces have been removed
and for the symmetrical reconstruction the mirroring operation was applied.
After digitalization a detailed examination and investigation have been applied by
using different multidisciplinary techniques applied for identification of the structure,
composition and morphology of different heritage samples [8, 9], as follows: Scanning
Electron Microscopy with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (SEM-EDS), Optical
microscopy and Fourier Transformed Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), only mentioning
few of them.
By scanning electron microscopy was possible to identify 7 successive layers of
various compositions, Fig. 4.
From the SEM investigations of the whole sample, some results have been
obtained: seven layers of various materials, some of the layers without a perfect
connection to each other due to the incompatibility of materials or degradation induced
by the passage of time and the action of external agents: moisture, freeze-thaw, light or
even improper restoration operations with negative effects. These data could be cor-
related with other chemical techniques, for example FTIR.
The FTIR spectral data of the MIR-region of the stucco’s layers samples show only
little variation and generally a high absorbance (strong signal) at wavenumbers
between 500 and 1500 cm−1. This region of the spectrum is characteristic for CO
Fig. 3. The aspect of the stucco after 3D scanning
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bonds, such as those originating from carbonates or carboxyl-groups of limestone. The
most rich sulphate layers show the most intense band of 1700–1600 cm−1, and an
increase of this band can be observed for the most degraded layer. Practically all layers
show calcium sulphate, more intense as the most damaged, a sign that the degradation
took time over each layer of plaster without cleaning the previous layer, Fig. 5.
Within the recorded spectra of all seven clay samples presented a weak absorbance
centered on 3600–3700 cm−1 which can be attributed to hydroxyl vibrations.
According with the spectral data for both category of samples it can be concluded
that the chemical composition of the layers are is quite similar (hydroxyl, carbonyl and
SiO4 groups) [10–14].
FTIR spectral data are in well compliance with EDS and SEM, Fig. 6.
Based on the partial results obtained, we assume that the masonry is made of
carbonate stone, the plaster applied on the wall of the house is mostly of lime with the
most likely binders of different nature (glue, clay, sand, etc.).
The green color identified at one of the layers is due to a natural green pigment that
varies in shades and color compositions. The “green earth” pigment is a mixture of Fe,
Mg, Al, K (mainly minerals such as celadonite and glauconite) [15].
Fig. 4. SEM images of the analyzed stucco mortar
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The SEM images led to the following conclusions: the masonry layers from stucco
sample present a lamellar structure, with a granular structure with lamellar inclusions as
well. The first layer (the oldest one) shows a damaged structure, mostly due to the
second layer applied, entirely based on gypsum, the most aggressive agent for
masonries in general. The second layer shows a structure of aluminosilicates respon-
sible for implosion, Fig. 6.
The presence of gypsum is major diminished in all the subsequent layers, and as
other mortar layers have been applied over time, new elements specific to building
materials that have emerged over time, such as barium sulfide or zinc or even chro-
mium, as a component of some pigments (PG17 for example) [16].
EDS results (Fig. 7) have shown that with the exception of the layers I and II,
where are predominant lime and gypsum, in all the other layers, C (40–60%), O (20–
25%), Zn (30–50%) are the major constituents of the stucco’s masonry sample, but also
have been recorded elements as: Ca (0.14–3%), Mg (1.23–1.61%), Ti (1–3.23%).
From elemental analysis through EDS, we can observe the presence of calcium,
which leads us to the conclusion that the plaster is lime-based, and in some layers,
especially those rich in zinc, a green dye may have been used, Fig. 6.
Fig. 5. FTIR spectra of the stucco’s layers
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Fig. 6. The SEM images (left) and EDS diagrams for the studied samples (Color figure online)
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4 Conclusions
Despite the limited numbers of samples, the archaeometric results indicate that there is
a obvious link between 3D scanning of the samples, in order to recover the initial
shape, and to analyze the successive layers of the masonry applied in time.
Some of the local clay sources could have been considered the suitable raw material
used for the restoration procedures in time. However, further determinations performed
on a larger number of samples are needed in order to confirm this state of the research.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by a grant of the Romanian National Authority
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Fig. 6. (continued)
Fig. 7. The elements distribution from the stucco’s layers
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Abstract. This paper aims to summarize the steps taken towards the devel-
opment of a semi-automated system in an attempt to create computer modeling
of the original morphology of the individual buildings and respective urban
texture for the so called “cas” houses which are the characteristic traditional
buildings of the Siirt Province in Turkey. For the purpose of developing the
proposed system, the architectural space forming methods that are closely
related with the structural composition of the buildings where loose stones are
joined with a strong and quick drying mortar are observed. It has been detected
that cas houses are in fact built in time through an incremental expansion
approach making use of repeating rectangular cells in horizontal plane coming
side to side, and upper floor plans are developed almost identically to ground
floor layout. The rhythmic layout of the façade elements such as doors and
windows, cut rectangular pyramidal form of the buildings and specific elements
such as stair covering vaults and underpasses are both enriching the building
form and enabling easier detection of the original morphology of the buildings.
The proposed form finding system is based on the principle of processing the
approximately measured outer boundaries of the existing buildings to deduce
internal spaces’ sizes and layout which are in fact the sole sources causing the
exterior building form for cas houses.
Keywords: Siirt cas houses  Heritage modeling  Automated plan generation
1 Introduction
Architectural heritage at relatively less developed regions is under high risk of decay,
deterioration and extinction mainly due to the owners’ inadequate resources for
maintenance, inadequate or lacking funding for conservation initiatives as well as due
to poor awareness about the heritage value of such buildings. Interventions to this kind
of buildings mainly aim to maintain and/or improve the buildings for daily practical
needs or for expectations of adaptation to changing lifestyles without much sensitivity
towards the original and authentic characteristics and generally results in degeneration
and loss of valuable information with regards to regional, traditional and historical
aspects. For such buildings it is not unusual to see that the original details are removed
and the general form of the buildings is obscured during renovations and other inter-
ventions, thus the main heritage character is lost or concealed.
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It is extremely difficult, almost impossible to bring back value, or further preserve
such spoiled and degenerated buildings and reinstate the built environment to its
original state, however much can be done by exploring the most appropriate methods,
systems and intervention rules through fictionalizing the future they are destined to,
with conservatory planning decisions that value the inherent authentic characteristics.
This kind of interventions need to consider numerous parameters including but not
limited to social environment, economical value, urban movements, population and
other demographic aspects besides the local architectural, spatial, structural and plan-
ning decisions and initiatives.
Two extreme opposed intervention logics at such situations are towards either
gentrification of this kind of buildings and neighborhoods, or towards urban regener-
ation through a totally changed character. It is obvious that more elaborated mecha-
nisms are needed in search of a more accurate approach ensuring coherence of physical
built environment with social needs, open to improvement and development through
still preserving the authenticity and heritage value of buildings and respective
neighborhood.
Clearing the extrinsic interventions, conservation and restoring the original and
authentic form of historical buildings and neighborhoods is a complex process even on
drawings and virtual models. Contemporary digital technologies are providing large
opportunities for exploring, inducing and modelling the original form of buildings with
heritage value and respective physical built environment. It is now possible to build
three dimensional models of the historical neighborhoods at a given moment in time
although this kind of studies can be quite difficult, time, resource and effort consuming
due to the complexity of the buildings and respective physical environment as well as
due to the considerable need for background information to be extracted from docu-
mentary and photo archives.
The amount of manual work may be remarkably reduced in parallel to recent
advances in technology such as three dimensional scanning devices, and advanced
modelling software but the large number of information and point sets created still
require a considerable effort for evaluating and processing the acquired data. This fact
imposes a need for automatic and/or intelligent methods and systems for registering,
merging, abstracting and processing in defined ways of large range of data sets. It is
also possible to employ this kind of intelligent systems to predict missing information
to deduce not only geometrical but also other types of information that might explain
the shaping of the built environment either by human behavior or by other forces.
This paper aims to investigate possibilities for developing systems capable of
modelling authentic forms of the urban texture and individual buildings through use of
generative computer-aided systems which are supposed to make use of the inherent
grammar of the concerned historical buildings and urban texture.
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2 Computer-Aided Form Generating Systems
2.1 Broad Overview of the Form Generating Systems
Use of the generative computer aided systems for form finding process in architectural
design has been a considerably researched topic since a few decades. In essence these
systems are based on computer processed algorithms which are according to Rajaraman,
specifications of a sequence of instructions to be carried out in order to solve a given
problem. Instructions are telling what tasks are to be performed and the algorithm serves
as a codification of the problem through a series offinite, consistent and rational steps [1].
Procedural modeling is a computer-aided generative system that can be simply
defined to be content production by means of a procedure or a program. It is making
use of a wide variety of techniques that can produce a specific type of content based on
a set of input parameters in a defined degree of automatization. The procedural mod-
elling has been an active subject especially in the videogames industry with capacity to
produce complex virtual environments including road networks and urban settings. It is
also applied in various areas such as modeling of plants, landscape, terrain, buildings,
urban areas, road networks, rivers, or art creation. With the use of procedural mod-
elling, considerable amount of resource of man skilled labor can be drastically reduced
and expertise and knowledge dependent efforts can be concentrated on elaborating
automatically created models by adding and altering particularities and details that
might make them closer to expected results [2].
Many procedural models are essentially generative representations either of pro-
cesses inspired by nature, such as plant development, or of man-centered processes,
such as building design or urban developments. Due to the stochastic nature of the
methods employed by procedural modeling a wide variety of results can be created
from one set of input parameters [2]. This gives the procedural modelling its potential
to reduce the amount of modeling effort required to create digital content. The use of
the “procedural modelling” approach in the fields of architecture, urban planning and
archaeology is generally based on the notions of “shape grammar” or “style grammars”
approaches and has great potential as well in the field of architectural heritage mod-
elling as it enables to cope with complexities and difficulties specific to this field.
Shape grammars are applications in which shapes are presented as design
descriptions and transformed according to a rule based formalism [3]. Generation
process can be modeled on the transformations of shapes. A shape grammar contains
vocabulary, a set of shape rules and an initial shape. Form alternatives can be generated
by applying the shape rules recursively to the initial shape. Stiny is considered the
inventor and one of the pioneers of the shape grammar approach in architectural form
generating through computer processed systems [4]. Eloy and Duarte provide a com-
prehensive background and examples of the shape grammar principles applied to
building design [5]. Shape grammars are used in the field of vernacular housing by
Flemming for Queen Anne Houses [6], Cagdas explored Turkish traditional housing
patterns [7] and Colakoglu has made use of the shape grammar principles for trans-
lating the Turkish traditional house patterns and components to contemporary housing
context [8].
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Yong et al. describe a method to create a style in the form of Southeast Chinese
vernacular houses using an extended shape grammar. The grammar used is hierar-
chically planned which is starting at city level, then producing streets, housing blocks,
roads, and in further productions houses with components such as gates, windows,
walls, and roofs. Through a number of controlling rules (defining component ratio
constraints etc.), the validity of the buildings can be evaluated. Applying of this
grammar system enables generation of a typical traditional Southeast Chinese town.
The success of the system is closely related with the inherent grammar (building style)
of these towns which are very rigidly structured [9].
An ontology based solution for procedural generation of ancient structures,
specifically the so called “domus” roman houses configured by rectangular floor plans
has been exemplified by Adao [10]. This approach implements a working methodology
that relies on an abstract ontological specification for buildings, foreseeing the possi-
bility of extension to other architectonic styles. Ontologies can be defined to be
knowledge structures capable of describing a system, namely the relations between its
parts. They have been successfully applied in different solutions that require the use of
virtual models and environments. Ontology based procedural modelling is concerned
with the rapidly and faithful visualization of virtual structures disregarding imper-
ceptible details. The entire generation process relies in a set of definition and restriction
rules to achieve the virtual building.
2.2 Proposed Form Finding Methodology
A methodology inspired by the computer-aided form generation systems is proposed in
this paper to induce a shape grammar based approach to generate forms of the tradi-
tional Siirt cas houses, mainly to distinguish and extricate the authentic building forms
from additional components and/or to deduce missing parts. This system is mainly
based on the consideration that the authentic forms of the buildings can be generated
with use of the identified basic forms and shapes and their inherent rule-based incre-
mental development/expansion pattern or grammar. The formalization of the form
finding procedure shall enable modelling of the authentic building forms and urban
texture with relatively less information through use of less precise measurement and
broad visual analysis and description (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. The proposed methodology aims to deduce the original building form through
identifying (1) the extrinsic additions to authentic form and (2) lost (missing) original building
parts.
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For this purpose, the extensively encountered room sizes and ratios of the rectan-
gular shaped spaces’ edge lengths forming the building plan have been identified and
categorized to be compared with computer generated rectangular forms within building
boundaries. Nonconforming shapes and layouts are eliminated. Eligible found building
plans have been compared with pre-identified shapes to be able to judge the existence
of additions or missing parts of the actual buildings.
3 Evaluation of Siirt Cas Houses
3.1 General Characteristics
“Cas” houses are without much doubt the most apparent and predominant traditional
housing style of the Siirt Province and neighboring regions in South East Turkey. The
name “cas” is originated from the name given to the mortar which is in fact a material
produced through a process consisting of grinding, burning and processing the lime
stone which is constituting the characteristic geological soil formation in the region.
Cas houses are typically two to three floor buildings in rectangular shapes, getting
narrower upwards in the form of cut rectangular pyramid. The structural composition
stands on loose and irregular stone walls erected with cas mortar; slabs are formed
either with dome or vault shaped stone or with vertically placed round wooden beams
covered again with a layer of cas mortar joined earth or stone. Same cas mortar is used
for exterior façade plastering which is giving the yellowish white color to these houses.
The majority of the urban texture in the historical city center of the Siirt Province is
constituted of cas houses although they are extremely modified and degenerated in
actual situation. These buildings have lost their original form due to mainly to additions
and modifications through use of clay or concrete bricks and reinforced concrete
structural extensions and additional floors.
Apart from a number of examples in Siirt city center, relatively well preserved cas
houses can be seen at East and North parts of the city, extensively at Tillo and Şirvan
districts, less frequently in Pervari on the East side and Eruh on the South part and
rarely in Baykan at Northwest and Kurtalan at the West side as the geological sub soil
formation starts to change. Tillo District center and related villages probably contains
the highest number of cas houses in good condition, namely in İkizbağlar (Tom),
Dereyamaç (Fersaf), Çınarlısu (Hantrant) and Çatılı (Sinep) together with Halenze
(Bağtepe) district on the road leading from Siirt to Tillo.
3.2 Typology of Cas Houses
The typology of a cas house basically relates to the derivation of a single cas mortar
joined stone walled module in rectangular shape at plan and cut pyramidal form in
three dimension. This modules are in fact spaces in the form of cells of 10 to 15 m2
footprint area at an average inner height of around 3 m. The roof of the cells are
covered with either vault shaped mortar joined stone or with wooden beams. Side walls
of this cell has identical and rhythmic openings used either for doors or windows. The
sizes of these openings vary around 60–80 cm in horizontal plane and the height of a
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window is in general double of its horizontal dimension. When the opening is a
doorway, the transom of the door is at the same level of the top of the window. Some
very much encountered plan forms are shown in Fig. 2 with typical cross sections. One
edge of the typical cell measures generally around 450 cm and contains three openings
used as door or window; whereas the other edges may have an average length varying
from 250 cm to 600 cm.
Cas houses evolved in time through incremental enlarging on an expansion pattern.
This incremental expansion of a cas house can be both in horizontal or vertical direc-
tions. In horizontal expansion the footprint of the building is enlarged through addition
of rooms. Vertical expansion is by adding floors accessed through stairs built at the
exterior of the initial cell. Both forms of expansions follow a set of rules originating from
the specific geometrical character and structural properties of the houses.
It is possible to distinguish mainly two types of cas houses which are varying
possibly according to the owners’ economical wealth and status. Some houses are in
the form of detached mansions generally isolated from other houses, surrounded with a
garden and in a regular square or rectangular form at two or three floor levels.
Remaining samples of these houses are relatively well preserved and generally keeping
their integrity.
Others belonging to less wealthier population are in dense urban settings, mostly
using each other’s walls to form clusters also enabling protection from the effects of the
hot and arid climate to form narrow and shady streets. These examples found in the old
city center of the Siirt Province are extremely modified through addition of rooms,
spaces or floors with reinforced concrete structures. The evaluated types of cas houses
in this paper mainly relate to this second group.
Fig. 2. Typical plans and sections of single floor cas house modules in different sizes varying
according to the number of the façade openings.
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Horizontal Development. Enlargement in horizontal plane is provided simply by
joining other cells of same or different sizes to any direction to an existing cell. This
kind of horizontal development of the cas houses is illustrated below. Regular
dimensioning of the windows and doors facilitates enlargement by joining cells or in
other words building new cells next to the existing ones (Fig. 3).
In the internal arrangement after enlargement previously formed door or window
openings are transformed to wall niches which are used in several ways such as
cabinets, shelves or fire places (Fig. 4).
Fig. 3. Sample horizontal enlargement of the cas houses shown in schematic plans and in photos
of the existing buildings.
Fig. 4. Doors and windows transformed to wall niches used as shelves, cupboards or fire places.
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Vertical Development. Increasing the number of floors for cas houses is made through
continuing the outer walls vertically and adding another cell on top of the existing one.
Access to upper floor is made with a stone stair built next to the outer wall, mostly
L shaped using two sides of the cell. The stair is covered again by a stone vaulted
tunnel in most of the cases. Due to this tunnel the stair becomes an indoor space and
another level of stair can later be added when forming an additional level. In most of
the cases the maximum number of floors in a cas house is three floors including the
ground floor (Fig. 5).
Another highly characteristic component of the cas houses are the underpass
structures called “sabat”. This element is a tunnel like passage way covered by stone
vault or by wooden beams used whenever a horizontal development of a cas house is
likely to block an existing path. This type of an underpass is also quite useful to protect
pedestrians from the effects of hot and arid climate of the region (Fig. 6).
3.3 Translating Cas House Typology to Shape Grammars
In relation with the typology analysis of cas houses summarized above, a shape
grammar approach has been developed. Accordingly the initial shape in planar view is
always a rectangular form defined as “A” identified by the length of the long and short
edges named as “x” and “y”. The rule for enlargement with other (appendage) cells
(rooms) identified as “B”, “C” etc. in alphabetical order is juxtaposing other similar
rectangular forms to one edge of the initial shape which can be “up”, “down”, “left” or
“right”. Derivation of appendages are identified with two parameters which are the
“layout” and “alignment” with reference to a given initial or appendage shape.
Fig. 5. Doors and windows transformed to wall niches used as shelves, cupboards or fire places.
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Above given table derivate following building form when edge length values are
entered as given as in the table (Fig. 7).
For multi-leveled buildings size and location of the stair can also be defined in the
same table as shown in line 05. Whenever a path crosses the building, an underpass
will be necessary to be placed in the building again with the same shape grammar table
as illustrated in line number 06. The first floor of the building will in principle follow
exactly the same units and layout in the ground floor due to the structural characteristics
of the cas houses.
Fig. 6. Stone vaulted underpass structures at ground floor of the cas houses are called “sabat” in
the local language of the region.
Table 1. Shape grammar for cas houses.
Line no Shape name Edge
lengths
Shape type Reference Layout Align
x y
01 A 400 300 Initial Null Null Null
02 B 300 500 Appendage A Right (R) Top (T)
03 C 600 400 Appendage A Down (D) Right (R)
04 D 600 300 Appendage B Down (D) Left (L)
05 Stair 600 300 Stair C Down (D) Left (L)
06 Sabat 300 300 Sabat D Right (R) Right (R)
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4 Description of the Proposed Form Finding System
4.1 Identification of the Problem
The city center of the Siirt Province is formed of a dense urban texture almost wholly
composed of cas houses degenerated through additions to existing buildings and/or
demolishing of some parts of the authentic built environment. Identifying or modeling
of the original form back in history is a quite complex task. The actual urban texture
and some examples of modified traditional individual buildings are shown below
(Figs. 8 and 9).
Fig. 8. Satellite view of the Siirt city center formed with buildings which are mostly originally
composed of traditional cas houses [11].
Fig. 7. Derivation of the size and layout of the cells and translation of the grammar to the
building form in accordance with data given in Table 1.
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Considering the complexity of the urban texture and the degree of modifications
incorporated, a simplified way of form finding to deduce the original morphology of the
built environment is proposed.
4.2 Form Finding System
The proposed system is based on the principle of plan layout generation composed of
predefined existing space forms through processing the information obtained in the
form of exterior foot print shape and size of the buildings and verification of generated
plans for accuracy with existing other parameters to be received of the site. Consequent
to the revealing of shape framing the outer (footprint) boundaries, the first step is the
extension of all the lines at reflex angles until they cross a boundary line. This first step
is labeled “angle extending”. Resulting form is composed of rectangular tiles filling the
outer boundaries. These tiles are enumerated as given in illustration below where
eleven (11) tiles are produced. This method is similar to that employed by Camozzato
et al. for their procedural floor plan generation from building sketches [12].
In the second step, the rectangular tiles are forming other larger rectangles with tiles
next to them in an orthogonal manner at both x and y directions. Possibilities for tiles
numbered from 1 to 4 are given within the 2nd frame of the figure below as examples.
In the third level of the process the form finder searches alternatives for merging the
tiles formed at the 2nd step with each other to produce larger rectangular forms. For
each of the alternatives the outer boundaries are filled with other shapes which are not
overlapping with previously produced rectangular shapes.
Fig. 9. Some examples of the cas houses in Siirt city center which are lost their original and
authentic form and properties.
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Upon derivation of all possible alternatives the nonconforming shapes in terms of
dimensions and ratios with reference to predefined cas house room patterns are elim-
inated and marked as alien (shown with red color in Fig. 10).
The process is also able to propose extensions (shown in green color in figure
above) in order to establish similarity of a generated form with predefined forms. Those
are interpreted as possibly missing parts of the authentic buildings.
4.3 Expected Results
The form generating system is expected to provide a number of plan alternatives
generated through the information that relates to the outer boundary shape and
approximate dimensions of the buildings that are revealed on site or through satellite
maps. A portion of the generated alternatives are eliminated and some are marked with
suspected unoriginal additions or suspected missing parts. Broad visual inspection of
the real subject is expected to enable prompt revealing of the original composition of
the house with considerably reduced time and effort consumption.
5 Conclusion
The mathematical modeling of cas houses aimed to enable an automated system
helping the deduce the authentic form of the buildings and relevant urban texture.
Considering the quantity and the complexity of the individual buildings and the
physical environment they form, a need for an automated system to deduce the
authentic morphology of the built environment is essential.
Fig. 10. Example of procedural form generation from a given outer boundary shape to deduce
alien appendices to buildings. (Color figure online)
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The inherent style and grammar of the Siirt cas houses have remarkable potential
for the development of such a system due to their orthogonal and incremental
expansion pattern. The system can be further developed to cover as well the other
essential building elements such as entrance doors, windows, wall niches, stairs,
underpasses etc. to respond to detailing needs of the modeling process. With study of
adjacent buildings and other elements of the built environment an incremental mod-
eling of the authentic urban texture can be obtained.
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Abstract. A fortified church is a building which has a religious meaning, but
also played a defensive role in times of war. Many fortified churches from
countries such as Romania, Slovenia, Switzerland, Poland, France, Denmark,
Portugal, Germany or Belarus featured thick walls and high battlements and
embrasures. However, Middle Age fortified churches are different from castles
and fortresses because they were designed to protect small communities.
Transylvania hosts the highest number of fortified churches from Europe. In the
medieval ages, more than 300 churches were built by the inhabitants of this area.
This was the direct result of the constant invasions from the Ottomans and other
nomad populations such as Tatars. Many of these edifices date since the 13th
century, but some are in an advanced state of degradation, caused mainly by
poor preservation measures and lack of interest from the local authorities.
This paper introduces a system which aims to increase the awareness about
the fortified churches from a small area of Transylvania called “Țara Bârsei”.
Our focus is on the visual preservation of several of these monuments through
the technique of photogrammetry, as well as the implementation of a stand
which would attract the potential tourists. The key idea of our study is to
influence them to visit several churches by placing next to each other in Virtual
Reality both mainstream and low-profile objectives. We assess users’ opinion
about a holographic stand commanded by a mobile application which includes
the 3D models, pictures and a short description of the fortified churches based
on a modified HARUS questionnaire. Results show increased interest, directly
resulted from the visualization technology.
Keywords: Transylvanian fortified churches  Cultural heritage
Preservation
1 Introduction
A high concentration of fortified churches can be seen in places where there was a lot of
hand-to-hand warfare, such as the Dordogne region of France, which was fought over
by France and England in medieval times, and in Transylvania, which was the scene of
Ottoman invasions. Some other places in Europe with fortified churches can be seen in
Fig. 1.
Transylvania was called “the gate of Europe”. This Romanian territory has the
highest number of Saxon villages from Europe. These formed starting with the 12th
century, after the Hungarians began to infuse the local population with German
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colonists, in an effort to annex the territory. However, the Saxons blended well with the
natives and some of the elements of their civilization managed impose over the older
practices. One of these is their architecture. As the area was constantly under threat
from Ottomans and Tatars, one of the most adopted elements is the fortification style.
The common approach against invaders was the “high price for a small benefit”
strategy. In most of the cases, raiding the churches was too hard to be worth the trouble.
In fact some of the churches were never conquered. Such is the case of Prejmer
Fortified Church, which featured thick walls and unique defensive systems such as the
“Organ of death” (see Fig. 2).
A context information which is worth mentioning is the advanced degradation state
of some of these fortified churches. The 7 Transylvanian villages with fortified chur-
ches which are listed in the UNESCO World Heritage index (Biertan, Câlnic, Dârjiu,
Prejmer, Saschiz, Valea Viilor and Viscri) are at the moment well preserved and
constantly taken care of. However, many others are on the verge of collapsing. If this
happens, the consequences are so severe, the monument is probably lost forever (see
the case of the Rotbav fortified church in Fig. 3).
A study from 2011 shows that although some of the UNESCO churches listed
above are well-known, there are others which are also popular among the local pop-
ulation. These are Cisnădie, Cisnădioara, Agnita and Slimnic. However, not being
listed in UNESCO index makes them virtually invisible to the foreign tourists,
according to [2].
Fig. 1. Europe’s most prominent fortified churches.
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Several researchers tried to find the possibilities of development of these areas,
considering their rich cultural heritage. E.g. in [3], authors propose a set of long-term
actions which they think it will act towards the preservation and the development of
these settlements. However, some of these activities have been undergone in the past
by local authorities and decisional factors, with little or no success. It is showed in [4]
that the problems are more severe than what authorities initially thought. The Saxons,
the population which maintained the fortified churches and the old village centers, have
left Romania in the exodus which occurred right after the revolution from 1989. Many
of the buildings are either uninhabited or were bought by new owners, which mod-
ernized them without considering the idea of preserving the past looks (materials,
shapes and colors). Although this region is important on multiple levels (i.e. it hosts a
unique habit [5]), the poor road infrastructure and the nonexistent regional strategy for
tourism have contributed to the decay.
One idea which seem to catch was ecotourism [6]. However, ecotourism needs to
be naturally sustained by an organic growth of visitors, resulted directly from a con-
stant activity and a reasonable long-term preservation strategy, engaging enough to
catch the interest of the newer generations of tourists, travelers and other stakeholders.
Another idea which seemed to multiply the awareness effects was to ease the return of
the Saxons, which are occasionally traveling to Romania to visit their homeland [7].
Fig. 2. Prejmer Fortified Church.
Fig. 3. Rotbav Fortified Church before and after collapsing in 2016.
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However, the amplitude of this phenomena is low, compared to the average numbers of
tourists from the region. Even the most well-known fortified church from Transylvania,
Viscri, is still struggling to implement a Western model of heritage management which
will eventually allow better engagement with visitors, higher touristic rating and in the
end, larger audience [8].
1.1 Types of Fortified Churches
According to [1] there are 3 types of fortified churches in Transylvania:
• Churches with fortified walls - the church itself is not a defensive structure, but it is
surrounded by walls which fulfill this function. One good example is Prejmer
Fortified Church (see Fig. 2).
• Fortified churches - the church’s body is a defensive construction, and the outside
fortifications are not present or if they are, they are not actually playing a defensive
role. Large churches with thick walls such as Feldioara can be included here.
• Fortress churches - the fortified walls are provided with fortified storerooms for
supplies and fortified with towers, bastions and warehouses, often being surrounded
by a water channel. Fortress churches are related to notion of “citadel”, but they
differ because they were not permanently inhabited, but only in case of war and
siege (see Fig. 4).
Transylvanian fortified churches are fairly different from the ones built in the
Western Europe, as their purpose was different. While Western Europe fortified
churches belong to religious cults such as the Templars, or to the Catholic Church, and
hosted only sacred relics and books, the Transylvanian fortified churches were
Fig. 4. Valea Viilor fortress church
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supposed to offer protection against invaders for the tens of families for each of the
villages which had them. Very often, each family had their own cellar in which they
could store separately their belongings.
1.2 Study Objectives
This paper presents the main opportunities, limitations and challenges posed by
applying the process of photogrammetry to some of the fortified churches from a small
area of Transylvania called “Țara Bârsei” from several points of view: technical, social
and financial. Our study also proposes the development of a multi-language holo-
graphic stand which is able to output information about the fortified churches to visitors
of a museum, gallery or any other kind of cultural heritage related exhibition. Making
use of the holographic effect obtained from the reflection of the image outputted by flat
monitor into a glass pyramid, the holographic stand can display various 3D models,
animations and other types of visual effects. Thus, it is perfect to showcase the small
yet very detailed 3D models of the churches from Tara Bârsei. In order to make to
system more interactive, the physical device was coupled with a smartphone applica-
tion which allows users to select their desired monument from a stylized historic map
of the area (see Fig. 5). The application contains information on the most important
fortified churches from Transylvania, which are both interesting touristic sites as well
low marketed destinations.
Our final aims are to discover which the best means of digitally conserving these
monuments, to implement a system which will enhance the visibility of less-known
fortified churches from Transylvania and to assess the perception of the proposed
implementation by the general public and by experts in the field of cultural heritage. On
a side note, we wanted to build accurate 3D models for all the fortified churches from
this region and to offer these for free to the cultural heritage enthusiasts, within an
Fig. 5. The holographic stand, the tablet and the main page of the application
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online repository. In order to accomplish these goals, we needed to interact with the
representatives of the fortified churches, to ask permission to photograph and inspect
the landmarks. Deriving from discussions with the curators, one idea which we hope to
put in practice is to offer the developed system, the holostand presented in Fig. 5, to be
displayed in the most visited churches from the regions, Prejmer and Harman, and
perhaps, in the Bran castle. The purpose of this endeavor would be that tourists which
are passing by would learn about the other churches and would want to also visit these,
since all are very close one to the other. Although our study doesn’t address the idea of
a tour creation, the system proposed in this paper leaves tourists aware of the close
proximity of similar landmarks, a piece of information which will help them decide on
their next objective.
2 Methods and Materials
2.1 Photogrammetry
Photogrammetry is a technique which allows users to create 3D models from photos.
We have used photogrammetry to build the 3D models presented in the holographic
stand. The photogrammetry software used in most of the cases was Agisoft PhotoScan
and Reality Capture. These programs allow users to import any kind of photo for the
reconstruction phase. Thus, we have used several cameras, among which we can list
Canon EOS 1300, Nikon D5300 and Samsung S8. In full compliance with this tech-
nique we notice that the higher resolution was used, the better were the results. Besides
the photos taken from the surface level, use have used a drone (DJI Phantom 4 Pro)
with 4K lenses to catch the looks of the roofs and of the crannies and nooks of the
architectural elements from upper body of the monuments. Agisoft produces weaker
results in terms of resemblance, but can accept a higher number of images, whereas
Reality Capture is limited to 2500 (for a standard license).
Other software used in our study was Blender and Meshlab (for trimming the
models to an acceptable number of polygons) and Unity (for constructing the 3D slow-
revolving setup for the glass pyramid).
Doing the field work, we’ve discovered that a typical church needs at least 2000-
3000 photos in order to get a good 3D model. There are cases where, because of the
large dimensions of the monument, we’ve used approximately 10000 photos to build
the 3D model.
The process of taking photos for photogrammetry is not trivial. The photos need to
be focused well. Any defocused/blurry image can ruin the model. Cameras were
adjusted to get the best exposure (the best ratio between ISO, aperture, shutter speed
and zoom). After the photo shooting sessions, the pictures need to be sorted for
eliminating all the ill-focused ones. Finally, using the .raw format may require more
space, but also proves to be the best choice, especially in the preprocessing phase.
On a side note, the best time to take the pictures is when it is cloudy, because the
sun light influences the resulted textures. Thus, posing a wall directly illuminated by
the sun light outputs overexposed colors and diminishes the details of the surface.
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Finally, computing the 3D model for medium quality may take even a week of
continuous processing, using several connected servers.
In the post-processing phase, the surroundings which are not connected to the
fortified church were cropped and the models were optimized to a smaller amount of
polygons, in order to be ready for import in Unity.
2.2 3D Models
Our team computed 3D models for the following fortified churches: Prejmer, Harman,
Vulcan, Sanpetru, Maierus and Feldioara. Additionally, Rotbav, the church which
collapsed in 2016, was modelled in CAD and showcased on the stand. There are
several other fortified churches for which we are in the process of obtaining the
authorizations to photograph them. Our final aim is to offer these models for free on the
portal of the eHeritage Project, in the repository section [9].
2.3 Holographic Stand
The holographic stand uses the classic principle of holography: the image emitted from
a highly luminous 4K TV screen is reflected by a single-side reflexive glass mounted at
an angle of 45°. Inside the glass construction, a white base lighten by a weak light
source breaks the reflection sensation and creates the feeling of having the image
reflected being inside the pyramid, instead of being on the surface of the glass. Thanks
to the 3 reflections offered by the 3 sides of the pyramid, users can experience a greater
sense of immersion.
The holographic stand undergone several changes since its initial concept presented
in Fig. 6. The main improvement related to the shape of the glass pyramid. In order to
increase the size of the holograms, instead of using a 4-face pyramid trunk, we have
opted for using half of it. This translated in twice the space for the sides of the glass
pyramid and also for the TV screen (instead of rendering 4 images, we need to render
only 3). Other significant improvements are the exclusion of the Leap Motion device
(as users can interact with the stand directly from the application installed on an
Android tablet), the use of better and lighter materials (the first version was made from
wood, while the second version was made from aluminum case and metal sheets
sprayed in electrostatic field) and the use of castor wheels on the base, in order to make
it mobile and easy to move. All these improvements we carried out at the recom-
mendation of several museum custodians and gallery curators which explained us in
detail the features of a museum-ready stand.
The system (in various versions) was presented at various events such the EU Open
Day 2018 from Brussels, Belgium, AFCO 2018 from Brasov, Romania, Researchers
Night from Brasov, Romania, Internet Festival 2017 from Pisa, Italy and the Lubec
2017 from Lucca, Italy.
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3 Evaluation
14 people (11 males and 3 females) have taken the questionnaire presented in Table 1
during 2 separate events, AFCO 2018 and EU Open Day (although the stand was
inspected by several hundreds, see Fig. 7). Most have never seen a holographic display
and were thrilled about the experience. As it is the case with new technologies (e.g. the
augmented reality (AR) applications for mobile phones [10]), people are attracted and
excited partially due to the technology showcased and not necessarily because of the
content. However, it was not the intention of this research to limit this phenomena – on
the contrary, we wanted to capitalize the momentum offered by the holographic display
which is something rarely seen by most people, and to build upon this in order to create
some interest for the real objective of the study. As a results, many visitors from both
events, even local people, became interested in visiting the fortified churches of Tara
Barsei.
3.1 Questionnaire
Each participant was asked to fill in a modified version of the Handheld Augmented
Reality Usability Scale questionnaire [11]. The HARUS questionnaire was developed
to evaluate the comprehensibility and manipulability of AR applications for handheld
devices. Since the system developed is not really an AR application, we have tweaked
the questionnaire to cover the subject of our study, while preserving the statistical
computation process behind it.
Thus, the first section, Personal Skills (Q1–Q3), was intended to create a baseline,
derived from the degree of familiarity of the subjects with virtual reality and more
particularly, with holography. The second section (Q4–Q11) aims to assess the
usability of the holographic stand. Enjoyment (Q12–Q15) and Usefulness (Q16–Q19)
derive directly from the HARUS design. Last but not least, the Empirical section tries
to infer some common knowledge about the study itself, about the quality of the 3D
Fig. 6. The initial holographic stand prototype
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models presented to the public and about their intentions in the near future. All of the
questions from sections Comprehensibility, Enjoyment and Usefulness use a 7-point
Likert scale, ranging from 1 – “strongly disagree”, to 7 – “strongly agree”. As a side
note, in some cases, the 22 questions were perceived as too many by some of the
respondents.
3.2 Results
The empirical questions were used to tweak features such as the luminosity of the light
source inside the pyramid, or the luminosity and the position of the light source inside
the scenario built in Unity. The 3D models were calibrated to cover all the screen
allowed by the dimensions of the glass. All the answers from sections 2, 3 and 4 were
Table 1. Evaluation questionnaire
Personal skills Q1: Have you used VR technologies before?
Q2: Have you ever seen a hologram before?
Q3: Are you familiar with the principles of holography?
Comprehensibility Q4: I thought that using the system requires a lot of mental effort
Q5: I thought the amount of information displayed on the screen of the
tablet was appropriate
Q6: I thought that the information displayed on screen of the tablet was
difficult to read
Q7: I felt that the system was responding fast enough
Q8: I thought that the information displayed on screen of the tablet was
confusing
Q9: I thought the words and symbols on screen of the tablet were easy to
read
Q10: I felt that the quality of the 3D models was good
Q11: I thought that the information displayed on screen was consistent
Enjoyment Q12: I enjoyed using the system
Q13: I found the system unpleasant
Q14: I found the system exciting
Q15: I found the system boring
Usefulness Q16: By using the holographic stand, I was able understand the location
of the fortified churches
Q17: By using the holographic stand, I was more interested in visiting
the fortified churches
Q18: By using the holographic stand, I was able understand more about
the history of “Tara Barsei”
Q19: By using the holographic stand, I am more likely to visit fortified
churches in the future
Empirical Q20: Which 3D model was the most appealing?
Q21: Which 3D model was the most unpleasant?
Q22: Which fortified church would you be interesting in visiting the
most in the near future?
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aggregated in order to obtain values for each of the 3 constructs: Comprehensibility,
Enjoyment and Usefulness.
For each answer we inverted the results of the negatively stated items. After this
action, we summed up all the values related to the specific construct and calculated the
mean and the standard deviation. The obtained scores are mapped to a range of 0 to
100, in order to see easier the percentiles. The results for each construct are the
following: Comprehensibility (M = 91.44; SD = 2.12), Enjoyment (M = 95.12;
SD = 4.62) and Usefulness (M = 89.27; SD = 4.82). We infer that the respondents
easily understood the way to use the system, enjoyed the stand even more, and found
the content delivered to be very useful (Fig. 8).
Fig. 7. The holographic stand at EU Open Day 2018, showcasing Prejmer fortified church
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4 Conclusions and Future Developments
As we initially thought, the system was very well received by all the participants of this
study. Many praised the idea and the content, and even promised they will visit some of
the fortified churches presented in the holographic stand, in the near future. However,
there are still improvements to be made.
There are still 4 churches which need to be “photo-scanned” in order to obtain their
3D models and to put them in the application, not to mention the old city of Brasov,
which we will most likely be represent by the fortress of Brasov. This means that
additional 3D content needs to be developed.
Another way to develop the system is to add more interaction. Users like to interact
with systems in a natural way. Using a mix between Leap Motion and the Andoird
application installed on the tablet could prove worthy of investigating. Speaking of the
application, one development which may have a greater impact would be to create an
app which could be available to download for free on Google Play and IOS Market-
place, presenting the 3D models and historical facts about each of the monuments.
Other improvements related to the physical features of the holographic stand. We
can improve the interior lighting of the glass pyramid, by investigating which light
source is the best for holography (warm or cold) and which is the best light intensity.
Last but not least, one of our future aims is to seal tight the stand and display it at
several fortified churches from the area “Tara Barsei”.
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Fig. 8. Questionnaire results
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Abstract. This work aims to examine the reliability of smartphones that
incorporate 3D depth sensors for 3D reconstruction of cultural heritage objects.
The main focus is to compare the models generated with two image-based
methods: photogrammetry and Tango Constructor application. The result are
promising, showings that Tango-based method is an efficient way for 3D
reconstruction of historical artifacts and is able to provide morphometric data
comparable with photogrammetry-based data. The method can provide restorers
a quick way to record vast amount of data, combined with sufficient accuracy
and ease-of-use and this make it a potential alternative to conventional methods,
like photogrammetry or laser scanning.
Keywords: 3D reconstruction  Mobile devices  Cultural heritage
1 Introduction
In the Cultural Heritage (CH) 3D reconstructed models provide an important support
for procedures like historical reconstruction, analysis of artifacts and architecture,
documentation of archaeological sites, preservation, marketing of museum etc. [1, 10].
The 3D models of cultural heritage objects are generated by using dedicated software
graphical applications, image based methods of specialized sensors [2].
Many 3D digital models of cultural heritage objects like buildings, statues and
historical places are developed using image based methods, active sensors like laser
scanners, total stations or combination of them [2, 11, 13]. Although laser scanners are
more accurate than image-based systems, the latter are preferred on the strength of their
cost, ease-of-use and time saving. As mentioned in [11], some of the disadvantage of
laser scanning are that many blind spots are generated and a great deal of time is
required to obtain the data.
The possibility to reconstruct reliable 3D models by simply using consumer low
cost devices is a great opportunity. Smartphones are widely used and offer the possi-
bility to access a variety of applications for accomplishing a large number of tasks. Due
to the development of camera features and the usage of multiple cameras, smartphones
became a common device used for image acquiring.
In order to perform 3D reconstruction, the user can use a smartphone equipped with
a depth sensor [4] or attach a depth sensor to the smartphone or simply make photos of
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the target and upload the pictures on a cloud server and then run a web-based appli-
cation to create the 3D reconstruction.
To obtain a high accuracy for the 3D reconstructed object, a set of the most
representative selection frames is uploaded to the cloud where they are processed and
the 3D model is obtain [15]. For volumetric 3D models of realistic scenes, like whole
buildings, many agents using augmented reality smartphones collaborate through an
online pose optimization [9]. In [7] multiple users with smartphones collaborate to
provide the best frames for a 3D reconstruction pipeline that are uploaded on a cloud-
based server and processed through a Structure form Motion (SfM) and Dense Image
Matching (DIM) procedures.
Another method of reconstructing outdoor scenes of large proportions is by com-
puting depth maps at interactive frame rates on the GPU of a Google Project Tango
Tablet 4 through motion stereo [14]. In [16] is presented a comparison between the
usage of Tango tablet and ZED camera in 3D reconstruction. The Tango tablet offers
better accuracy of generated point clouds for outdoor environments and a lower value
of the average error. The ZED camera per-forms better indoors because it has to be
connected to a computer while scanning.
Because the lack of appropriate light source can be a disadvantage for 3D recon-
struction using smartphones, in [6] was presented 3D structured light scanning that
represents the combination between 3D reconstruction and the registration on Lenovo
Yoga Tab 3 Pro to achieve a 3D point cloud model.
Due to the unfavorable environment conditions or object materials (e.g. poor
lighting, shiny surface, homogenous textures), some authors proposed improved
approaches for point cloud generation [14], but it is still room for new improvements of
algorithms and used technology to overcome some limitations, like, for instance,
transparent surfaces, that cannot be detected by the devices.
It should be noted that the point cloud’s resolution depends on the user needs and
the application in CH: the reconstructed 3D models can be used for documentation and
analysis, for creating digital archives, for providing digital replicas for exhibitions and
so on. Nevertheless, the quality of the resulted model should be as good as possible in
all cases.
The aim of this research study is to investigate the accuracy of smartphones that
incorporate 3D depth sensors for 3D reconstruction of cultural heritage artifacts
compared with photogrammetry based approach. Using these techniques, two 3D
measurements have been carried out and the goal was to analyze whether the first
method, based on Google’s Tango technology, is suitable to reproduce geometrical
volumes of objects in CH preservation sector, using photogrammetry data as reference.
2 Android Applications (Apps) for 3D Reconstruction
Following is a brief overview of the 3D reconstruction Android apps available on the
Google Play store with examples of their output. The most significant applications are
presented, but it is not an exhaustive overview, there are many other applications that
can be used for 3D scanning of objects.
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2.1 Tango® Constructor
Tango Constructor [8, 19] allows users to scan their surroundings and visualize the
reconstructed 3D textured mesh (Fig. 1) models directly on the mobile device. The
processing of the 3D mesh is performed on the smartphone. The application enables
export of the output using the OBJ format.
2.2 Open Constructor for Tango
Open Constructor [21, 22] allows real time 3D reconstruction with textured models
(Fig. 2) using the Tango enabled mobile phone. 3D scanned models are exported using
OBJ format and can be visualized by using external applications. Also provides support
to uploading models to Sketchfab.
Fig. 1. Provence House 3D reconstructed using Tango Constructor [20]
Fig. 2. 3D model reconstructed using Open Constructor for Tango [23]
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2.3 RTAB-Map
RTAB-Map (Real-Time Appearance-Based Mapping) [17] allows online 3D scanning/
mapping of the environment (Fig. 3) based on multi-session incremental appearance-
based loop closure detector [12]. RTAB-Map allows to export the 3D reconstructed
model in PLY or OBJ (with textures up to 720p) format.
2.4 Matterport Scenes
Matterport Scenes [24] is another free 3D scanning application for Tango-enabled
devices that has some useful features, like: the ability to trim a 3D scan and to crop
object of interest, the ability to make real time measurements, to take photos while
scanning and to share 3D scans (Fig. 4).
Fig. 3. 3D model reconstructed using RTAB-Map [18]
Fig. 4. 3D model reconstructed using Matterport Scenes [25]
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2.5 Scandy Pro
Scandy Pro [26] capture 3D meshes with Tango device, having high resolution and
accurate scans of objects by combining Tango scanning technology with its own 3D
scanning algorithms. It is able to provide a maximum resolution of 1 mm and render a
3D mesh on-device within seconds [27] (Fig. 5).
3 Materials and Data Collection
With the advent of the 3D data capture image-based methodologies, new scenarios are
opening up for the construction of true 3D models of artifacts, statues, buildings or
other object belonging to cultural heritage. The input images are acquired in different
experimental configuration, with different cameras and the proposed procedure has the
purpose to compare 3D models starting from the two input data (Tango and
Photogrammetry).
Project Tango is a platform developed by the Advanced Technology and Pro-
jects (ATAP) that uses computer vision to give devices like smartphones and tablets
the ability to understand their position relative to the environment. The software works
by integrating three types of functionality: motion-tracking, area learning, and depth
perception [29]. In Fig. 6 is presented the diagram of Tango 3D reconstruction offline
process, with used techniques for each stage.
For depth perception, Tango devices use three technologies: structured light, time-
of-flight and stereo. The first two require the use of an infrared sensor to estimate the
distance to the surrounding objects from the time difference between the emission of
the infrared wave and its return to the sensor as a result of the reflection. Stereo
technique uses two cameras for taking pictures and calculates the distance between
Fig. 5. 3D model reconstructed using Scandy Pro [28]
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them, like to the human eyes do. Project Tango’s developers provides APIs that return
point clouds from the depth sensor in the form of xyz coordinates.
A statue of Horea from the statuary group representing Horea, Cloşca and Crişan,
located on Griviţei Boulevard, in front of the Building V of Transylvania University of
Brașov was selected as subject for analysis (Fig. 7). The statuary group representing
three personalities of the Romanian national history was subjected this year to a process
of cleaning and restoration of mosaic tiles. These personalities were the leaders of the
1784 Romanian Peasants’ Revolt of Transylvania. They were executed by the Hun-
garian authorities by breaking on the wheel in 1785.
For photogrammetry method, the images were collected using a Samsung Galaxy
S7 smartphone, that employs a ISOCELL S5K2L1 sensor (1.4 µm pixel size), with a
maximum resolution of 12 effective Megapixels (4032  3024). In order to reduce the
errors of 3D model, the smartphone camera was placed at close distance from the
object (about 1.5 m). The images were captured at different angles with respect to the
statue surface. The smartphone camera was rotated horizontally and vertically with 10
Fig. 6. Tango 3D reconstruction process [29]
Fig. 7. The statuary group “Horia, Cloșca și Crișan” (a) and the bust of Horia (b)
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degrees, maintaining a 70–80% overlap between consecutive photos. Having this
overlapping percentage, the acquisition of 173 images was enough for obtaining a good
3D model of the statue.
The images sets were imported into Agisoft PhotoScan [30], a commercial tool
used for processing digital images and to generate 3D spatial data, to realize the 3D
modeling process: from the sparse point cloud to the final 3D textured model (Fig. 8a).
The Tango model (Fig. 8b) was obtained using Lenovo Phab2, a large Android
smartphone with numerous cameras and infrared sensors that could make use of the
Google’s Tango software. It has a 16 MP rear camera, depth sensor, motion tracking
camera and a 6.4” QHD display. The phablet not only tracks motion, but also has depth
perception thanks to an IR emitter and other sensors, remembering the space around it.
Another features are accelerometer, gyroscope, ambient light sensor, compass, a
powerful Qualcomm Snapdragon, 652 processor optimized for Tango, and an 8 MP
front camera. With this device, you are able even to measure distances in the
environment.
The image sets were acquired in different sessions, keeping the same procedural
steps in order to obtain comparable results for the two methods. The models are
imported first in MeshLab [31], an advanced 3D mesh processing software system, free
and open source, to improve the quality of the meshes.
Fig. 8. Point cloud obtained by photogrammetry (a) and using Tango Constructor (b)
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4 Results
The 3D point clouds generated from the two different recording techniques were
analyzed for variations in their quality, to determine which method is most appropriate
for generating 3D models in an easy and fast way.
In a first stage, the .obj files obtained from Tango Constructor and from PhotoScan
were imported in CloudCompare and they are converted in .pts files. When comparing
two models obtained with different methods, the first problem that arises is the dif-
ference of resolution of the two corresponding point clouds. The RGB model acquired
with the Samsung camera has about 400 times more points in the dense cloud than the
one obtained with Tango camera, 5530620 and 13855 points, respectively. Before
doing the comparison, the points on the mesh were sampled at 3000000 points.
Before comparing the 3D models, the meshes must be carefully aligned (Fig. 9a).
For this purpose, we used the open source CloudCompare software [32]. CloudCom-
pare is an advanced 3D data processing software for quickly detecting changes and
comparing 3D point clouds data. Point pair based alignment tool was firstly used for
rough alignment, then we used the registration automatic method to finely register the
two datasets by the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm. The quality of the obtained
alignment depends on choosing good pairs of corresponding points in the two datasets.
The alignment parameters were previously optimized by minimizing the ICP alignment
error for two identical point clouds.
After registering the two 3D clouds, a quantitatively and qualitatively evaluation of
their difference was performed by calculating the Hausdorff distance and the Cloud to
Cloud (C2C) distance between the two models. C2C distance computation calculates
the nearest neighbor distance, i.e. for each point of the compared cloud, the software
looks for the nearest point in the reference cloud and then computes their distance.
Fig. 9. Aligned point cloud (a) Photogrammetry/Tango models absolute distances (b)
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In Fig. 10 are presented the histogram of absolute distances between vertices of the
two point clouds. We compared Tango/Photogrammetry clouds, keeping the Pho-
togrammetry cloud as reference. The average differences between the models are
around 0.07 cm (Fig. 9b), with standard deviation of 0.07. It can be observed that the
scalar field shows the distances between points ranging from 0 to 4.5 mm. The number
of points for each model was 2999976, of which more than 85% show a difference
smaller than 1.5 mm.
The models are very similar, showing the larger deviations on the edges of the
model where no perfect match was achieved. The model produced by photogrammetry
is of higher quality than the Tango-based one and this can be easily seen even when
looking at them (e.g. visual comparison of the two models in terms of geometrical
details and lack of noise). But this thing is due to the surface properties of the statue:
there are no big changes in terms of color – the surface is almost white, there are
reflections occurring in some areas or shaded surfaces. Moreover, as there are many
powerful features, the accuracy would be better.
On the other hand, comparing the two models, it is clear that the one obtained with
depth sensor device does not show the outline of statue details as well as the
photogrammetry-based one. Details are more prominent in the case of the second
technique, while the Tango mesh have a smoother texture that makes some parts of the
model more difficult to distinguish (like, for instance, the ornament carved on the
statue’s base – Fig. 11 a, b). So, the Tango-based model does not highlight depths as
detailed as photogrammetry-based one. The details can be distinguished, but they are
not so well shaped. But this is due to considerably lower number of points captured
with Tango device. As the manufacturers mentioned, the device could construct a
“rough” 3D model in real time, but, in addition, post-processing tools can be applied in
order to result a realistic 3D model of an object or a space.
Fig. 10. Histogram of the absolute distance
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The one-sided Hausdorff distance was also computed in order to analyze the dif-
ferences and similarities between the reconstructed 3D models [3]. The geometric
difference between the 3D models was achieved by calculating the distance between
each point of the models and then measuring the actual dimension in millimeters. The
models surfaces at a point are similar if the distance between two points is smaller. To
compute the Hausdorff distance was used the feature integrated into MeshLab in the
filter Sampling -> Hausdorff Distance.
In order to better visualize the error, the results of the calculated Hausdorff distance
were displayed by using red-green-blue colormap. For this representation, the red color
is maximum error and the blue color is minimum error. Results of the geometric
differences applying Hausdorff distance are presented in Fig. 11c. The maximum error
between the 3D models is 0.96% and the average error is 0.16%. Thus, the models
generated using Tango technology and photogrammetry are geometrically approxi-
mately similar.
However, a critical part of Tango scanning is the influence of lighting conditions
and object material. We have chosen an object whose surface is very little reflective
and the captures where made in proper conditions, with enough light and with clouds.
As is shown in [16, 33], there is an obvious difference in the performance of a Tango
device in low light and high light conditions. When there are insufficient lighting
conditions, the obtained models have certainly a reduced geometric quality. Moreover,
Tango-based device is not able to detect surfaces that are directly illuminated by
sunlight or transparent surfaces. Even with these limitations, using this method the
restorers have a quick way to record vast amount of data, combined with sufficient
accuracy and ease-of-use.
Fig. 11. Photogrammetry reconstructed 3D model (a) Tango reconstructed 3D (b) Photogram-
metry/Tango models Hausdorff distance computed for the Tango based model (c)
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The result shows that it is possible to obtain 3D models that are morphometrically
comparable using both image-based techniques. The photogrammetry technique has
created clearer details in relief of the artifact and their depth seems much higher than
the model captured with depth sensor. However, the conducted analysis shows that the
differences between the two models are very small and can be considered as acceptable.
As mentioned above, the transparent, shiny, reflective, but also dark surfaces are
problematic for image-based 3D reconstruction. They influence the quality of the
resulting model, but there are expectations both on the part of the hardware and the
improved algorithms that next devices will be able to overcome the different unfa-
vorable conditions and can provide solutions for the realization of 3D models of
artifacts in CH field. In this way, the scientists or the conservators can easily compare
different information given by different techniques.
Moreover, even if the native models produce by Tango are not rich in information
enough, there are various approaches in the literature that can enrich them with
semantic and topological information [5]. The method is very suitable when the time is
a critical aspect.
5 Conclusions
The 3D reconstruction is very important to analyze, document and to preserve Cultural
Heritage. The aim of this paper was to investigate the application of an image-based
reconstruction methodology based on Google Tango for 3D reconstruction of historical
artifacts. We have attempted to evaluate the quality of the data generated by Google’s
Tango Constructor Android application compared to photogrammetry-based 3D
reconstruction using commercial software for a relatively large artifact with low fea-
tures of the surface.
The 3D data evaluation comparison indicates that Tango-based method is an effi-
cient way for 3D reconstruction of historical artifacts and is able to provide morpho-
metric data comparable with photogrammetry-based data. The analysis was performed
by comparing the point clouds obtained using the two mentioned methods and the
variation of them in terms of distances between point is relatively small and thus quite
accurate.
The performance of Tango Constructor free standalone application was evaluated
for an outdoor artifact that was considered suitable for 3D reconstruction due to the
bright color and low reflectivity of the surface. Tango Constructor allows users to
capture and view 3D models of objects or of their surroundings, and the models can be
shared as mesh files. This is a quick way of creating 3D models, which can be used in
other applications or software environments.
The presented method has a series of advantages, like saving time required for data
collection, fast generation of the 3D model, cost saving, less maintenance, and ease of
use. However, there are certain limitations of this method: the accuracy of the 3D
reconstructed model is influenced by object materials and lighting conditions. Another
limitation is related to the size of the object. If the object to be scanned is small or very
small, it is reconstructed with very few details, distorted or even it cannot be identi-
fiable in the scanned scene.
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It is certain fact that mobile devices equipped with sensors and appropriate software
for depth sensing can find their application in CH field. Since laser scanners have
already proven their usefulness and potential on acquiring high quality 3D data, and
photogrammetry or image-based techniques have their advantages, but a combination
of them lead to better results [34].
Concluding, due to the versatility in terms of cost, time and ease of use, Google
Tango represent a viable solution for conservators and restorers, enlarging their choice
in the range of 3D reconstruction instruments. However, as a preliminary test, this
study need to be extended in order to asses if Tango devices are adequate for specific
applications and to determine whether this low cost solution has the potential to make
the difference in 3D reconstruction.
As future work, we plan to continue the investigation by using different scenarios
(e.g. indoor, outdoor), more objects with different shapes and different lightning con-
ditions. We also intend to conduct a study to evaluate the performance of various
reconstruction applications that use Google Tango technology and which were pre-
sented (some of them) in Sect. 2 of this article.
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Abstract. Modern recommender systems technology appeared in Cul-
tural Heritage application relatively recently, particularly during the
dawn of the 21st century. There is already a significant amount of rel-
evant works in the bibliography, which has been primarily empowered
by large-scale research and development projects. Various approaches
have been adopted from the recommender systems technology, including
collaborative filtering, content-based, knowledge-based and hybrid sys-
tems. In most of these approaches that focused on museum guidance,
which is the focus of this paper, the museum has been assumed to be
a form of a gallery and the visitor was treated primarily as a user in
seek on engagement and enjoyment. The free museum roaming was the
main form of visit that has been considered and targeted, while the edu-
cational factors and storytelling aspects have been markedly overlooked.
In this paper a new framework for the user satisfaction modelling is being
presented that quantifies user satisfaction based on a weighted combi-
nation of various probabilistic factors that are being estimated during a
museum visit. The goal is to provide a model of user satisfaction that can
be used for museum recommenders that could guide either free-roaming
visits or guided-tour scenarios for visitors of various motivations and
backgrounds.
Keywords: User satisfaction · User modelling
Museum guide · Recommender system · Recommendation
Cultural heritage · Machine learning · Artificial intelligence
1 Introduction
Recommender technologies have been widely adopted in various fields of appli-
cations since the late-20th century. Recommender systems are, typically, systems
that exploit some form of knowledge for a group of users and user preferences
on a list of items, in order to provide recommendations to the known or new
users about unseen items that might be of possible interest. This recommen-
dation can take any form of suggestion for any kind of interaction and engage-
ment, that might depend on the context, including, for example, buying options,
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music selections, movie suggestions, or even path following. Generally, recom-
mender systems can be considered to be a form of narrow artificial intelligence
applications, adapted to perform efficiently for particular cases. The goal of rec-
ommender systems is to create meaningful and personalised recommendations,
which is an effective solution to the pervasive and persistent problem of informa-
tion overload. This personalisation takes any form that complies with a particu-
lar user group and a contexts (such as educational, recreational, location-based,
time-dependent) [1,2,7,35].
Recommender systems draw on theoretical background from cognitive sci-
ence, approximation theory, information retrieval, forecasting, management, con-
sumer modelling and more [1]. As computational systems that are able to provide
contextually valid recommendations they are studied as machine learning appli-
cation in information technology, and they are already being massively applied in
online advertising and general items recommendation [20]. Based on that specific
goal of creating valid recommendations, these systems focus on creating asso-
ciations among users and items for a pre-defined motive. If all potential users
are modelled as a gaussian sample the most obvious strategy of a naive recom-
mender system would be to create recommendations based purely on popularity;
this includes ranking the items in a decreasing order of popularity (statistically
estimated) and suggesting the top ranked items to the active user (this is the
terminology for the current system user). Although this user model is simple, the
results by such a recommender are usually valid and thus any new recommender
technology has to be compared against a popularity-based recommender that
serves as the baseline.
Recommender technology is heavily based on existing data that might include
user demographics and user assumptions, item features, ratings of items by the
users and contextual information. Apparently the situation is far from being
ideal, and the data are largely ‘incomplete’; the user data and model assump-
tions are incomplete and inaccurate, the item ratings are significantly scarce
and contextual data are not usually considered as having temporal dynamics
and biases. Ratings are of particular interest for a specific type of recommender
systems, those that employ collaborative filtering, which is a method of predicting
item ratings for users that have not rated these items yet. The item ratings are
mathematically formulated as a ratings matrix, which is expected to be signifi-
cantly sparse. Another challenge for the recommender systems is what is called
the cold-start problem, which relates to the difficulty in creating valid recom-
mendations for new users (or users that do not rate the items or they do not
express any preferences). Typically this problem is tackled by exploiting user
model assumptions by following the activity of the user and any user (demo-
graphic) data available. Of course, recommenders need also to deal with fraud
and attacks, which are forms of manipulation of the system to generate biased
recommendations [3,13,29,34,35,46,47].
There is a vast bibliography regarding recommender systems in various
domains and settings, that has appeared since the 1990s [1,2,5,12,18,19,24–
26,28,30,40,41]. Equally massive is the bibliography of recommender systems in
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cultural heritage and particularly museum recommenders, although there have
been recommender systems focusing primarily on wider applications of cultural
tourism. In the following section a brief account of those works is presented,
focusing on the user modelling aspects and assumptions, and in the subsequent
sections of the paper a new framework for user satisfaction modelling is presented
that is able to provide quantitative measures for effective museum recommenders.
Throughout the paper the terms ‘user’ and ‘visitor and also ‘item’ and ‘exhibit’
are used interchangeably, but fundamentally correspond to analogies between a
generalised setting and the domain of museum visits and exhibition tours. The
terms ‘user’ and ‘item’ with the wider sense are used to denote a more general
notion or application.
2 User Satisfaction in Museum Recommenders
In 1999 the nomadic guide Hippie [38] was developed within project HIPS, as
an electronic guide capable for adaptive guided exhibition presentation, which
exploited visitor location data by tracking visitors with IR sensing devices. User
modelling was a mixture of the explicit visitor preferences, user interactions
with items and localisation. An interesting feature of Hippie was the support for
communication among visitors that enhanced the social dimension of a visit.
In 2002 the Sotto Voce was developed [6]. Sotto Voce was an audio guide
for PDA devices that focused largely on the social aspects of a visit. The users
where supposed to be socially active entities that draw satisfaction by the social
interactions among them, so this work resulted a guide that supported a medi-
ated sharing of audio content. The approach was named eavesdropping, since it
was a form of overhearing what other visitors were listening to at any given close
distance. In this work the recommender was based on the localisation and social
interaction.
Some years later, project PEACH presented another approach and a mobile
system for an engaging experience in a museum visit [42]. Cinematic techniques
were primarily employed as means for young visitor engagement, and user local-
isation was also implemented for better user modelling and context building.
A technique for dynamic image sequence generation and sound synchronisation
was the engine for the content personalisation. Interestingly, temporal dynamics
were considered in the user modelling in this case, as the content personalisation
was based on a user profile that evolved during the visit.
In 2005, semantics and context-awareness were used in a set of museum guide
applications for PDA devices presented in [16]. Their aim was to adapt to visi-
tor models that included visitor behaviours, which were initialised using typical
demographics and preferences. Sensing technologies were employed to provide
localisation context, based on [36]. This was a case of a content-based recom-
mender that assumed a semantics-based and proximity-based visitor satisfaction
model.
In 2006 the ARCHIE mobile guide system [32] proposed a mobile guide that
focused largely on social awareness. Social interaction was of paramount impor-
tance in the assumption for the user modelling in this work, drawing on studies
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like [17]. ARCHIE supported the building of an evolving visitor profile, and relied
on mechanisms similar to those in PEACH to personalise the content, along with
visitor localisation.
In 2007 a system was proposed that extracted semantic similarities from tex-
tual descriptions for accurate user modelling and item matching [21]. In this work
the proximity, text-based metadata, and popularity were combined to support
the recommendation process. Interestingly, in this work any exhibit was symbol-
ised as a word and any path (or tour) was symbolised as a sentence. The system
was able to combine the visitor activity, collaborative data, proximity and tex-
tual semantics and similarities into a naive Bayes approach to predict the most
probable next exhibit that might by of the active visitors interest. Nevertheless,
and despite the insightful design and formulation of this purely machine learn-
ing approach the reported results did not outperform a naive popularity-based
recommender, and special heuristics were employed to improve the performance
of the new system. In this work, the user is a dynamically evolving entity which
is influenced by the semantics and proximities in each point of interest.
In 2007 a first version of museum recommender approaches within the frame-
work of project CHIP appeared, the CHIP interactive tour guide, which was
a content-based personalisation framework [39] that focused on effective user
model learning and the recommendation of web content. The next year another
approach within the same project resulted in recommendations based on seman-
tics [50], in which a concrete ontology was created to support the new content-
based recommender, which was also coupled with localisation data. In 2009
an updated version was presented in an annual student research competition,
focussing on the mobile implementation for museum visits [43]. Finally, in 2010
the most advanced version of the system was presented that included routing
functionalities based on connectivity graphs [49].
In 2008, and within project CHAT, a content-based recommender system
was developed that was able to learn user profiles from static and user-generated
content [8]. The system was based on a folksonomy based on integrating static
and user-generated content in the form of tags. The visitor profile learning was
based on probabilistic models, and the recommender was based on naive Bayes
text categorisation. The same year, another interesting work focused on an newly
studied aspect, that of recommending based on visitor lifestyles [31]. Although
technically the method was based on typical collaborative filtering, the novel
contribution was the introduction of interesting lifestyle factors for a different
user modelling approach.
In 2012 a personalised guide was presented that focused on the educational
aspect of museums and the tackling of the information overload [23]. The activity
of visitors is monitored to create and update personalisation rules online, for-
mulating a rule-based recommender. A case-based approach was used to switch
between collaborative and content-based filtering for either collective or indi-
vidual patterns that were augmented with localisation. In this work user sat-
isfaction factors, as defined in [37] and upgraded by the authors were used to
assess the system performance. During the same year, a recommender that relied
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on a semantic network on museum exhibits was presented [33], which generated
recommendations based on item relations, user preferences, and the limited time-
frame of a visit. The item relations captured influences of any exhibit by other
exhibits and the recommender resulted in an estimate of the probability that
the active user would appreciate the exhibit in question
In 2015, personalised museums tours on smart mobile devices have been
presented in a system that combined content-based and collaborative filtering [9].
The system exploited relevance and contextual information, to provide accurate
context-aware recommendations, and adopted an ontology-based approach using
CIDOC-CRM. In this system users are grouped by their demographics and the
recommender is a complex hybrid system. The same year, within the AMMICO
project a museum recommender was presented that focused on enhanced audio
guidance in museum tours [27]. Once more, the user satisfaction modelling was
based on the assumption that linear predefined narratives with no interactions
are uninteresting. Like in any content-based recommenders, the method creates
neighbourhoods for users and items based on a modified similarity measure,
adopting definitions of local communities from [15], and of communities from
[11], taking also into account a disjointed active visitor [10].
In 2016, another system motivated by a pre-supposed uninteresting linear
narratives approach in museums appeared, in which a collaborative filtering-
based system was developed, focusing on increasing both individual and group
visitor satisfaction [44]. Technically, matrix factorisation was adopted for the col-
laborative filtering implementation and the localisation context was integrated
by describing the museum with a directed acyclic graph. Influenced by the work
in [45] the method quantified the individual or group satisfaction by estimating
the accumulated user satisfaction by viewed items. The same year a hybrid rec-
ommender was presented in the framework of the eHERITAGE project adopting
a mash-up approach, that integrated intelligent virtual assistant, Google Street
View and recommender technology for virtual museum tours [48].
In 2017, within project meSch, another hybrid recommender appeared that
focused on free-roaming museum visits and localisation [22]. What is interesting
in this work is the integration of online and on-site user activity in the user mod-
elling approach. Users are described in an eighteen-dimensional feature space.
Logistic regression and a deep neural network were used to learn the recommen-
dation model, the former targeting the understanding of the contribution of each
feature in the recommendation, and the latter targeting the cold-start problem.
The same year, an association rule-based approach was proposed within project
M5SAR [14]. This was a hybrid method for museum visit recommendation, capa-
ble of supporting multiple visitors and multiple museums and sites, based on the
Apriori algorithm [4] for rules learning.
3 A Novel User Satisfaction Modelling Framework
Clearly, in most of the reviewed works on museum recommenders, the concep-
tualisation of a museum as a gallery that provides linear narratives seems to
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prevail. This view draws a frame on what users expect to gain by museum visits
and how their engagement should be quantified or predicted and their satisfac-
tion could be modelled. The free-roaming visitor model also seems to prevail,
completing the gallery-like picture. Social engagement and participatory factors
have been exploited by some of the works, but the museum role has been some-
how diminished to an academic repository.
On the technical side, collaborative filtering approaches model user satisfac-
tion in terms of items ratings and latent factors that, unfortunately, lack explain-
ability. This approach relies on existing ratings to create predictions on missing
ratings, and, consequently to predict a user’s satisfaction in interactions with
unvisited items. On the other hand, content-based approaches rely on grouping
users and items by similarities and trying to match a user to a user group and
to items so as to predict the user satisfaction by the interaction with unvisited
items. Hybrid approaches try to combine the best of both worlds by employing
domain knowledge, context awareness, assumptions and ratings to improve the
prediction of items that would potentially enhance a user’s satisfaction by their
interaction. In the most complex cases, all those aspects are complemented with
temporal dynamics to capture time-based changes in user behaviour, and pos-
sible biases in how users rate the items or in how specific items enhance user
satisfaction.
This paper presents a novel approach in modelling user satisfaction based on
the modelling of user dissatisfaction, or better, the probability that a user will
be dissatisfied by an item during the interaction with a sequence of items. The
formulated framework takes into account four basic factors, that is
– temporal dynamics in user behaviour;
– biases in an item’s proximity neighbourhood;
– biases in an item’s content-based neighbourhood;
– influences by obstacles, obtrusions and access difficulties.
Quantification of these factors in the novel framework is based on
– the usage of the available visit time by a user and the patterns in the way
time is spent on each item, in relation to a ‘required’ (or desired) time for an
effective appreciation of an item;
– items ‘reputation’ expressed by both the involved parties, the users and the
stakeholder, which means that a museum exhibit can have ratings by users
(which express the popularity of this item) and also ratings by the museum
itself, the latter denoting a degree of significance of an exhibit by the stake-
holder (how featured the item is considered by the museum);
– proximity based attractions, corresponding to highly rated or featured items
in the close neighbourhood of an item;
– content based attractions, corresponding to highly rated or featured items
that are thematically or semantically related to an item;
– proximity based obtrusions due to crowded locations, possible scheduled or
un-scheduled stakeholder interventions and any other possible access diffi-
culty.
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These user satisfaction modelling assumptions and factors that are taken
into account are, in essence, an attempt towards a mathematical formulation
of the most influential stimuli for divergence during a visit, which is abstractly
presented in Fig. 1. In this conceptualisation of a typical museum visit that can
be either in a free-roaming visit or a guided tour, the visit is depicted as a set
of points of interest, physical and semantic distances and groupings and local
obtrusions. Each item is depicted by a circle with a size proportional to the item’s
average popularity; the shading of each circle depicts how significant (featured)
the item is considered by the stakeholder; thus dark large circles correspond
to highly popular and featured items, whereas light small circles correspond to
less popular and featured items. The straight arrowhead lines show the tour
path depicted with a length that corresponds to a physical distance. In addition,
closely grouped circles (items) correspond to physical neighbourhoods of items
and obtrusions, the latter represented by shaded squares (with a size proportional
to the level of local obtrusion). A physical neighbourhoods is depicted as an area
enclosed by a dotted grey ellipse. Finally, content-based similar items in various
locations are semantically grouped into content-based neighbourhoods, as the
one depicted with the dashed grey line.
Fig. 1. The conceptualisation of a museum visit adopted in the proposed framework.
The way those entities are quantified is pretty straightforward; (a) there are
the average user ratings and also (b) the featured item scores provided by the
stakeholder, (c) there are Internet of Everything (IoE) and localised notification
approaches to assess obtrusions (or scheduled interventions), (d) the physical
distances can naturally form proximity neighbourhoods and (e) content-based
similarities among items can form similarity neighbourhoods by exploiting the
items dataset and features.
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This conceptualisation of a museum visit or tour is the basis for the devel-
opment of probabilistic features that aim to capture the probability of a user
being attracted by items not in the user’s initial schedule or not in the list of
items suggested by a recommender system. Experimental study in simulated set-
tings of the aforementioned visit conceptualisation, the influencing factors and
the notion of focusing on dissatisfaction estimation (rather than satisfaction)
resulted in the design of four features which are being presented in the following
subsections. The feature that relates to obtrusions (denoted as po ∈ [0, 1]) is not
further analysed as it is a pure normalised estimate of any available information
relating to obstacles or access issues in the vicinity of an item.
3.1 Temporal Dynamics in User Behaviour
Time is a very important factor in human activities and even more important
in time-constrained settings like a typical museum visit. In museum visits there
is a clock ticking for the user, based on the interactions with items that grad-
ually consume the initially (in many cases predetermined) available time, but
with some inherent fuzziness, as this available time can be easily shortened or
prolonged according to various factors. On the other hand there is another clock
that is ticking according to a prescribed duration of interactions among users and
items, stemming from the amount of information attached to each item and the
item to item distances. By exploiting those two clocks the temporal behaviour
of a user can be modelled based on the pretty apparent assumptions by which
– a user that skips a provided item description is highly likely to have been
dissatisfied by the presentation of an item or by the item itself
– a user that spends more time than the minimum required in front of an item
is more likely to have been fascinated by the item
The situation can be modelled by adopting a piecewise continuous function, a
composite of an exponential and a quadratic function,




tf > 1, α ∈ [5, 10]
1
t2f
tf ≤ 1 (1)
where pt is the estimate of the probability of user dissatisfaction due to tem-
poral dynamics, α is the exponential function steepness factor accepting values
∈ [5, 10] and tf is a time factor computed as the ratio of the user available time
and the total ‘required’ tour time up to the current (or next) point of interest.
This function is depicted in Fig. 2, in which the horizontal axis is the time factor
tf . The exponential (left side) function quantifies the dissatisfaction probability
in cases in which the user skips item presentations. The inverse quadratic (right
side) function quantifies the dissatisfaction probability in cases in which the user
seems to spend too much time with items, thus need to be more ‘conservative’
than the exponential part. Apparently, this function estimates a probability,
since the mapping values are bounded in the [0, 1] interval, and its inverting
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influence leads to high values near 1 in cases in which there is significant dis-
agreement between the estimated required times and the times actually spent
by the user. Values close to 0 (around the 1 in the horizontal axis) correspond to
a user that should be more or less considered ‘satisfied’, since the two running
clocks seem to be in synchronisation. Obviously, a beta or a gamma distribution
function could be used to approximate the temporal dynamics behaviour instead
of this piecewise continuous function, which, nevertheless, provides better control
over the modelled situation.
Fig. 2. The temporal user behaviour modelling function.
3.2 Proximity Dynamics in User Behaviour
As popular or significant items in the physical proximity of a viewed item are
likely to become attractions for the active user, they have a potential to divert
the user from a predefined (in any way or concept) course. Thus their influence
in their neighbourhood need to be modelled and quantified as a probability of
producing a dissatisfaction by the initially intended item interaction. Simply, the
satisfaction by an item may be reduced by a popular or significant item in its
immediate neighbourhood. This can be modelled as a function of the distances,
the popularities and featured item scores,
pp = 1 −
3∑
j=1
β(j) · p(j)f (2)
where pp is the estimate of the probability of user dissatisfaction by item i due
to proximity dynamics computed as a weighted summation of three features pf ,
β are heuristic weights for the three features (scaling in the range [0, 1]), and the
features pf are defined as1
1 The (j) superscripts in parentheses correspond to indices and not powers.


















ω(1)·R(k)+ω(2)·F (k) j = 3
(3)
where, essentially, p(1)f is the weighted summation of the average popularity and
featured score of the examined item i, p(2)f is the same quantity normalised by the
summation of all the corresponding weighted summations in the proximity, and
p
(3)
f is the normalisation with respect to the maximum influence in the proximity,
R
(k)
is the average rating of item k and F (k) is the featured item score for item
k. Apparently the weights in β and in ω are either predefined based on domain
knowledge and experimental result, or can be learned within a machine learning
framework (which is not the focus of this paper).
3.3 Content-Based Dynamics in User Behaviour
Content-based and semantic similarities among items have already been high-
lighted and studied in the relevant research and many works try to take into
account that users might be biased towards (or against) specific families or
groups of items that are possibly linked in multiple ways. This item linkage
can be based on ontological connections, hierarchical relations, or even descrip-
tion similarities. When a recommender is hinted by the repetitive preference
of the active user towards similar items (and possibly not nearby or popular
items) then it is reasonable to assume that the user draws satisfaction by the
specific type or group of items and should focus in recommending items based
on some learned item clustering. Nevertheless, even under this line of reasoning
that promotes similar items, the impact of proximity cannot be totally neglected.
Apparently, a fairly relevant item in the vicinity of the user might be a more
probable target than a more relevant item in a distance. Thus the quantification
of content-based dynamics in the modelling of user satisfaction has to combine
both content similarity and distance. In addition, there is still a strong influence
by those items that are considered to be popular and this influence has to also
be accounted for. In the presented framework the content-based user satisfaction








+ γ(2) · pop(j)
}
(4)
where pc is the estimate of the probability of user dissatisfaction due to content-
based dynamics (influenced by proximities and popularities), sim(j) is the
content-based similarity of the active item i with item j that is in the high
similarity (content-based) neighbourhood of i, prox(j) is the normalised inverse
distance of item i with item j, and pop(j) is the average popularity of item j.
The estimate takes into account the strongest influence in the neighbourhood of
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similar items and results a value for pc ∈ [0, 1]. Again, heuristically predefined
or learned weights are being used (γ) in order to emphasise the influence of
similarity, proximity or popularity in this composite feature computation.
3.4 The Composite Feature for User Satisfaction Modelling
The four probabilistic factors (or features) defined in this framework can be
used to either create a composite (vectorised) four-dimensional feature or a final
one-dimensional feature that models user dissatisfaction at any point during
a museum visit. The estimation of all four features at each new item creates
an estimate of the dissatisfaction of the next probable items, either in a list
of items created by collaborative filtering, either in a list of items generated
by content-based approaches, or knowledge based item lists, and thus it can
be used to propose adjustments to the predictions for the minimisation of the
dissatisfaction. As the proposed framework focuses on the dissatisfaction rather
than the user satisfaction modelling, it assumes a minimax approach, since it
can be used for minimising the possible worst-case loss, that is for minimising the
maximum possible estimated dissatisfaction, and is inherently a ‘defensive’ or
conservative approach. Formally, the final dissatisfaction model can be expressed










or a composite one-dimensional factor
pd = δ(1) · pt + δ(2) · pp + δ(3) · pc + δ(4) · po (6)
in which the δ(k) values are weights imposed on the features that can either be
heuristic or learned based on an iterative machine learning technique.
In order to visualise how this user satisfaction modelling framework performs,
a large-scale simulation has been conducted, including 1,000 items, 10,000 users
with about 1% ratings of items. Indicatively Fig. 3 presents a typical representa-
tion of all estimated featured during a realistic museum tour along with all prox-
imities, similarities and obstacles in each point of interest in three dimensions
(real world relative locations). In this figure, the green circles are the target items,
blue circles represent proximity related items, red circles represent content-based
similar items, magenta squares depict the localised obtrusions and grey squares
with numbers represent the composite overall dissatisfaction factor estimated
at each item. The strong dotted line segments connect the target (green) items
and represent the distances from point to point. In addition, light red dashed
lines stemming from the target items connect with the similar items in various
locations, and the number on each such line corresponds to the strength of the
attraction (“1” being the strongest). Finally, as defined in the introduction of
the framework, the size of the circles corresponds to the popularity of each item
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Fig. 3. Visualisation of a tour by a random user and the estimates of all features at
each point of interest.
Fig. 4. Visualisation the estimates of all features at each point of interest during a tour
by a random user.
and the saturation of the colours of the circles corresponds to the featured score.
For tracking the visit direction, all strong dotted line segments denote the con-
nection they correspond to, ie. the label “6 → 7” denotes the pathway from the
sixth to the seventh item in the tour. Another visualisation of the evolution of
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the dynamics estimated by the four features and the final composite feature are
shown in the graph of Fig. 4. Here the horizontal axis represents the items visited
in the sequence, from left to right, and each feature’s evolution is shown with
a different area plot for comparison. The foremost bar graph is the composite
dissatisfaction estimate.
4 Conclusion
Intelligent recommenders have appeared in Cultural Heritage applications dur-
ing the recent decade, with promising results. Specifically cultural tourism and
museums have been at the centre of development of technologies and techniques
to tackle the information overload and increase user satisfaction for whatever the
user motivation in the interaction with cultural heritage. This paper reviewed
the recent history of recommender systems in museums from a point of view
relating to how user satisfaction has been modelled, and presented a novel user
satisfaction modelling framework that is able to capture temporal, proximity,
content-based and obtrusion dynamics in the user behaviour during a museum
visit, either in the form of an organised predefined narrative or a typical free-
roaming visit.
The modelling framework was designed primarily having in mind what was
missed by the previous works, the support of scenario based (storytelling) guided
tours and a needed augmentation of the main notions of satisfaction applicable
to any case of individual museum visit. The modelling framework has already
been tested with a large amount of simulated data within an overall hybrid
museum recommender and interesting preliminary results have been reported in
terms of how it can be used as a means to support minimax-based strategies
(user dissatisfaction minimisation). It has also been tested for another class of
applications, that of the museum curators and visit program designers, where
it can provide aid to identify the weak and strong points in each tour or indi-
vidual item interactions so that decisions may be supported for changes and
rearrangements.
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Abstract. Augmented reality has seen an increased popularity among the last
decades due to technological advances and, a consequent growth of the amount
of augmented reality systems, became available. However, in order to diffuse
this technology successfully, understand users’ feelings when using augmented
reality applications is considered a major issue. This study implemented this
technology in a cultural heritage outdoor context and tested it in-situ to evaluate
user’s perspective regarding to personal satisfaction – including cultural
enrichment acquired –, ease of use and their intention to use it. The results
obtained, through questionnaires, presented the visitors acceptance regarding the
usage of this type of solutions among a cultural heritage context, since it may
become future visits more pleasant and desirable. The user’s majority expressed
the request to use this technology more often in cultural heritage spaces.
Keywords: Mobile augmented reality  Cultural heritage  User tests
1 Introduction
Museums are striving for having their spaces full of visitors whom, by their side, want
to learn, enrich themselves and have fun. It is known, through an internal survey made
in the Conimbriga Monographic Museum-National Museum in 2014, that the main
reason that motivates visitors to come to Conimbriga is cultural enrichment (50,6%).
Other motivations are related to leisure time (20,2%), to improve their knowledge
about history and archaeology (17,7%), to Ruins’ mosaics, architecture and urbanism
(6,5%), and to the object collection in the museum (5,0%).
To fulfil the expectations of both – museums and visitors – museums are attempting
to provide information by means of different and innovative methods. Aside from their
historic artefacts and infrastructures (or what remain of them), they usually provide
images added to specific places (digital and real), mock-ups reconstructions, multi-
media content (audio-visual information), etc. Therefore, new technologic approaches,
such as augmented reality, has been exploited in the last few years among different
museums. The Monographic Museum of Conimbriga-National Museum, an archaeo-
logical space with the ruins of an important ancient Roman City, presented a report in
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2016 [1], where visitors stated that this museum is interesting from the historic point of
view (9,4/10) and worthwhile a visit to the ruins (9,2/10). However, less satisfactory
results were obtained when visitors were questioned if Conimbriga knows how to use
technology in the space in a way to provide a more interesting visit (6,9/10) and when
questioned about the enjoyability for children while visiting Conimbriga (6,7/10).
Hence, a proper and user-oriented use of technology should be prospected to cultural
heritage contexts, profiting visitors and institutions. Notwithstanding, the way that
visitors from archaeological spaces look and feel about technology applications in
cultural heritage spaces, may differ in a way that technology could be considered as
intrusive and unexploited instead of being profitable.
AR has been recognized as a good solution to use in distinct areas and its usage has
a positive impact in users’ perspective (Liu, Zhang and Bao 2016).
The main purpose of this study is to better comprehend the users’ opinion about the
use of AR technology when visiting a cultural heritage space regarding to its satis-
faction, the ease of use, and their desire to use this technology.
This research presents a case study whereby the visitors of a space – an archaeo-
logical space – the Roman Ruins of the Conimbriga Monographic Museum-National
Museum – were invited to test an AR application for mobile devices. The usage of a
smartphone for the experiment brings this technology closer to people since there is no
need to resort to further gadgets as head-mounted devices, being less intrusive to
visitors whilst saves money for cultural institutions. The visitors who accepted this
challenge, used a smartphone themselves to test the AR app with no time limit and
without restrictions. The outcome obtained across this experiment are the results
acquired from questionnaires on a Likert-type five-level scale.
2 State of the Art
This chapter intends to introduce the concept of augmented reality and to present
relevant conclusions from studies related to AR and users. A summary of recent studies
where this technology was tested with users is made.
2.1 Virtual and Augmented Reality
To allude the concept of augmented reality, it is suitable to mention virtual reality as
well, since augmented reality is a correlation between real environment and virtual
reality. In 1994, Milgram and Kishino [2] presented the concept of Virtuality Con-
tinuum: a term used to describe the concept through a continuous scale, ranging the
totally virtual and the totally real environment. Thus, according to their concept, while
in virtual reality the user is totally immersed in a virtual environment, the experience
with augmented reality allows the user to be aware of both environments: virtual and
real.
Augmented Reality (AR), despite its early appearance during the 60’s [3], it was
among the last decades that has become more popular, acquiring preponderance and
prominence. Due to technological advances, today it is possible to access to AR
experiences using handy and ubiquitous devices, like smartphones or tablets, bringing
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this technology closer to general public. AR has been known as a good solution to use
in distinct areas and its usage has a positive impact in users’ perspective [5]. Although
this technology has seen popularity grow and being present among a vast variety of
areas, such as publicity [6], entertainment [7], education [8], [9], medicine [10],
architecture [11], manufacturing [12] and, the particular case for this study, in cultural
heritage [13–15], it is not very common to find AR experiences available for visitors in
archaeological spaces whereby they can experience it among their visits. This lack is
even more noticeable for engaging AR experiences in outdoor spaces, a fact that
sparked interest to unleash this research.
2.2 Previous Studies with Users Using AR
In the first years of the new millennium, a mobile augmented reality implementation in
cultural heritage sites, arose as one of the pioneers projects named Archeoguide [16].
That same year, Vlahakis et al. [17] published the first results of the Archeoguide
project. This study, where younger users appeared as the most enthusiastic, some
problems using the system were detected. As examples of these problems, they found
the fact that users felt uncomfortable while using the technological devices and the
difficulty of visualizing the digital information outdoors due to the sunlight.
Meanwhile, mobile AR became lighter to carry, since today is implemented in
single handheld devices, various approaches were developed, and several cultural
institutions have made their own mobile augmented reality applications. Some exam-
ples are found in Philadelphia Department of Records, the city of Christchurch, the
Museum of London, the Netherlands Architecture Institute and the Powerhouse
Museum in Sydney.
Recently, several studies tested the usage of AR in cultural heritage contexts using
different approaches to understand the acceptance and the intention to use the technology.
Hence, the necessity to understand how other researches evaluated their systems arose.
All in all, a collection of recent studies – from 2014 up to now – related to AR
applications developed in order to, somehow, preserve or disseminate cultural heritage
spaces, was made and is summarised in Table 1.
Table 1. Collection of studies published since 2014 using AR in cultural heritage environment.
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Observing the previous studies where AR was implemented and tested with users
within diverse cultural heritage purposes, it is noticeable that the most common
instrument used to evaluate the systems implemented – for those that present results
related to users – is the questionnaire and the number of participants vary amid 16 and
200 volunteers.
3 Methodology
A mobile AR prototype was developed to allow the visitors of the archaeological space
in study – the Roman Ruins of Conimbriga – to experience mobile AR technology.
This prototype, named DinofelisAR, was developed for Android devices and an image
was used as mark to detect the position and orientation of the user in order to place the
virtual information in the right position when overlapped to the real scenario perceived
trough the smartphone’s camera. Using this prototype in-situ, the user could see a
virtual reconstruction of the Forum superimposed over its existing ruins.
Table 1. (continued)
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3.1 Prototype Development
Due to a large quantity and diversity of frameworks available to support the devel-
opment of AR systems, a research study was made in order to identify which were the
frameworks that would fulfil the requirements needed for this project [26]. Considering
this prototype requirements, three frameworks seemed comply the requisites: Vuforia
SDK1, Kudan SDK2 and, Wikitude SDK3. The referred study revealed that, for the
specific tests made, Vuforia SDK was the one which best fulfilled the needs for this
prototype. In addition to the good performance tests achieved by Vuforia SDK, this
framework was the only one that, in the free version for developers, allowed to track
the camera with natural features when the marker gets out of the field of view with a
feature named by Vuforia as Extended Tracking. Although this technique appeared to
be less stable when compared to the marker-based tracking, especially with restricted
light conditions, this feature enhanced the application flexibility and freedom to nav-
igate in space.
DinofelisAR, the prototype created to be tested in-situ, was developed in Unity 3D4
and using a Vuforia package for Unity. An image was used as mark (Fig. 1) and the
functionality Extended Tracking was activated in order to allow users to explore the
surroundings even if the image used as mark, got out of the field of view.
Fig. 1. Image used as mark for the experiment using the AR app DinofelisAR in-situ.
1 More information about Vuforia SDK on https://developer.vuforia.com/.
2 More information about Kudan SDK on https://www.kudan.eu/overview/.
3 More information about Wikitude SDK on https://www.wikitude.com/.
4 More information about Unity 3D on https://unity3d.com/pt.
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Since the museum requested for infographics in place to inform visitors about the
place of the AR experiment, the image presented in Fig. 1 was created for two pur-
poses: as an informative image about the existence of an AR experience in the space;
and as a mark for the AR app.
3.2 Local of the Experiment
The intention to evaluate DinofelisAR app by users when used in cultural heritage
contexts, took us to test the prototype in Conimbriga.
Conimbriga is a Roman provincial city which was abandoned during the medieval
age and it was inhabited between centuries IX B.C. and A.D. VII–VIII [27]
DinofelisAR app was tested in the location where used to be edified the Forum – a
public monument with large dimensions which was virtually reconstructed – and its
position corresponds to the centre of the ancient city (Fig. 2). Its dimensions were
approximately 48  96 m and it would be around 9 m high.
Within the Forum’s ruins, an ample and open space, the experience occurred in
square’s centre, as illustrated on Fig. 3.
Fig. 2. Identified by number 23, highlighted in red, the Forum’s location is stressed (image
created based on the information available at www.conimbriga.pt). (Color figure online)
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A green circle in Fig. 3 identifies the place where the experience with the
DinofelisAR app took place. The volunteers who agreed to participate in this study,
could visualize, in the smartphone and around their surroundings, the virtual building
corresponding to the Roman Forum that used to be edified there during the Roman Era.
In the beginning of the experience, Forum’s Temple would be right in front of the users
and the surroundings would be composed by the peristyle, with columns and walls. The
Forum was edified all around the square which means that all its structure, composed
by columns, roofs and walls, established a closed space.
3.3 Tests Procedure
The tests occurred between 17th and 19th of May of 2017 in the Ruins of the Con-
imbriga Monographic Museum-National Museum. For this AR experience, a smart-
phone5 was handed to each participant and they were invited to perform several steps
that are hereinafter described.
1. First, to launch the application DinofelisAR.
2. Second, to point the smartphone’s camera to the image provided (this image is
the mark used as target for the AR experience) until a virtual cube appears over the
referred image as illustrated in Fig. 4. Technically, this moment was where the user’s
position and orientation were identified.
3. To explore the surroundings with the smartphone to visualize the virtual model
over its ruins (Fig. 5 [A] and [B]). Users were able to navigate in a 360° angle.
4. For the last step, participants were invited to fill a questionnaire (English or
Portuguese version) on a five-point scale.
Fig. 3. Identification of the central position where the experience took place. (Color figure
online)
5 The smartphone used for this experiment was a Motorola 3rd Generation 5.0’’ (Quad-core 1.4 GHz
Cortex-A53, 1 GB RAM, camera 13 MP, f/2.0).
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Looking at Fig. 5, it is possible to observe that the ground is part of the real content
around user. The virtual model is overlapped over the ruins to give the user a glimpse
of the building’s appearance back in the Roman Era.
Fig. 4. The virtual cube over the real image grantees that the app detected the image mark and is
able to show the virtual information around the user.
Fig. 5. View of the place before the AR experience [A] occurs and, during the AR experience
with DinofelisAR, with the virtual model visible over Forum’s ruins [B].
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4 Presentation and Discussion of Results
The visitors of Conimbriga’s Roman Ruins which accepted the invitation to be part of
this study, after testing AR experience by their hands, filled in a questionnaire whose
questions intended to ascertain the users’ opinion related to (1) satisfaction, which
includes the pleasure, dynamism and activity among the visit to the Forum, as well as
the level of engagement in the visit and achievements obtained; (2) the ease of use of
AR technology; and (3) the desire to use this technology in cultural heritage spaces.
A total of 90 participants accepted to be part of this study (51% female and 49%
male). Among this heterogeneous group of participants, 44% of them were more than
55 years old, 19% between 40 and 55 years old, 21% between 25 and 39 years old, 9%
between 18 and 24 years old and, 7% were less than 18 years old. Considering their
level of education, while 1% preferred not to answer this question, 73% of the
respondents were higher educated, contrasting to 26% that were not.
The participants were also questioned about why they decided to be part of this
experiment and, the majority (72%), stated the interest of augmented reality applied to
archaeological context. Even the participants that affirmed not to know the technology
in study, they got curious to try it (18%) while 10% asserted other reasons. These
results help to predict the tendency of people when invited to use AR.
4.1 User’s Satisfaction
The results collected disclosed that the participants considered that AR contributed for
a more dynamic and active visit to the Forum (94%) and more pleasant as well (94%).
Moreover, 92% of the participants agreed or strongly agreed with the allegation of
being more involved with this tour zone when using the AR app.
Keeping in mind the motivation of visitors about people’s motivation to visit
Conimbriga – the majority, for cultural enrichment –, it was asked about the cultural
enrichment provided by using the AR app when they were visiting the Forum. The
results presented a majority agreement: 97% of the participants agreed or strongly
agreed that AR applications can contribute to cultural enrichment during their visits.
Considering the Forum features acquired, 91% of participants stated that became
able to describe better the Forum characteristics – e.g. size, colours, architecture.
In short, participants emphasized a significant level of satisfaction using AR
technology in Conimbriga’s Ruins. Using DinofelisAR when visiting the Forum, the
clear majority of the participants stated that their visit became more dynamic and
active, more pleasant, they felt more involved, acquired new findings related to the
referred building, and facilitated their cultural enrichment.
4.2 Ease of Use
An interesting fact about the use of AR technology, is that even people who never used
this technology before this experiment (61%), considered it easy to use, as well as those
who already had tried it before (Fig. 6).
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Figure 6 displays that, regardless the previous experience using AR, the majority
affirmed that this technology is easy to use. In fact, 96% of the participants agreed or
strongly agreed that this technology is easy to use.
The majority (84%) didn’t feel lost during the experience, not knowing very well
where to point the smartphone in order to see the virtual model.
Furthermore, most of the participants (88%) assumed that after some short
moments using AR technology, they already were comfortable using it and under-
standing how to use it correctly.
In brief, the usage of AR technology was revealed as a very easy and rapid learning
tool to handle, independently of the individual participant’s characteristic – age, gender
or level of expertise.
4.3 Desire to Use
And because the participants’ intention to use this technology is also a point of interest
for this study, the visitors were asked about their interest in installing an app similar to
the one provided in the experiment in their own smartphones. The results were also
positive, and the majority stated that they would be interested (Fig. 7).
In Fig. 7 is shown that, regardless of the average age of this study sample, par-
ticipants confirmed their desire to install an AR mobile app in their phones with the
intension to use it among cultural heritage spaces.
Fig. 6. Representation of participants’ opinion related to the ease of use (vertical axes)
compared to their experience using AR (horizontal axes).
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As visitors of Conimbriga, it was asked if the use of this technology could con-
tribute to an increase number of visitors to this archaeological space where 90% of the
participants agreed or strongly agreed.
Additionally, through open-ended questions related to suggestions and issues found
during their experience, the participants specifically requested to extend AR technology
to other places – inside Conimbriga’s Roman Ruins and other archaeological spaces as
well – (33%); to freely explore the space without the need of being close to the mark
(28%); to look through a bigger screen (13%) – this suggestion was made mainly
(83%) from people with more than 55 years old –; to provide a more detailed virtual
model; and to add people/avatars to the virtual scene. Other requests made by the
participants included the use of sounds and the ability to zoom the virtual model in
order to observe it with more detail.
In sum even though the future installation of these AR applications implies the
usage of their personal mobile devices, these results reveal that most participants
confirm their interest using AR technology when visiting cultural heritage spaces. Their
intent is also noticeable among their suggestions presented in the open-ended
questions.
5 Conclusion
This study intended to implement and test a mobile AR application with visitors of a
cultural heritage space, which in our case is the Roman Ruins of Conimbriga, and to
evaluate its use with visitors. This rollout was specifically guided to evaluate an
Fig. 7. Graphic representation related to the level of desire of the users in installing an AR app
on their personal smartphones.
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application of mobile AR used in outdoor spaces, among an archaeological space,
where a virtual building was superimposed in its correspondent ruins.
A total of 90 visitors participated in this study which was accomplished in the
centre of the ancient city Forum’s square. These volunteers used a smartphone (an
Android device was provided) to run the mobile AR app named DinofelisAR. They
were able to perceive and explore the virtual reconstruction of the Forum overlapped
on its real ruins. Each user could observe, in real-time and in a 360-degree view, the
virtual model while perceiving real images trough the camera. After this experience, the
participants filled a questionnaire and the results had exposed that this technology may
be an excellent opportunity to improve and spotlight cultural heritage spaces. Ana-
lysing participants’ opinions related to their satisfaction, including the achievements
acquired, their opinion related to the ease of use, and their intention to use AR tech-
nology in this context, had highlighted an unequivocal benefit from users’ perspective.
Looking ahead, the importance of deeply understand users’ perspective when using
a new technology such as mobile AR, is well known to accomplish better approaches
that would fit the visitors’ expectations and needs when visiting cultural heritage
spaces. Hence, arises also the necessity of comprehend the acceptance and the intention
to use technology among other cultural heritage spaces beyond the Ruins of
Conimbriga.
Analysing the results presented among this paper, it is our opinion that AR tech-
nology has great potential to engage people and seemed to be easy to use amid
everyone who tested it. Therefore, dwell on AR technology is appropriate and stim-
ulates opportune and useful new fields of research for scientific community and for
society.
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Abstract. This research is focused on the importance of using modern tech-
nologies in preserving and exploring Cultural Heritage (CH). Specifically,
Augmented Reality (AR) has the potential to enhance the user experience
related to cultural heritage. We briefly present the main technological approa-
ches in CH and a state of the art in mobile augmented reality. The latest Soft-
ware Development Kit (SDK) for building AR applications are reviewed and
compared. The 3D object that participants could place in the real environment
was obtained using photogrammetry, a popular and relatively easy to use dig-
itization technique. The virtual object represents a fortified church and is part of
a group of UNESCO monuments from the historical and ethnographical region
called “Țara Bârsei”, located in Brasov, Romania. We also provided some
guidelines to ensure an accurate 3D reconstruction of any object. We assess
users’ perception regarding two mobile AR applications, one based on Project
Tango while the other was developed using ARCore. Results confirm that AR
improves user experience and increases the enjoyment of learning about cultural
heritage.
Keywords: Cultural heritage  Augmented reality  Project Tango
1 Introduction
Cultural Heritage (CH) represents an expression of the ways of living that were
developed by people inside a community and passed on to the new generations. CH
encompasses several components, such as customs, places, practices, artistic expres-
sions and values. UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization) classifies heritage in three main categories: cultural heritage (tangible or
intangible), natural heritage and heritage in the event of armed conflict [1]. Tangible
cultural heritage is further defined as having three components: movable cultural
heritage, such as manuscripts, paintings, coins, sculptures; immovable cultural heritage,
for example archaeological sites and monuments; underwater cultural heritage, which
is represented by underwater ruins and cities, shipwrecks [2].
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Computer applications applied to cultural heritage are mainly focused at improving
the processes of digitization and documentation of artifacts and sites, digital preser-
vation and exploration [3]. In the past modern technologies were used only by CH
professionals, such as archaeologists, architects and civil engineers. Recently, more and
more museums, archaeological places and exhibitions have begun to explore the use of
new technologies to create new types of interaction with the aim to enhance the user
experience (UX). There are several interactive solutions that are used in CH, such as
location-aware audio guides, online and mobile applications, games, interactive multi-
touch displays, virtual/augmented reality systems, 3D virtual worlds and other types of
installations which include even kinesthetic control [4].
The term “augmented reality” has been used since the 60’s [5] and represents a
bridge between the real environment and virtual reality. The best way to understand AR
is with the help of the “Virtuality Continuum” concept introduced in 1995 by [6]. The
term refers to a scale that starts from a real environment and shows the “road” to a
totally virtual environment, passing through augmented reality and augmented virtu-
ality. Therefore, augmented reality is the first stage in which virtual objects are
superimposed on a real scene. The advances of technology are allowing developers to
create user friendly AR applications that work on mobile devices, thus bringing AR
closer to the general public.
Project Tango is a platform for augmented reality that offers a simple API for non-
experts in computer vision. Its primary use case is to create interactive applications that
have the capability to recognize the environment. The devices that support this tech-
nology need to be equipped with a complex package of cameras consisting of an RGB
camera, a depth camera and a fisheye camera for motion tracking. A capable processor
is required to analyze and fuse the data from the cameras and from inertial sensors of
the device. The depth camera can be used to detect distances to surfaces in the envi-
ronment. Another interesting use case is to create 3D models very fast and convenient.
However, the 3D objects obtained using a Project Tango device are of poor quality and
with limited functionality. The ability to recognize the environment allows developers
to create applications that will no longer require the use of visual markers, thus
enabling a more natural interaction with cultural heritage. As the name suggest, this
technology was only a project and was shut down since the 1st of March in 2018.
Developers can still create AR applications based on Tango, but there is no support
provided and no future releases.
ARCore is based on Project Tango with fewer features that are not dependent on
specialized cameras, thus allowing a larger number of devices to be compatible with its
technology. The main drawbacks of ARCore is the lack of Area Learning and occlu-
sion detection. There is a wide variety of Android phones running Android 7.0
(Nougat) and later that support this technology, as opposed to the two commercial
devices that are compatible with Project Tango.
The main purpose of this study is to evaluate the users’ perception regarding two
mobile augmented reality applications that allow the exploration of a 3D representation
of a fortified church. The questionnaire includes empirical items to determine if par-
ticipants noticed any significant differences between the two AR apps and to find out
which they prefer. A secondary focus is to highlight the importance of preserving
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cultural heritage and to show how the use of advanced technology can bring tangible
and intangible CH back to life.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides theoretical
background on technological approaches in cultural heritage, presents a comparison of
frameworks for mobile AR development and also shortly approaches the digitization
techniques that are commonly used in CH. Section 3 presents the methodology of the
study, including the questionnaire that was used. Results are presented and discussed in
Sect. 4, while the conclusions are organized in Sect. 5.
2 Theoretical Background
2.1 Technological Approaches in Cultural Heritage
Preservation, education, and entertainment are essential points regarding to cultural
heritage sites, and technology integration is viewed as an essential element of service
delivery in a museum environment [7]. Thus, new ways have been exploited to enhance
the communication between users and heritage sites. The aim of technological
approaches can vary from preservation and valorization of cultural heritage, support for
artistic creation, facilitating access to and involvement in culture, protecting pluralism,
freedom of expression, and cultural diversity [8].
A variety of different technological solutions are found in previous studies in order
to improve the relationship between cultural heritage content and users. Among the
several solutions proposed, it is found different kinds of games like: educational games,
e.g. the role-play digital game named “Taiwan Epic Game” where it was intended to
create the historical context of Southern Taiwan in the late nineteenth century [9]; or
location-based games, e.g. “Gossip at Palace,” a location-based mobile game devel-
oped for an Italian historical residence to communicate its 18th-century history to
teenagers [10]. Another technological solution frequently found are virtual reality
explorations, e.g. a 3D model of the lost township of Caen [11]; or a virtual exploration
on mobile devices based on a natural interaction approach of cultural heritage sites
which are not accessible [12]; or a proposal for better access and communication of the
Cultural Heritage information through to the visualization and disclosure of 3D digital
contents [13]. A set of the main interactive technologies and interaction styles are
presented in a study published by Koutsabasis, namely, 3D game engine, mobile,
kinesthetic interaction, mobile AR, virtual reality, web, multi-touch display, physical
computing, multimedia, virtual world, location-based audio, wearable, and AR [4].
Notwithstanding the riches facilitated by the use of the various technological
solutions, regarding to AR in cultural heritage sites, it has economic, experiential,
social, epistemic, cultural and historical, and educational value from both internal and
external stakeholders’ perspectives [14].
2.2 Mobile AR in Cultural Heritage
The adoption of AR in cultural heritage began as early as 1999 with the MARS project
[15] and the ARCHEOGUIDE Project [16], which were considered as mobile AR
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although the large amount of heavy devices needed to carry in these experiments. In the
last few years, mobile AR refers to mobile devices easily portable such as smartphones
or tablets [17]. These pioneer projects were followed by other research projects related
to mobile AR applied to cultural heritage sites aiming at exhibition enhancement, being
followed by reconstruction and exploration [18].
Looking at some of the several studies that tested the use of AR in cultural heritage
with the aim of improving the visitors’ experience among these spaces, it is common to
find acceptance studies to understand the users’ acceptance and intention to use a
technology like the study of acceptance and use of AR in cultural heritage outdoors
through the exhibition of photographs [19], or a study made to test users’ satisfaction
and intention to recommend marker-based augmented reality applications in Jeju
Island, South Korea [20].
Regarding to some recent AR technology approaches, a virtual restoration of the
religious heritage objects through 3D AR technology content was proposed [21].
The CHESS project introduced an overview of handheld AR in museums, aiming to
design and evaluate personalized interactive stories for visitors of cultural sites [22].
The potential of AR for supporting mobile tourism applications is emphasised with
CorfuAR, a mobile augmented reality tour guide presented by Kourouthanassis et al.
[23]. An adaptive mixed reality system was proposed aiming to achieve the visual-
ization of in-situ virtual ancient building reconstructions with the MixAR project [24].
A mobile augmented reality guide for cultural heritage to examine user experiences
was evaluated in the historic city centre of Brno in Czech Republic [25]. KnossosAR is
an outdoors mobile AR guide implemented for the archaeological site of Knossos
which intended to improve the user’s perception about its surrounding space hiding or
utilizing appropriate visual metaphors for occluded objects/locations [26].
2.3 Comparison of Frameworks for Mobile AR Development
A research related to the frameworks available to implement AR mobile apps on
mobile devices was made and an overview of this research is described below.
According to this study concern, all frameworks presented provide the development of
its AR application for Android or iOS devices. Among this research, the frameworks
which provided their latest versions before 2016 were dropped. The following
description is made considering the characteristics that each framework points out the
most. Considering specific features, the results of the comparative study is presented in
Table 1.
In the following, we will summarize the most popular AR platforms available on
the market, presenting them in a concise manner, in alphabetical order as they appear in
the table.
ARKit [27] is an Apple’s platform that combines different techniques and algo-
rithms, like motion tracking, camera scene capture or advanced scene processing in
order to allow users to easily build AR experiences. ARCore [28] is Google’s version
of AR platform that uses different APIs, enabling the device to sense its environment,
understand the world and interact with information.
ARToolKit [29] is an open-source AR software library providing support for three
categories of tracker: natural feature tracking (NFT), traditional template square maker,
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and 2D Barcode Markers. ARToolKit was acquired by DAQRI since 2015 and, for this
reason, this framework will not be considered in the comparative study. Another AR
open-source minimal library for detecting squared fiducial markers in images is ArUco
[30]. It is written in C++, is extremely fast and can calibrate cameras to make camera
pose estimation (static or moving).
Augmented Pixels [31] has proprietary simultaneous localization and mapping
technology (SLAM SDK) optimized for low CPU usage (Raspberry Pi 3 with standard
Raspberry Pi camera sensor for SLAM real time processing). Also, it gets autonomous
navigation by connecting to a drone or a robot through a Vision Processing Unit.
Catchoom’s toolbox, from the Catchoom CraftAR Pixels [32] offers Image Recognition
and AR tools in their branded apps targeted to transform the way consumers discover
and shop for products in the real world using visual search.












GPS IMU SDK package
Apple ARKit ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Not
found
✗ iOS
AR Core 8 May
2018


























✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ Unity
MAXST AR 19 Mar
2018
✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ Unity
NyARToolkit 24 May
2016
✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ Unity
Tango 1 Mar
2018
✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Unity
Vuforia 1 Mar
2018
✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ Unity
Wikitude 21 Feb
2018
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ Unity
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EasyAR SDK [33] is a free AR engine developed by VisionStar Information
Technology (Shanghai) which provides a number of cutting-edge features (such as
SLAM, 3D tracking, and screen recording). Kudan AR SDK [34] can support marker
or markerless tracking and location requirements, having a very robust single-camera
SLAM tracking technology.
MAXST AR SDK [35], a cross-platform AR engine, also provides features and
environments needed to develop AR apps. The main focus of this platform is on
Natural Feature Tracking. Based on ARToolKit, NyARToolkit [36] is a free open-
source project developing a vision-based AR written in Java.
Tango [37] was a phone and tablet-based mobile AR solution that relied on
advanced camera hardware to build 3D meshes of spaces developed by a division of
Google. Google shut down Tango in order to focus on the more mass market ARCore
product. Vuforia [38] allows to develop AR apps with advanced vision and recognition
of a range of everyday images, objects and environments.
The last but not least, Wikitude’s all-in-one AR SDK [39] combines instant
tracking technology (SLAM1), object recognition and tracking, top-notch image
recognition and tracking, as well as geo-location AR for mobile, tablets and smart
glasses.
In order to get to know all of the cited frameworks in this study, a comparative
study was made and it is resumed in Table 1.
Observing Table 1 it is possible to realize that the great majority of the frameworks
listed allows the image 2D tracking and the majority provides a package to implement
the technology using Unity software. The usage of a 3D object to accomplish the
tracking process is limited to few frameworks, where, in the case of the EasyAR it’s
confined to the Pro version. The usage of sensors to find the localization of the device,
typically, the frameworks which appeal to GPS also provide IMU sensors usage. In the
case of Vuforia, that does not provide geo-localization with GPS sensors, it still uses
IMU sensors to undertake the AR experience. The SLAM is assured by a large part of
the frameworks presented, whereas the occlusion is covered by a small part of them,
namely, ArUco and Tango. Albeit this two, ArUco does not provide an SDK to
implement the technology which is important to help its implementation to reach a
larger number of developers.
2.4 Digitization Techniques in Cultural Heritage
The digital preservation of CH is more important than ever due to several factors: the
deterioration of the materials, natural phenomena like earthquakes, hurricanes, tsunami
or other, armed conflicts and other human related problems. The main motivations for
preserving CH are: (1) to create a digital replica; (2) to create a database with infor-
mation related to the shape and appearance of an object; (3) to create new types of
applications that are based on digital media collections to enhance the users’ experience
1 SLAM – Simultaneous Localization and Mapping. This technique allows AR applications to perform
instant tracking.
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[40]. A brief state of the art regarding the 3D digitization process related to cultural
heritage is presented in Table 2.
Structure from Motion or multi-image photogrammetry is a practical and versatile
technique that is being adopted widely for accurate digital capture of 3D objects and
surfaces related to cultural heritage [42–45]. Photogrammetry is a method that analyzes
Table 2. State of the art solutions for the 3D digitization process applied to cultural heritage
Stage
no.





Choosing the appropriate method has to
take into consideration the nature of the
object that will be digitized, the necessary

















2 Registration Initial registration In order to obtain accurate 3D models,
the best alignment between overlapped







The aim of this stage is to integrate all the
raw data into a single mesh without
losing information and without unwanted
holes. The volumetric approaches yield
good results when combined with








4 Texture Calibration The visual aspect of the 3D model is
greatly improved by precise color data
and adds more details to the geometry of
the mesh
Texture generation
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and matches features detected in overlapping photos, and is fundamentally based on
trigonometry. There are a few guidelines that need to be taken into consideration when
any object is photographed for 3D reconstruction that ensure accurate and reliable
results:
• The most important rule is to keep an overlapping percentage of 60% to 80%
between successive photos;
• The light and white balance should be the same or with few changes. In the case of
large scale objects, such as buildings or other monuments, a cloudy sky offers the
best lighting conditions due to a uniform spread of light, thus avoiding the
appearance of hard shadows;
• Use a professional digital camera with at least 24 megapixels (relatively good
results can be obtained also with a smartphone camera), at a small aperture to have a
“large” depth of field.
3 Methodology
The aim of the experiment is to obtain a subjective evaluation of two mobile aug-
mented reality applications that use different technologies. The virtual object was
obtained using photogrammetry and it represents the Prejmer fortified church from
Brasov, a UNESCO monument.
3.1 Participants
For this study 38 participants (average age = 24.08, SD = 5.43) have used the AR
applications. There were no requirements necessary in order to participate. Participants
have confirmed that they use a smartphone very frequently, however only 18 have
experienced augmented reality prior to the experiment.
3.2 Procedure
The experiment took place at a public event organized by the Transilvania University
of Brasov. Participants were first presented the aim of the study after which they
received instructions on how to use the applications. The AR application based on
Project Tango was installed on a Lenovo Phab 2 Pro (see Fig. 2), while the one based
on ARCore was tested using the Huawei P20 Pro (see Fig. 1). Half of the participants
started with the Phab 2 Pro, while the other half started with the P20 Pro. Their task
was to explore the 3D model of the fortified church without having a time limit. After
using one technology participants were asked to complete an evaluation questionnaire
and then move on to the second technology.
For the Project Tango application we used the Ikariotikos package, while for the
ARCore we used package version 1.2. The only difference in the usage of the two
applications is that for the ARCore version, users first have to scan the surroundings in
order to detect a surface on which they can then place the virtual object.
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3.3 Questionnaire Design
The questionnaire is adapted from the Handheld Augmented Reality Usability Scale
(HARUS) [46] and contains 21 items based on a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 –
“strongly disagree”, to 7 – “strongly agree” (see Table 3). There are two questions
(Q1–Q2) that are meant to reveal the familiarity of the participants with AR applica-
tions and their normal usage of a mobile device. In order to evaluate the comprehen-
sibility parameter we used eight items (Q3–Q10) and seven items (Q11–Q17) to assess
how difficult or physical demanding it was to interact with the two applications. Four
items (Q18–Q21) reflect if the participants found the applications pleasant or boring.
Using the last three questions (Q19–Q21) we wanted to find out their general per-
ception of the experiment, if they believe that an AR application can help them learn
more about cultural heritage and if they notice any significant differences between the
two devices.
4 Results
Results showed that the application is easy to use, intuitive and with relevant infor-
mation. Related to comprehensibility, the scores computed for the Project Tango device
were slightly better due to the bigger size of the display. A large display offers a better
user experience, however in the case of handheld devices this can cause discomfort in a
long term usage. Regarding manipulability, the ARCore device was rated a bit better,
mostly because of its size and weight.
There was no significant difference when it comes to enjoyment. Using augmented
reality allowed users to explore cultural heritage in a new and exciting way (Figs. 3
and 4).
Fig. 1. Screenshot from the Huawei device Fig. 2. Screenshot from the Lenovo device
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Other observations regarding the empirical questions:
• Participants declared that the AR application increased their interest in learning
about cultural heritage
• The experience using the AR application was very positive
• Some participants declared that the Tango enabled device was more stable, however
most of the users did not notice any significant differences between the two
technologies.
Table 3. Evaluation questionnaire
Personal skills Q1: Have you experienced Augmented Reality (AR) applications before
this test?
Q2: How often do you use mobile devices?
Comprehensibility Q3: I think that interacting with this application requires a lot of mental
effort
Q4: I thought the amount of information displayed on screen was
appropriate
Q5: I thought that the information displayed on screen was difficult to
read
Q6: I felt that the information display was responding fast enough
Q7: I thought that the information displayed on screen was confusing
Q8: I thought the words and symbols on screen were easy to read
Q9: I felt that the display was flickering too much
Q10: I thought that the information displayed on screen was consistent
Manipulability Q11: I think that interacting with this AR application requires a lot of
body muscle effort
Q12: I felt that using the AR application was comfortable for my arms
and hands
Q13: I found the device difficult to hold while operating the AR
application
Q14: I felt that my arm or hand became tired after using the AR
application
Q15: I think the AR application is easy to control
Q16: I felt that I was losing grip and dropping the device at some point
Q17: I think the operation of this AR application is simple and
uncomplicated
Enjoyment Q18: I enjoyed using the AR application
Q19: I found the AR application unpleasant
Q20: I found the AR application exciting
Q21: I found the AR application boring
Empirical Q19: By using the AR application, I learn more about heritage
Q20: Rate the overall experience you had during the experiment?
Q21: After using the AR application on two different devices, did you
notice any significant differences?
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Fig. 3. Box plots showing the results from Project Tango
Fig. 4. Box plots showing the results from ARCore
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5 Conclusions
Cultural heritage stands for more than just an object, it represents the way we used to
live and could even be considered a national treasure. Finding new methods to pre-
serve, document and explore CH using modern technologies is of great interest and
many breakthroughs have been made by archaeologists, researchers or museum
curators.
In this paper we developed an augmented reality application that gives users the
chance to visualize and explore a 3D model of a fortified church. The virtual model was
obtained by our project team using photogrammetry with the aim to obtain a digital
replica of a recognized UNESCO monument.
Project Tango has gained the attention of many entities during its development as it
offered a practical and easy to use technology to implement augmented reality. With the
help of specialized sensors and powerful hardware it yielded great results. However, it
was more of a niche solution with relatively small potential to be adopted widely by
regular consumers. Nonetheless, several museums and other commercial companies
have developed attractive and interesting applications using this technology. Project
Tango had a lot of potential, however it was replaced by ARCore in a move to boost
the number of mobile AR applications.
The present study shows that there is no significant difference between the two
technologies in simply exploring a virtual object. Things would be different in the case
of a marker-less application or trying to use the device for 3D reconstruction, where
only Project Tango is feasible.
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Abstract. We investigate in this work the potential of multimodal rendering for
assisting users during culturally-related navigation and manipulation tasks inside
virtual environments. We argue that natural gestures play an important role for
engaging users in experiencing the cultural dimension of a given environment.
To this end, we propose an open system for multi-user visualization and
interaction that enables users to employ natural gestures.
We explored different configurations and controls in order to achieve the most
accurate and natural user experience. One being switching between the navi-
gation and manipulation mode based on distance and orientation towards dif-
ferent points of interest and the other being based on interacting with a virtual UI
used for switching between the two modes.
We also implemented both a single-user and a multi-user version. The single-
user version having a normal, computer monitor based, point of view is better
for a more accurate and detailed viewing experience. Also, in this version the
user would be wearing the Myo armband and also using the Leap Motion for a
more immersed experience. The multi-user version is based on a holographic
pyramid which has two user perspectives, one of the Myo user and the other
being the Leap Motion user’s, and two for the spectators’ point of view.
Finally, we discuss findings on the users’ perceptions of experienced cultural
immersion.
Keywords: Cultural immersion  Natural gesture-based interaction
Holographic display  Virtual environment
1 Introduction
Common ways available today to experience cultural heritage are visiting sites (real
and on-line), registering to museum tours and actively participating in guided hands-on
activities, acquiring memorabilia and taking photos of the historical sites, but also
immersing into virtual reality exhibits [1].
© The Author(s) 2019
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Virtual heritage has been disseminated to the public at large in various forms,
starting with multimedia provided on CD’s and websites [2] up to dedicated desktop
solutions [3, 4], virtual reality, and augmented reality installations [5].
The benefits of the latter consist in the opportunity for their users to visit realisti-
cally reconstructed historical sites, which, by means of novel technologies, are being
augmented with 3-D content [6]. Among all commonly-used interaction modalities,
haptic interaction started to be explored [7] in installations that promote cultural values
through interaction with the virtual artifacts.
User experience inside a virtual heritage environment may be enhanced also by
supporting natural interactions and, consequently, many researchers have proposed
multimodal metaphors to support these types of interaction beyond haptic [8], e.g.,
mouse pointing, click and drag [9], head, eye, and body tracking [10, 11], and face,
gesture, and speech recognition [12].
In this work, we focus on natural gesture interaction as it has no language barriers
and can rapidly turn into reflex due to its naturalness. Moreover, dealing with cultural
heritage artifacts represents a specific challenge because the intrinsic fragility, inac-
cessibility, or even the lost meaning of these artifacts. Consequently, when users face
technological barriers, they quickly become overwhelmed by technology and may lose
the original interest for the artifacts, known as the gulf of execution that amplifies for
technologies driving virtual environments [13].
To this end we focused on low-cost and accessible technology as Myo [19] and
Leap Motion [20] devices. Both Myo wireless armband and Leap Motion desktop
device enables the user to control computer generated content using various hand
gestures and motions, but they rely on different technologies in user gesture recogni-
tion. Myo uses a set of electromyographic sensor which detect activity in the forearm
muscles, together with a gyroscope and accelerometer to help recognize motions and
magnetometer for gesture recognition, while Leap Motion uses IR cameras and infrared
LEDs that observes a roughly hemispherical working area in which the user hands are
detected.
Morgan et al. consider Myo arm-swinging as a way to explore a virtual environ-
ment and comparing it to joystick locomotion and physical walking [14]. They con-
cluded that people made fewer errors if they explored the virtual environment
physically or with Myo arm–swinging than with the joystick. Participants performed
equally well in the walking and Myo arm– swinging conditions in terms of errors.
A similar approach was made by Mulling et al. by considering a 2D map [15].
According to them, navigation on interactive maps through the movement of hands and
arms through the Myo showed that improvements need still to be performed both on
the device and in the same graphical interface (GUI). The use of hand gestures and
arms to control interactive maps can be optimized, first from the design of native
applications for Myo, in order to explore the device at its maximum performance.
Another attempt uses mixed-reality based interaction system for digital heritage
exploration [16]. Here the advantages of adding a scale 3D-printed replica of the
architecture to the user interface was experienced. Based on a user study, Bugalia et al.
established the ease of interaction and found that even novices are comfortable with the
proposed light-based interface and find it intuitive to use. They think that it would be
interesting to explore the effectiveness of adding a gyro-meter to the pointing devices,
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which is something Myo does have for example, to support more powerful controls
during the walk.
Aslan et al. have considered how challenges related with many closely positioned
(expanding) targets can be addressed [17]. Prototypes were used as probes to foster the
discussions on the results of the driving simulator study. They concluded that by
combining mid-air gestures (provided by Leap Motion controller) with touch, it is
possible to improve in-car touch-based interaction in situations that rely on visual
attention, and therefore to augment the user safety while driving.
Moser explores touch versus mid-air gesture input in physics-based gaming [18].
The study showed that, although the developers adapted the game to suit mid-air
gestures, several playability problems occurred that should be considered for future
game developments. The observations revealed difficulties with accuracy for small and
precise or only partial recognition of very fast swipe mid-air gestures. Another problem
was that player lost the orientation and moved towards the monitor when performing
mid-air gestures (i.e., the signal was lost). Therefore, the mid-air gestures were rated to
be more complex and difficult than touch gestures (i.e., rather easy to use).
2 From Virtual Environment Exploration to Artifact
Manipulation
Experiencing a virtual heritage environment usually means letting the user to freely
navigate in the 3D replica of the artifact, by bounding its movements to the virtual
environment dimensions. To this end, we adopt hand-controlled navigation [9] by using
a Leap Motion device or Myo, depending on the system’s mode of operation [20].
In our approach, the focal task the users will perform is exploring the environment
by interacting with their target artifact, by dividing the task into (a) approaching a
target, (b) touching/reaching the target and (c) manipulating the artifact. Touch
becomes possible once the user’s avatar is close enough to the target. Touch begins
when physical contact between the virtual artifact and the user’s virtual hand takes
place. The Myo device accurately signals this event [19]. Grabbing the object is
possible by squeezing the hand, action detected by Leap Motion device [20]. From this
point forward, the user can manipulate the object.
2.1 Switching Between Navigation and Manipulation Tasks – First Use-
Case
The default task state is navigation. However, when users approach an artifact that may
be subject of interaction, navigation switches to manipulation. Interactions may take
place locally inside the user’s action area (which is denoted “A” in Fig. 1) in the form
of observing the artifact (denoted by small “a” in Fig. 1) or manipulating the artifact
(“a1”). Should the user decide to manipulate the artifact outside its interaction area then
transportation must occur (“a2” in Fig. 1).
Switching between navigation and manipulation becomes relevant as the distance
between the user’s virtual hand and the artifact is getting smaller. Observation may be
achieved if the user is close enough to the artifact, such as for the avatar in the “B”
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position with respect to the artifacts located in “a”, during user’s navigation. But
observation may also be considered as special case of manipulation, as for the avatar in
location “B” with artifact in “a”.
Deciding whether control should be given to the avatar’s movement (Fig. 2a) or to
the hand (Fig. 2c) depends on the distance to the target and the angle relative to the
user’s visual focus (i.e., the amount of focus given to a certain target). These conditions
must be validated simultaneously and we achieved this behavior by employing a
coordinate system composed of the following components: the 3-D distance to target
(the X axis), yaw or the horizontal angle (the Y axis), and pitch or the vertical angle
(the Z axis). Distances in this coordinate system represent the ratio of interest in
manipulating a virtual artifact (Fig. 3).
By constraining that the total sum of interests in manipulation and navigation to be
constant, we achieve seamless transition between the two tasks, without requiring users
to specifically switch between tasks (Fig. 2b). For the scenario in which multiple
targets are present in the environment, the closest one will be selected by default
according to the distance measurement described above (Fig. 2).
Fig. 1. Manipulation scenarios for different users (A, B) and artifacts (a, b) under various
constraints (a1, a2).
Fig. 2. Transition from navigation to manipulation depending on the position of the user’s
object of interest.
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2.2 Switching Between Navigation and Manipulation Tasks – Second
Use-Case
Our first solution to switching between navigation and manipulation was tested and
deemed hard to use accurately. Therefore, we made a second option that was more
reliable.
When the user’s character is close enough to an interactable object and he is
looking at it the Myo vibrates shortly to notify the user he can interact with that object
and also his virtual hand changes color (Fig. 4b). At this point he can grab and move
the object at the same pace with his character. This can be achieved by using the
distance between the first-person camera and the objects that the user can interact with.
A ray that is casted from the first-person camera towards where the camera is
pointed at returns the distance between the camera and the object it hits, if the object is
interactable. The returned value is compared with the given average hand length and if
the value is the lesser one we consider the user in range to interact with the object.
Fig. 3. The result of a transportation action for several virtual artifacts.
(b) (a)
Fig. 4. The virtual hand changing color when it gets close to an interactable object.
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When the user turns his left palm towards his face, an interface appears near the
hand (Fig. 5a) and if the button is pressed he switches to manipulation mode and the
button changes color (Fig. 5b). In this mode any object he can interact with loses
gravity and navigation is blocked until the same button is pressed again. At which point
the navigation and also the object’s gravity are switched back on and the button returns
to the original color.
In the manipulation mode the user can grab and rotate object more easily. This is
due to the lack of gravity that the object is subjected to. This allows the user to better
inspect the heritage until he decides to leave the manipulation mode (Fig. 6).
Fig. 5. Using the virtual UI to switch between the navigation and manipulation mode. (Color
figure online)
Fig. 6. User in manipulation mode, interacting with a barrel that is kinematic (has no gravity).
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3 Technical Aspects
Our solution is based on three main components: a visualization module responsible
with 3D environment real-time rendering – Unity based [21], a hand-oriented inter-
action module responsible with user navigation inside 3D virtual environment and user
manipulation of virtual artifacts – Leap Motion device based [20], and an arm-oriented
interaction module responsible with user warning when it approaches to virtual artifacts
- Myo device based [19].
In the Leap Motion user-case, moving his hand forwards and backwards makes the
user’s avatar move at a directly proportional velocity with the difference between the
hand and the Leap Motion center. The same thing happens when the hand is moved
left/right and up/down for rotation and orientation.
In the Myo user-case (Fig. 7), making a fist would make the character move
frontward (Fig. 7a), waving left/right makes the character move left/right (Fig. 7b, c).
Grabbing an interactable object can be achieved by making a spread-fingers pose while
facing towards it and being at a certain distance from it that makes the Myo vibrate
(Fig. 7d). Also, double taping recalibrates the origin of the local coordinates system
relative to the user’s hand (Fig. 7e).
Moreover, for displaying the 3D environment we chose to build a holographic
pyramid that opens our system both for single and multi-user real-time cultural heritage
exploration (Fig. 8).
In the single-user option, one user would wear the Myo and use the Leap Motion at
the same time. Leap Motion is used for movement and orientation of the character and
the Myo armband for warnings and feedback in form of vibrations. All though Myo has
gesture recognition and gyroscopes, that could be used for interacting with the
Fig. 7. Myo poses.
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environment, we decided to make more use of the Leap Motion because through our
testing we concluded that it was more reliable and precise to use.
In the Fig. 9a it is presented the user navigating the environment and, in the
Fig. 9b, we can observe him grabbing a heritage object using the grab motion rec-
ognized by the Leap Motion.
The multi-user option is based on our holographic pyramid that displays the two
users’ perspectives. The other two perspectives of the pyramid may be used by
spectators to watch as the users interact with the environment. Two users can explore
the heritage environment in real time and interact. One of the users uses the Myo
armband as a controller to move and interact by making certain gestures and moving
the hand he’s wearing it on. The other user uses the Leap Motion’s interpretation of his
hand movements for controlling his character through the environment. He can also
naturally grab some objects and also inspect them more thoroughly by entering the
manipulation state.
Fig. 8. Multimodal-based experience with a 3D virtual artifact.
Fig. 9. Approaching and grabbing virtual artifacts.
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4 Discussion
In order to evaluate the usability of our solution, we start conducting an experiment to
verify the following hypothesis on natural gesture-based interaction for cultural
environments.
4.1 Hypothesis and Premises
For a user that comes to experiment a cultural heritage virtual reconstruction, natural
gesture-based interaction is easier to be accepted rather than using any conventional
interaction device.
For our evaluations we adopted the following two premises:
(1) Users know neither the structure nor the topology of the environment beforehand.
This premise means that users may become disoriented at the start of their virtual
experience and make little sense of the things around them.
(2) Users are not aware a priori neither of the actions that are allowed inside the
virtual environment nor of the metaphors to engage into these actions. Simply
browsing a new world is not enough to deliver the feeling of being part of that
world. Instead, it is the exploration, discovery, and participation to that world’s
specific cultural activities that are able to deliver the cultural immersive feeling.
4.2 Apparatus
We target about one hundred volunteers to take part in the study, selected from the
body of university students and visitors.
We conducted our study using the virtual world platform of the TOMIS project [22]
that enables users to engage into the discovery of the reconstructed historical site of the
city of Tomis, which was a Greek colony situated on the West coast of the Black Sea.
For the moment, we test our solution only on very few voluntaries in lab
setup. Preliminary results showed that natural gesture can provide good guidance for
user navigation towards the target implemented as a place in the virtual world or a
virtual object to grasp and manipulate, if and only if the system coherently respond to
the user gesture.
Although it took a few minutes for the subjects to adjust to the more delicate
controls of the system, they learned them quickly because the movements and gestures
came naturally.
Given the fact that our previous study was focused on few users we decided to
conduct another one. This one’s target audience were visitors that came to our faculty
for presentations regarding potential registration into our faculty. Considering the time
spent on learning the controls and getting used to them and the high-density audience,
we were unable to present the full application in order to not disturb the time table of
the presentations. With that in mind we made a demo for our holographic display with
a few gestures controls using the Leap Motion. We used a questionnaire to gather the
opinions of the users that played the demo.
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The demo consists of the holographic display from four perspectives of a building
from the virtual world platform of the TOMIS project [22]. The building rotates slowly
so that it can be seen from all angles. The user could control the rotation of the building
by moving his hand above the Leap Motion on the X and Z axis in order to better
explore the building.
The demographic of this study is 42 people with the ages between 17 and 24, 26 of
them haven’t seen a holographic display until testing the application. When asked how
often they use gesture-based technology those were the results (Fig. 10).
In the questionnaire we focused on the following topics: ease of usage, quality of
the image, responsiveness and enjoyment of using the application, and final comments.
The questionnaire was based on a 1 to 5 rating of the application attributes, based on
the previously mentioned topics. For example, responsiveness, it being one of the most
important topic, the results are presented in the histogram from (Fig. 11). The other
topics had the following highest percentage rating: ease of usage – 4–54%, quality of
the image – 4–57%, enjoyment of usage – 5–52%.
Fig. 10. The frequency our users use of gesture-based technology. (Legend 1-never 2-rarely 3-
sometimes 4-often 5-all the time)
Fig. 11. Rating of our application responsiveness.
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We had a few complaints with the image not moving fluently but this was caused
by the long time the application was running and heating of our computer.
Under the “what you liked the most?” section of the questionnaire, most common
answers were about the holographic display, gesture-based controls and the 3D model.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented different types and approaches on natural, gesture-
based interaction with a virtual heritage environment. We have explored the advantages
and disadvantages of using two different gesture recognition technologies for VE
exploration. The interface setup is also simple and cost effective, consisting of cheap
materials used for the holographic setup and a desktop monitor.
Although we were unable to conduct a formal study on a broader user experience in
order to determine the best approach with our resources, we believe we came close to
an easy to learn and use user interface and configuration. It would be interesting to
further explore the effectiveness of adding, say, a virtual-reality headset with an Leap
Motion device mounted onto it for a better user experience, or even VR controllers.
We could also add some mini-games that are based on the human interaction that
took place in the heritage environment’s prime time, for a better heritage understanding
and immersion. Further we could add a few Non-Player Characters that you can
interact with. For instance, you could help a character make an item or even participate
at events. Those characters could be personalities of that time that you could learn more
about by interacting with them.
Adding a haptic device for recreating the sense of touch by applying forces,
vibrations or motions to the users could make them feel more immersed and make them
better understand the texture of the artifacts.
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Abstract. Now that virtual reality has finally become a customer ready product,
museums can use this new mean to enhance their exhibitions. The main problem
however is that such a tool was not thought for casual users, and to adapt this
new technology to short experiences such as the ones museums could provide, it
is necessary to reduce the adaptation time to the new mean. In this paper, we
discuss how removing physical controllers in favour of visually-tracked virtual
hands could significantly reduce the time needed by casual users to adapt to new
experiences, underlying the current technological limitations both in terms of
technology and design.
Keywords: Human Computer Interaction  Virtual reality  Cultural heritage
Interaction metaphors  Natural interaction
1 Introduction
After many decades of incubation, fully immersive virtual reality (VR) has finally
become a customer-ready technology. It is not so hard to imagine how such a new way
of living surrounding spaces could be used to enhance interaction and fruition of virtual
worlds, and many different fields, such as Industrial manufacturing, medicine and
entertainment, are adopting these new technologies to improve their products. Despite
some initial hesitation, museology and humanities disciplines in general are catching up
with this major technological breakthrough, developing dedicated soft-ware to enhance
the way in which the public interacts with cultural heritage.
As it often happens with new technologies, in these early stages VR is still far from
expressing its full potential. Amongst the remaining problems, the lack of natural
interaction within the simulated environments is one of the hardest to solve. Major
selling companies ship their head mounted displays (HMDs) with fully tracked con-
trollers, but gameplay interaction is still based on button clicking. This situation is not
ideal for casual users such as the ones that museums have, and the time needed by these
people to learn new interaction metaphors with controllers could significantly affect
their overall enjoyment. Different contexts have different needs, and the inter-action
metaphors must be designed in order to produce the best compromise between inter-
action, presence, enjoyment, learning and fatigue.
Building full hands tracking in VR would be an important breakthrough: natural
interaction would speed up the adaptation process for casual users while increasing the
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overall perceived immersion. Unfortunately there is still a conceptual, rather than
technological, problem we need to solve. What is keeping real hands out of VR,
regardless of the technical implementation, is that virtual and real hands belong to
different systems that have different constrains, and an action can be both possible an
impossible at the same time when translated from a system to the other. For in-stance,
the surrounding space can be perceived as empty in one system but can also be blocked
in the other, and when an action performed in the free space is translated to the other
world it creates a logical conflict to the scene where the action was not allowed in the
first place, resulting in a loss of presence. When the empty space is the simulation, the
risk is to hit objects in the real world, and when the empty space is reality, simulated
hands can interpenetrate objects in the simulated world, causing non-realistic
behaviours.
In this paper we will discuss how to build natural interaction in mono-user
immersive controller-free experiences for cultural heritage applications, introducing a
test case scenario currently under development. After a summary of the theoretical
back-ground in Sect. 2, in Sect. 3 the current state of the art technologies for natural
interaction in VR will be explored and current limitations will be exposed. In Sect. 4 an
experiment currently under development to test hands free interaction will be presented
together with some expected results, before to draw conclusions in Sect. 5.
2 Theoretical Background
2.1 Human Computer Interaction
As human beings, the decisions we take are based on what our senses perceive from the
environment. It is therefore important to find a way to feed our sensory apparatus as
much as possible in VR, so that our actions can still be based on our perceptions. This
is why, when the first home computers came out decades ago, it was important to study
users’ abilities to interact with these new machines in the smoothest possible way.
The first studies in the so called human-computer interaction (HCI) field, a name
that was popularized by Stuart Card in 1983 [1], are dated back to 1976 [2]. During its
infancy, HCI research focused on simple interactions such as moving the cursor around
the screen: early studies used Fitts’ law to measure accuracy with different hardware
such as the mouse, trackball, joystick, touchpad, helmet-mounted sight, and eye tracker
[3]. With time, HCI evolved from being an engineering problem to an interdisciplinary
field [4], benefitting from studies in Psychology [5], cognitive studies [6], and even
memory studies [7].
As pointed out by many researches, HCI benefits by a nature-driven approach [8, 9].
Being these interactions always artificial to a certain degree, it was necessary to create
some metaphors to mimic a real behaviour in a three-dimensional space [10], the so
called interaction metaphors. Through these interactions, it is easier for the public to
interact with new environments without any domain specific knowledge or acclimati-
zation programme, by translating their previous knowledge to the new situation.
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2.2 Virtual Reality and Hand-Pose Recognition
Historically speaking, in the early stages of virtual reality definitions tended to be
strictly related to hardware constrains, categorizing VR based on the different hardware
types in use [11]. What those definitions lacked, according to Steuer, was a more
human-focussed approach, he therefore proposed a new definition based on the key
concepts of presence and telepresence [12], allowing desktop applications to be con-
sidered virtual reality even without dedicated hardware. According to Slater, the def-
inition of presence was still too broad and somehow confusing, proposing to categorize
VR based on immersion, meant as objective level of sensory fidelity, and presence,
which refers to a subjective psychological response [13–15].
With the exponential growth of desktop VR, a wide range of hardware technologies
has been released to support and enhance virtual experiences. Among these, head
mounted displays (HMD) and non-invasive cameras have attracted a lot of attention,
especially in the academic field. In regards of HMD, they have been used for a wide
range of topics, including phobias treatment [16], anxiety [17], and education [18],
while controller free interaction has been used in scenarios such as Stroke rehab [18],
Sign Language recognition [20, 21], surgery [22] and data visualization [23]. Even
though these two technologies are widely used in research, only a few experiments
have been carried out with active combinations of them [24], and even less seem to
address the problem of physically accurate interaction [25]. In one case, given the high
efficiency of native controllers shipped with VR, natural interaction has even been
defined as “obsolete” [26].
2.3 On Gesture Recognition and Interaction
When discussing hands interaction in virtual worlds, there are two different topics that
must be taken into account: pose recognition and interaction. Despite being not
mutually exclusive, it is important not to consider them as synonyms, as the first topic
studies how to identify the current hands’ position in real world and the second topic is
interested in understanding how acquired hands can be used to interact with a digital
scene [27].
As regards hands position recognition in a three-dimensional space, the two main
devices that can perform reliable recognition without haptic interfaces are the Leap
Motion and Microsoft Kinect. Leap Motion software return a pre-rigged fully animated
mesh of both hands, with advanced API to use the acquired information in custom
environments applications. Despite being tested periodically [28, 29], its tracking
software is updated almost on monthly basis, and accuracy tests are outperformed most
of the times. Also, as proved by Marin [31, 32], Leap Motion results can be further
improved by using machine learning algorithms. On the other side, Microsoft Kinect is
way more extensible and programmable but it does not provide any hands identification
tool. Nevertheless, it has successfully been used to do perform hand gesture recognition
[33, 34].
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2.4 Museums and Technology
While it is commonly believed that museums are still reticent when it comes to apply
technology to exhibitions [30], this tendency has been proven false in recent years [35].
The first milestone in this direction was the creation of the International conference on
hypermedia and Interactivity in Museums in 1991 (ICHIM), followed by Museums and
the Web established in 1997.
In that period the idea of museums as static exhibitions of art and history was
drifting towards the idea of interactive places where people were not passive to their
surroundings, but could enhance their experience through new interactive tools [36].
The role of the museum itself was questioned, arguing that museums should not be
passive to information, but have an active role in promoting culture and research like
other media [37, 38].
As regards user experiences in the so called “Virtual Museums”, defined by the
International Council of Museums (ICOM) as “A non-profit, permanent institution in
the service of society and its development, open to the public, which acquires, con-
serves, researches, communicates and exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage of
humanity and its environment for the purposes of education, study and enjoyment.”
(ICOM, 2007), it has been proven that the usage of virtual tools to enhance exhibitions
does not affect users’ enjoyment nor the learning experience in any way [39]. As a
matter of fact, it is quite the opposite. Studies have shown that using technology to
customize the way guests explore a museum could improve the overall level of
satisfaction [40, 41].
3 Background Material
When designing a virtual application for cultural heritage, it is important to keep two
elements in mind: the maximum number of simultaneous users and their technological
background.
Talking about big audiences, museums want to have as many people as possible to
try to enjoy the virtual experience. This leads to an important consequence: unless the
application allows many users to control the application simultaneously, all the inter-
action will be performed by one user at a time with all the other being spectators.
The interaction mean has therefore to be designed to be interactive for one user
only, while it has to display data to many. While this is the common case for tools such
as CAVE and interactive kiosks, fully immersive VR represents a harder challenge for
museums. Given the more immersive nature of the technology, headset users expect a
higher degree of interaction with the environment. By default, this interaction is per-
formed through standard controllers in two ways: they can have either have one single
action to be performed with a button, which is easy to understand and perform, or a
rather complex system of interaction that would require users to learn in advance. For
this reason, building a controller free interaction could benefit both immersion and
presence, increasing the degree of interactivity while removing the needs of previous
knowledge, and speed up the usage time by a significant factor.
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While Microsoft Kinect is a valid option for hands tracking acquisition in con-
trolled environments, in a more unsupervised space it could be better to use a shorter-
range tool like the Leap Motion. Given the high accuracy that can be reached with it,
the consequent step is to blend its data with a fully immersive world. Leap Motion pose
data has been used to perform gesture recognition – meant as the interpretation of
human gesture – but this data has rarely been used to perform real time interaction with
a fully immersive virtual reality system. The main reason for this is realism. Both
worlds have physical constraints, but while real world laws cannot be changed, virtual
environments’ simplified physics interactions are not capable of handling each possible
scenario, and when real actions are translated it often happens that the result falls
outside the simulated physical model. Something simple like grabbing a glass bottle
proves to be a challenge in virtual reality, as physical engines are extremely sensible to
mesh interpenetration and are not capable of handling events that, in their own envi-
ronment would not be allowed, such as having a hand narrow a rigid body.
In June 2017, Leap Motion released an API to tackle this problem. This new
software puts himself between the hand poses obtained by the Leap Motion and the 3D
engine physics simulation, disabling any collision calculation when the hands are
performing a physically inaccurate action. While this approach works from a physical
point of view – by preventing the engine from carrying out wrong calculations – it still
breaks the perception of reality within the simulation, as it allows the hands to inter-
penetrate the scene objects without any response. Some applications prefer to limit the
degree of visual feedback in the simulation by always showing a physical response to
the users, but this creates a mismatch between the perceived hand position and the
visual hand. Given the purpose of this project to investigate real hands interaction in
VR, the idea of having a mismatch between perception and visualization was dis-
carded, and the compromise offered by Leap Motion accepted and noted.
4 The Experiment
As already discussed, hands free interaction in VR is a rather unexplored field. We
designed an experiment to understand how different interactions can be perceived as
natural by a variegated audience, hoping to find a preliminary way to categorize single-
handed actions. The ideal outcome would be to find common features among gestures
that could potentially be used in future natural interaction metaphors design.
To test the previous assertions, we’re currently developing a game-like test case
scenario application in immersive VR, where users will be required to perform a series
of actions on a console in order to unlock a new room with a piece of art in it. The
sequence of actions, at the current state of the application, is as follows: in the first
instance, users must grab and hold a key, which they must put in a lock. Once inserted,
the key must be rotated in order to unlock the case. When unlocked, users will be
required to pull it up to access a control panel hidden below. At this point, once a series
of switches is activated and the panel powered, a secret box opens and a card is found.
The card must be grabbed like the key and slided through a rail. Once the card arrives
at the end, the door unlocks and the prize is revealed. Before the simulation starts, the
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operator will be able to choose whether if he wants to activate a pre-recorded speech
that guides the users over the different challenges, or to keep it quiet and leave them to
the task (Figs. 1 and 2).
Fig. 1. The closed hatch.
Fig. 2. The virtual hand interacting with the environment. Materials are temporary.
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There will be two evaluation metrics for this challenge: time and accuracy. The
demo will be monitoring both the overall time needed to access the room and the time
needed to complete each single task. If a user takes a significantly longer time but just
one attempt to perform a subtask, it means that he was not able to understand what he
was required to do in the first place, and the metaphor was not clear. On the other side,
if he attempts many times and fail, it could mean that the manipulations were not easy
enough to be executed in VR rather than in reality, bringing up further discussion on
both technology and design.
A control group has also been created in order to compare how the usage of
controllers instead of hands could affect performances. While receiving the same
instructions and the same support throughout the tests, the control group will use a
single button to interact with the scene instead of touching, grabbing and pulling with
his hands.
4.1 Expectations
There are some results that we are expecting, given the discussion above. First and
most important, interaction metaphors deriving from different physical interactions will
have different degrees of success. In real life, it is almost impossible to insert a key
without scratching around the hole, and even though the application gives users some
margin, by allowing the key to fit even if not perfectly positioned, they won’t be aware
of this facilitation and will try to achieve a perfect result.
In addition, the overall time needed to complete each single subtask must be
crosschecked with the number of attempts to perform an action. For instance, we might
have a small number of users who try to turn the switches on and off in order to repeat
the animation. If that is the case, the overall completion time data will be less relevant
than in other cases. This behaviour must be noted during the data analysis phase, and
data-wise, noisy experiences must be ignored if possible.
Another crucial factor to consider is the size of the objects people will interact with.
Every object should have a significant size in order to be physical accurate, and while
there is no precise measurement on what the minimum suggested size could b, it has
been noticed that small objects such as a key could be subject to problems if too small.
For this reason, all graspable objects in the scene are bigger than their real life matches.
While it may not seem a significant factor in achieving the desired interaction, as the
scale is not so significantly different, further investigations should be made in order to
exclude possible score contamination by the scale difference.
Generally speaking, we expect the overall interaction time not to be significantly
different among participants. We do however expect some people to take a longer
period to adapt, meaning that they will spend more time than others completing the first
challenge. As regards the control group, we expect them to score less mistakes in
grabbing challenges, while we expect them to take longer rotating the key and clicking
the switches. Moreover, current state of the art applications for VR provide vibration as
force feedback during interactions. We decided not to provide any, to keep the two
interaction means as equal as possible.
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5 Conclusions
The experiment we are currently setting up only concerns simple interactions, and
purposely avoid complex gestures like throwing, pulling, squeezing or any two hands
interaction. While the problem of hands interaction is easy to define, we are far from
even scratching the surface of how to handle such complexity.
Now that the quality of virtual reality has reached such a high level of interactivity,
it is time to start thinking about immersive virtual experiences as a whole and not as a
cluster of problems that can be solved individually. The collision of real and simulated
worlds is far too complex, and without an accurate evaluation of colliding aspects, it
will be impossible to reach the level of interaction that is expected in a realistic
simulation.
Museums could and should be part of this challenge. Given their extremely wide
audience, specific interactions must be designed to create immersive controller-free in
VR, and general guidelines will not be exhaustive enough to be borrowed and applied
to cultural heritage application. Hands interaction among exhibitions could make the
difference between being passive to history and actively be part of it.
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Abstract. Virtual museums are becoming increasingly popular, especially
thanks to the recent spread of low-cost immersive technologies enabling a richer
technology-based cultural offer. However, creating a virtual museum commonly
requires a lot of effort, especially if a certain visual quality is required.
The aim of the project described in this paper is to verify the effectiveness of
automatic strategies to create a virtual museum of paintings, whose digital
images are retrieved directly from repositories freely available in the network
based on specific user queries. The same approach is then applied in order to
create an augmented reality application transforming any environment, pur-
posely instrumented with markers, in a virtual museum.
Keywords: Virtual reality  Augmented reality  Cultural heritage
Virtual museums  Procedural generation  Public repository
1 Introduction
Virtual museums are becoming increasingly popular as they allow “to complement,
enhance, or augment the museum through personalization, interactivity, user experi-
ence and richness of content” [1]. Creating a virtual museum commonly requires a lot
of effort in terms of design, content management, and visual rendering, effort
unavoidable whenever a given quality of the experience is to be achieved. However, it
is possible to think at digital collections which, even if not carefully designed as proper
virtual museums, provide an immersive experience richer and, expectantly, more
engaging than digital galleries as commonly found in standard web pages.
The aim of the project described in this paper is to verify the effectiveness of
automatic strategies to create a virtual museum of paintings, whose digital images are
retrieved directly from repositories freely available in the network. The virtual museum
is based on a virtual environment, initially empty, that can be populated with various
digital elements based on specific user queries. Since the number of artworks can be
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variable, the structure of the museum is modular, i.e. it changes shape based on the
number of works selected by the user. The goal of this project is to provide a tool
enabling the exploration of a wide variety of artworks taken from public heritage
repositories such as Europeana and Google Art Project, or from other generic reposi-
tories of multimedia information like Google Images.
Images and the related information are extracted using specific API making use of
languages such as Javascript, C++, JSON and XML. The same approach is then applied
in order to create an augmented reality application transforming any environment,
purposely instrumented with markers, in a virtual museum.
2 Previous Work
Since the advent of VRML, 3D virtual museums have shown their potential as a tool
for disseminating culture and knowledge using digital technologies and taking
advantage of the advanced features provided by VR such as immersion and presence.
One of the first VR projects applied to cultural heritage was the Nu.M.E, or “New
Electronic Museum of the city of Bologna” [2]. Launched in the first half of the 1990s,
it can be considered one of the reference points for subsequent works in the field of
virtual technologies applied to cultural heritage.
The MUVI [3] (Virtual Museum of Daily Life of the twentieth century) stems from
a series of reflections on the memory of people and the events that preceded us above
all in relation to the “danger” of losing all the collective heritage that brings together
the knowledge related to everyday life and the identity of the various communities. The
project, launched in 1999 at the VisIT Lab of CINECA, focuses on the transmission
and conservation of past knowledge that can be favored by appropriate technological
solutions.
A different approach was proposed in the Museum of Pure Forms [4]: in addition to
presenting a VR system including graphic software and sterescopic visualization, it also
includes a haptic interface to provide touch feedback. This enables a novel way of
presenting historical/artistic artifacts to visitors, allowing them to touch artifacts, albeit
in a virtual environment.
The ARCO project [5] aims to develop a series of technologies to “help museums
create, manipulate, manage and present digitized cultural objects in virtual exhibitions
accessible both inside and outside museums”. In the project there is a database storing
information regarding digital representations, which can be managed by a system called
ACMA (acronym of “ARCO Content Management Application”). ACMA associates
each 3D model with a series of metadata outlining four main aspects of the museum’s
objects: the curatorial aspect, the technical aspect, the exploration of resources and
administration.
An investigation on how to go beyond 3D web-based virtual museums and embed
virtual technologies in the offer of real physical museums is instead proposed in [6].
An approach similar to the one proposed in this paper was pursued in DynaMus [7].
In this case, also, the virtual content is dynamically downloaded from open data
repositories, albeit the generated museum is made available on standard web browsers
without any immersive/augmented option.
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3 Architecture of the VR Museum
The Virtual Museum architecture (Fig. 1) is organized as follows:
The initial phase is characterized by the selection of the search parameters, i.e. what
the user wants to view in the virtual gallery. In this phase, HTML and JavaScript are
used for the management of the parameters.
In the second phase the requested information based on the selected search criteria
are retrieved. A C++ library is used to this purpose.
The third and last phase consists in the creation of the virtual museum, using the
XVR [8] software.
3.1 Search Criteria
The selection of the search parameters in order to perform queries to the desired
databases is made with a simple HTML page (Fig. 2). From this page, users can select
three different repositories: Google Images, Wikimedia Commons and Europeana.
Depending on the repository chosen, the user can perform two types of searches:
enter the name of an artist or, in the case of Wikimedia Commons, a collection of
works of art. Afterwards the user can choose the number of paintings to be visualize
inside the virtual museum (in order to keep the download time within reasonable limits
it was decided to set a maximum of 50 artworks, although no investigation has been
performed about the optimal value of this parameter).
Fig. 1. Data flow of the Virtual Museum generation procedure
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In addition to the searching on Google Images and Europeana, currently about 255
collections are indexed through an XML file created starting from Wikimedia Com-
mons collected information regarding the works on the Google Cultural Institute. Each
component of the web page is controlled by JS code in order to allow only valid
queries. Once the user has outlined the parameters to perform the search, the XVR
graphics engine has to be started.
This is obtained through Javascrip inside the same HTML home page: a new
HTML page is created embedding the XVR engine as a plug-in and inserting cus-
tomized parameters thanks to the “UserParam” attribute which contains the following
data:
– the first element is an ID corresponding to the chosen repository (Google Images,
Wikimedia Commons, Europeana);
– the second element is a string corresponding to the name of the artist or the name of
the art gallery;
– the third element is the amount of artworks to be inserted in the virtual museum.
These elements are concatenated into a single text string that is passed to the XVR
plugin.
Fig. 2. HTML starting page
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3.2 Resource Retrieval
Once the user XVR application has started, a preliminary phase begins consisting in the
retrieval of information that takes place by means of a DLL library written in C++
compiled as a XVR external module, in charge of communicating with the server API
of the selected repository.
In the case of Google Images, information retrieval is not a very laborious process,
as the only information to be recovered is that relating to the URLs of the images to be
downloaded. The solution adopted is to make a simple GET Request to Google’s
servers to return an HTML page containing high-resolution images links. The HTML
page is parsed in order to fill an array containing all the needed links, which are first
examined and checked prior to the actual download of the image.
Checks ensure that:
– the resource is actually reachable and returns a response code of 0;
– the image to be downloaded is not be empty;
– the images size is at least 10 K in order to avoid low-resolution resources.
A very different process is used to retrieve resources from Wikimedia Commons. In
fact, it is possible to interface with an API in order to request, in addition to links to
high-resolution images, also metadata containing information about the works. In
addition, instead of receiving an HTML page in response to the GET REQUEST, a
JSON object is received that is easily “parsed” through additional library methods.
Initially, a pattern is always used, which must be constructed according to the
request that one wants to make. There are two phases for information retrieval:
– the first phase consists in the getting a list of the items present in a given collection;
– the second phase consists in the retrieval of the connection to high resolution
images and related metadata.
In Europeana the process is somehow similar to that of Wikimedia Commons.
Initially a list of items is obtained accessing the Europeana search engine and, sub-
sequently, the application queries each item in order to retrieve related metadata and
multimedia resources. Europeana provides several tools to retrieve information pro-
grammatically; dedicated APIs are available to perform searches in databases or to
query entities and other open data. The tool used for file retrieval is the Search API.
4 Dynamic Generation of Virtual Museum
After retrieving all the information and resources related to the artworks, the next step
is the creation of the virtual museum: a dynamic structure with three-dimensional
models and multimedia resources placed in the appropriate spaces.
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One of the peculiarities of the gallery is modularity: it does not have a fixed size,
but varies according to the number of works requested by the user. 3DS Max software
was used for the creation of three-dimensional models.
The virtual museum is divided into blocks: its general shape, corresponding to a
box, is initially divided into four parts, with models for the top right, top left, bottom
right and bottom left parts. Subsequently, “corridor” blocks are added to create a larger
museum, with a shape depending on the side they are placed.
The structure of each block (Fig. 3) is basic: it is composed of a floor of about 7 m2
and three walls, a door and four quads, arranged two by two on two of the walls of the
room. The procedural construction starts from the upper left room and then proceeds
clockwise (Fig. 4).
The interactive visit (Fig. 5, top) enables viewing the metadata related to each work
(if available) and a simplified navigation of the rooms inside the museum. Metadata
(author name, artwork name, period, etc.) are automatically displayed as overlaid text
when the user approaches a painting. Information is only displayed when the user is at
close range (Fig. 5, bottom).
Fig. 3. 3D model of the museum room module
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An assisted navigation mode facilitates the exploration of the virtual museum and
improves the user experience in visiting the environment. The system consists in
labeling the rooms of the museum and providing a list of the artworks present in the
different rooms, so that the visitor can move from one room to another to see the
desired paintings without having to complete the whole itinerary.
Fig. 4. A possible arrangement of the room modules (top) and the resulting Virtual Museum
including paintings mapped as textures onto pre-defined quads
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Fig. 5. Close-up view of a procedurally generated Picasso exhibition (top) Visualization of
artist/artwork information automatically retrieved from metadata (bottom)
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5 Architecture of the AR Museum
5.1 First Itinerary: Panels
The mobile augmented reality version of the procedural museum has been implemented
as an Android app, using the Unity3D and Vuforia tools.
The application is based on four Android activities implementing the following
functionalities:
• the home menu
• the interface to retrieve data from Wikimedia Commons (Fig. 6a, b)
• the interface to retrieve data from Google Images (Fig. 6c)
• a Unity-based activity managing the real-time AR application.
It can be seen that, with respect to the VR museum, in this case only two reposi-
tories are supported. The procedure of data retrieval and resource downloading is
similar in many respects to the one used in the VR museum. Once the data has been
collected from the various activities, the Unity3D graphical engine is started.
In this case, Unity3D is used in combination with Vuforia, a library allowing to
easily marker-based augmented reality apps. Vuforia makes available to Unity an AR
Camera and imports the defined set of markers as asset files. The Unity 3D scene is
composed of quads on which markers are placed following a predefined order. Prior to
the execution of the real-time application, each marker is associated to a certain
downloaded resource. Once a marker is recognized, it will be substituted by the
painting automatically associated to the marker ID.
Once the user points the device towards a marker placed in the physical scene
(Fig. 4d), the associated painting is applied to the surface of the quad hosting it,
modifying its size according to the proportions of the image. The user can then see the
artwork appearing on the designated surface (Fig. 7).
Fig. 6. Selection of the exhibition from Wikimedia (a), selection of parameters (b), free search
on Google Images (c), picture of the real environment hosting the test AR exhibition
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6 Performance Test
Several runs of the application of the VR Museum have been performed, creating each
time different virtual museums based on queries on different authors, composed of 30
paintings. The fastest repository (Fig. 8) was found to be Google Images, with an
average of 27.06 s on average, Europeana being the slowest.
As for the average download time by single image, Wikimedia Commons was the
fastest with 0.80 s per image on average (Fig. 9).
Fig. 7. Selection of the exhibition from Wikimedia (a), selection of parameters (b), free search
on Google Images (c), picture of the real environment hosting the test AR exhibition
Fig. 8. Virtual Museum generation time by used repository
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7 Pilot User Study
To collect data for usability tests, questionnaires were drawn up subdivided into var-
ious sections ranging from the purely aesthetic aspect of the programs to the perfor-
mative one. Questionnaires were distributed on a sample of twenty-five subjects. Three
questions in particular sere aimed at evaluating, on a 7-point Likert scale, usability,
quality of the cultural experience and the desire of reusing the application, with good
results in these three respects in the case of the VR museum (Fig. 10).
Fig. 9. Averaged image download time by used repository
Fig. 10. Usability evaluation of the VR Museum experience
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As far as the AR museum is concerned, results turned out to be extremely positive.
All users find the augmented reality system suitable for a cultural experience; 92% of
users confirmed that they want to reuse the application; 96% said they wanted to
recommend this application to their friends; finally, 96% of users expressed the desire
to see this type of technology adopted by museums (Fig. 11).
8 Conclusions
The obtained results show a good potential of the methodology adopted and of the pilot
implementation sketched out and used in this study.
The VR museum constitutes a good alternative of showing images of paintings in a
sort a virtual 3D slideshow. However better results in terms of engagement could be
obtained by presenting the environment in a fully immersive setup such as an HMD or
a CAVE, while in this first pilot tests users were using a desktop environment.
Particularly promising seems the use of an AR paradigm as it has aroused great
curiosity and proved to be extremely engaging, with the users amazed to transform the
environment they actually are inside in an on-demand digital gallery.
A possible improvement will be the implementation of a vocal interface to perform
queries or some actions within the museum, in order to increase immersion. An
interesting feature in the augmented reality application would be the use of a mark-
erless implementation, in order to avoid a preliminary instrumentation of the physical
space hosting the experience.
Acknowledgments. This paper is supported by European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
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Fig. 11. Usability evaluation of the AR Museum experience
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Abstract. The site of the ‘Balsignano village’ in Modugno (Italy), for some
years has been the object of attention by scholars. Recently renovated, its val-
uation is nowadays the main objective for that Municipality. The aim of this
article is describing our approach in integrating digital data, virtual tours and 3d
models of the village elements to produce an interactive tool available on the
internet, stimulating the desire to physically visit the settings. Our findings can
be generalized to any context in which a link between a website and a physical
site represent a challenge for low-budgeted Administrations.
Keywords: Virtual tour  Omni-directional cameras  3D models
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1 Introduction
The spatial documentation of cultural heritage sites using conventional surveying
methods based on laser scanning and photogrammetry has been well established for
conservation and restoration—see, for example, the summary of metric survey tech-
niques for heritage documentation in [1]. Digital technologies have increased speed and
completeness in that kind of survey, offering new opportunities to collect, analyzing
and disseminate information [2], according to a project’s scope timeline and budget
constraints. However, due to the high costs of laser scanners, two approaches have been
suggested for an intermediate documentation typology: the use of Virtual tours com-
bined to Information Modelling [3] and the extraction of 3D structure from images
captured from multiple viewpoints, utilizing different type of camera [4]. Moreover, the
main focus of recent research is the visual, geometric, and textural characteristics of a
single monument, while integration with other monuments and additional information
—such as historical overview, detailed description, and location—are missing [5]. For
example, a study on an exhaustive sample of 148 archaeology websites [6] shows that
the 80% provides contextual information, 50% share data textually, using simple html
pages or link to PDF document and only one website has virtual data in the form of an
interactive map with data and image visualized in a callout [7]. In this article, we
illustrate digital data, virtual tours and 3d models for representing selected objects
located in ‘Balsignano Village’, integrated in a website with an intuitive interface
(Fig. 1).
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2 The Case Study
The village, which is near a branch of the ‘Via Traiana’, owes much of its charm to the
suggestive position in a context that has still preserved the natural appearance of the
Apulian agricultural landscape, characterized by ‘trulli’, rock settlements, dry stone
walls, areas for grapes pressing, natural ice storages.
 
Fig. 1. The logical scheme of the website [8]: menu items (green background), Point of Interest
(yellow background), and their contents (transparent background). (Color figure online)
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The first historical documentation on Balsignano consists of one parchment of May
962, preserved at the Basilica of ‘S. Nicola’ of Bari. Balsignano develops between the
10th and the 11th centuries as a fortified settlement, served by local roads.
Destroyed a first time in 988 following a Saracen raid, it was rebuilt and donated in
1092 by the Duke Norman Ruggero to the distant ‘S. Lorenzo’ Benedictine abbey of
Aversa. Finally, Balsignano was devastated in the sixteenth century by French and
Spanish troops who contended for hegemony in southern Italy [9]. Currently there are:
• a substantial part of Fortifications, with slit openings;
• the Castle (Fig. 2);
• ‘S. Maria’ church (14th century);
• the Benedictine monastery;
• ‘S. Felice’ church (11th century).
In 1981, Balsignano, as exceptional example of a medieval complex, was subjected
to the protection provided for by the Italian law 1089/39. The works carried out over
the last twenty-five years, due to the constant lack of funds, have concentrated on the
structural and functional recovery of individual buildings. The complex is opened to
the public since November 2016.
3 The Website Contents
The objectives pursued in the design and implementation of the website are:
• allowing users to explore the contents of the archive through the integration of this
material into virtual tours and 3D models
 
Fig. 2. Virtual tour of the Castle – external side.
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• enhancing the sense of cultural presence, which can help to achieve the cultural
aims of the project;
• ensuring accessibility and wider dissemination of the project.
In the following, we will describe the three main stages characterizing the devel-
opment of any application [10]:
• documentation (gathering of information);
• representation (technical aspects of the digitization);
• dissemination (technical aspect about information and knowledge presentation).
3.1 Documentation
The primary source of documentation for the project were books [11, 12] and the photo
and graph archives (‘Galleries’ in Fig. 1) of the Archaeological Superintendence of
Puglia Region, the Architectural and Landscape Heritage Superintendence for Bari,
BAT and Foggia, and the ‘Simone’ section [13] in the Picture Gallery ‘Corrado
Giaquinto’ in Bari. Other valuable information was found on the Internet [9].
This significant amount of documents was selected to establish accurate references
between sources and descriptions available in the representation output.
3.2 Representation
One of the factors considered in our work was to offer a visual feedback, improving the
sense of presence. Thus, we followed two approaches, both image based, to produce
virtual tours and 3d models.
Virtual Tours. Computer-generated representation of the real world are modeled
through the personal perception of reality and are time-consuming using traditional
Virtual Reality techniques. On the contrary, virtual tours are unbroken view of a whole
scene surrounding an observer, giving a sense of presence [14].
The most common systems include a network of predefined viewing locations
linked together to create various path.
They use a sphere projection in ‘equirectangular’ image having 2:1 width-high
ratio, called 360-degree panorama.
There are many systems for acquisition of image suitable for building panoramas
[15]. The most common systems include rotational single camera system: the panorama
is created by stitching together several images (partially overlapping with each other for
alignment purposes) taken by a rotating camera placed in an arbitrary viewpoint.
To hold up image quality at zooming, it is required to produce a high-resolution
panorama, obtainable stitching images acquired through a telephoto lens equipped
camera mounted on a rotating motorized mechanism.
The disadvantage of this concept is the long acquisition time and the need to edit
images to equalize different exposures—especially outdoor—and delete moving
objects, as walking people or moving cars.
To overcome these problems, we tested a multi-camera system made by assembling
six fixed cameras in a prearranged angles pack specifically designed to capture the
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360-degree scene (Fig. 3, left), encountering some problems with their assembling and
synchronization; moreover it has a high cost to provide high-quality imagery.
An ultimate test was made using omni-directional cameras, having two back-to-
back sensors and fish-eye lenses: Nikon Key Mission and Ricoh Teta Plus (Fig. 3,
right), producing respectively 7744  3872 and 5376  2688 pixel panoramas.
Although the Nikon camera is newer, the quality of the panorama produced by the
stitching firmware is lower than that of the Ricoh camera (Fig. 4).
We used the second one to shoot external panoramas instantly as that during a
snowfall (Fig. 5), linked to a panorama produced using several shots from a camera
mounted on a drone, to produce a virtual tour (Fig. 6).
Fig. 3. 360-degree systems: Commercial six camera spherical array specifically designed (left—
source: Aerial Technology International, Oregon City, United States); Ricoh Teta Plus mounted
on a telescopic rod in carbon fiber, with a cylindrical, low-radius, heavy base specifically
designed to reduce its footprint (right).
Fig. 4. Detail of panorama in the stitched area—laboratory test using two compact camera
having two back-to-back sensors and fish-eye lenses. The results are poor for Nikon Key Mission
camera (left) and good for the Ricoh Teta Plus camera (right)
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Finally, we utilized for indoor panoramas a wide-angle lens equipped camera—
mounted on a panoramic head—producing medium-resolution panoramas (10.000 
5.000 pixel).
Panoramas are displayed on an interactive viewer, allowing their rotation, tilt, and
zoom; most of them are just rotating images without further functionalities.
In the simplest application scenario, several individual panoramas are linked to
each other using navigational hotspots to enter and exit scenes: when it is clicked in the
panorama, the viewer is brought to the next panorama of the virtual tour.
To this end, we are now using AutoGarrow, a plug-in that allows the virtual tour
navigation using the GPS coordinates of the camera generating panoramas.
Fig. 5. Panorama—firmware stitched—by Ricoh Teta Plus, during a snowfall.
Fig. 6. Virtual tour during a snowfall, based on two panoramas linked through hotspots in the
floorplan or clicking on the ‘drone’ button: terrestrial view (left) based on panorama in Fig. 5;
aerial view by drone (right).
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To improve the significance of the virtual tour, the panoramas developed have been
enhanced using the Kolor Panotour Pro software, embedding—among others—hot-
spots to access different types of digital media (Fig. 7) as well as functional keys (blue
circle with icon and white perimeter to stand out on dark backgrounds) to open:
• the floorplan with the location of the user and navigational hotspot;
• a google map with navigational hotspot of the whole project;
• a window with project info;
• a window with an image gallery.
3D Models. To navigate the virtual tour, the user can move between predefined
viewing locations, which are linked together to create various paths as we have seen.
To overcome this limited freedom of movements within the environment, 3D models of
some buildings have been developed.
Many costly technologies, such as 3D scanning methods, are available for 3D
digitization of cultural heritage artifact [16]. However, depending on the goal of the
modeling, low-cost solutions hardware and software have been developed.
Fig. 7. Virtual tour of ‘S. Maria’ church organized into five linked panoramas: A. Main
Entrance; B. Front nave (window on left: floorplan with hotspot); C. Back nave (window on left:
info about the fresco); D. Lateral room (window on left: general historical info—text and sound);
E. Rear outside view (window on center: historical image gallery).
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The innovative 3D modeling procedure presented here was used to build the two
churches model using a ‘structure from motion’ (SfM) software by means of images
taken by the following cameras:
• Zenmuse X3 (CMOS sensor 12.4Mp; f/2.8; FOV 20 mm) integrated on an unmanned
aerial vehicle ‘Inspire 1’ (Fig. 8, left) for the survey of remote objects (e.g., vaults and
capitals) where physical access is delicate or impossible according [17];
• GoPro Hero3 + Black Edition (CMOS sensor 12Mp; f/2.8; FOV Ultrawide
17.2 mm, medium 21.9 mm, narrow 34.4 mm) mounted on a multi-camera system
ad hoc-developed (Fig. 8, right) operated from the ground, to cover the entire
targeted object.
The Multi-camera System. In this work, six camera were used, arranged on a carbon
fiber rod in different height positions. The procedure provides for establishing a path
along which to position the system every meter, so assuring a superimposition of 50%,
acquiring synchronized images by each camera using a remote control.
To simplify the post-processing, the images acquired at each station point will be
renamed according to whether it is an architectural survey around a monument (so-
called ‘convergent axis’), or a survey of a single facade (so-called ‘parallel axis’).
In the first case, the last photo of the first station must be followed by the first photo
of the second station and so on forming a spiral path (Fig. 9, left).
In the second case, the last photo of the first station must be followed by the last
photo of the second station and, proceeding backwards, resume again with the first
photo of the next station, forming a serpentine path (Fig. 9, right).
Fig. 8. The 3D model was obtained using SfM software by means of images by a camera
mounted on an unmanned aerial vehicle (left) and by a multi-camera system ad hoc-developed
(right).
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It should be emphasized that the sensor of the GoPro camera does not reflect the
image quality standard required for a successful alignment process. This low quality is
determined by the fisheye lens having a focal distance of 2.8 mm (equivalent in the
camera reflex version to a 15.0 mm and therefore to a shooting range of 170°), installed
on these cameras to shoot especially sports actions.
This wide-angle lens, despite having an excellent depth of field, has strong aberra-
tions in the peripheral parts, prejudicing the process of recognizing homologous points.
To reduce this problem, the frame of each camera is settled, through an internal menu, to
the ‘medium’ value, so recording only the central part of the shot having reduced
distortions. This operation, called ‘cropping’, reduces the final resolution to 7 Mp.
It should also be noted that the sensor on board these cameras belong to the range
of economic sensors since each pixel has a size of just over 1.5 l, far from the
minimum 3 l recommended for obtaining a good image. It is true that remaining below
this threshold, due to the increase in electronic circuitry and the amplification of the
signal applied to each pixel; as a result, a background noise disturbing the image
quality is generated. For this reason, it is necessary to determine in advance the Ground
Sample Distance (GSD) value corresponding to how much real surface is captured in
each pixel.
GSD = pixel size  average shooting distance/focal length = 1.7 mm, where:
• the pixel size: 0.00154 mm (sensor width divided by the number of sensor pixels:
6.16 mm/4000);
• the lens focal length: 2.77 mm
• the average shooting distance: 3000 mm
The GSD value obtained at an average distance of 3 meters, even if acceptable, was
slightly higher than the recommended value, which should usually not exceed 1.5 mm.
A solution to reduce the GSD value is to reduce the shooting distance, even if this
involves a greater number of shots to preserve the overlap of 50% of the frames.
We made also a laser scanner survey to compare output and procedures, following
the method already used [18]: the multi-camera is cheaper, requests basic skills and a
reduced survey time; unfortunately processing time is very high using standard
Fig. 9. Survey scheme with convergent axis (left), and parallel axis (right).
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workstation; on the other hand, using a laser scanner only at ground level, gross errors
occur for covers and recessed area (Table 1).
The 3D model produced appears as a faithful reproduction of the scene respect to
the laser scan cloud of colored dots (supplementary image acquisition and software are
needed to transform it into a mesh).
To post-process the images, two SfM 3D reconstruction software were used:
Photoscan Agisoft and Zephyr 3DFlow. In both software, while performing the self-
calibration of the frames, their alignment did not give acceptable results.
Then we proceeded to calibrate the optics of the cameras using an application
supplied with Photoscan (Agisoft Lens) that, by performing a thorough analysis on
several shots to a grid pattern, generates a calibration file to be applied before
alignment.
The 3D model obtained was then exported in 3DHop software, to be displayed in
real-time and manipulated interactively (Fig. 10).
3.3 Dissemination
The goal was to find out how to develop an application accessible and able to combine
all different types of data and output produced.
The dissemination tool is a multiplatform web site—described in the next para-
graph—where users are interact with virtual tours and 3D models, with the support of
text and sounds. Regardless of the order in which rooms are accessed, visitors are free
to move around each environment, navigate the space and interact with it according to
their own interests.
“You can’t replicate that in VR, but you can give people a preview and under-
standing of what they would experience if they went to visit physically” says Abi
Mandelbaum [19], CEO and co-founder of YouVisit (http://www.youvisit.com/), an
organization that specializes in VR tours and works with more than 800 clients to drive
Table 1. Scanner laser vs Multi-camera system
Scanner laser Multi-camera system
Equipment cost (Euro) 110,000 3,000
Total equipment weight (Kg) 60 2
Parts to be assembled 7 0
Acquisition process difficulty Moderate Low
Stations performed 25 250
Preparation times for each shot (minutes) 15 0
Acquisition time for each shot (minutes) 10 0.2
Total acquisition time (hours) 10 1.5
Shot hight (meter) Up to 1.5 Up to 10
Data (GB) 34 9
Data management time (hours) 0 2
Processing time (days) 1 15
Software cost (euro) 10,000 3,000
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business results and engage consumers with interactive 360° experiences. The
University of Massachusetts Amherst published a study on the effects the VR has on
people and travel destinations. The research showed that “VR generates pleasant
emotions towards the destination even though it’s a new form of advertisement” and
VR heightens the sense of presence by determining people’s interest, since they can
engage much more than they could just by reading a simple tour guide; pointing out
that people were more likely to share their VR experience on social media and talk to
their friends about it [20, 21].
4 The Web Site Implementation
‘When designing a web site layout there are some common mistakes that often appear’
[22, 23]. These mistakes cover not only design aspects but also general workflow tips
that will get the job done nicely. We have supported the Municipality from concept
through to post-implementation support of the web site; our goal was to not only
provide a web solution but also to define features concretely, determine technology
integration specifics, and prioritize anticipated future uses of the website to ensure that
the system design is a scalable one.
The development process started with initial phase, ‘ideation’ [24]. During this
phase, we worked with the Municipality to define the requirements for specific site
functionality such as Virtual tours, 3D model, news, videos, social bookmarking,
search, mobile device accessibility, and other such features. Designing a good website
that combined strategic thinking and emerging technologies was a tricky balancing act
to pull off.
Fig. 10. 3D model displayed in real-time and manipulated interactively (3DHop software).
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In this step, the team needed to work with all stakeholders to gather as much
information as possible about how they believed the web- site should be function. At
first, the Municipality did not have a web hosting service that allowed us to make initial
website accessible via Internet and seen by anyone in real-time, by facilitating coop-
eration between stakeholders. In this regard, we decided to adopt a platform to build the
website (site builder) and make it accessible via Internet by authorized users.
On the wide spectrum of website building solutions, Wix was the right choice and it
has allowed us to build an initial model of the website. This platform is beginner-
friendly, has sleek designs, and boasts the easy drag and drop feature. Wix has become
incredibly successful and has attracted over 103 million users to date; it has an
extensive theme collection and many customization tools. Wix, with its users pre-
designed theme (more than 500) [25], has allowed us to give an idea on how to arrange
website content and to share the web-solution with the Municipality.
At a later stage, the aim was to have a clear understanding of what the layout needs
would be when designing sections beyond the homepage. Identifying the goals for the
website, the functionality needed and the skills and resources to manage it helped us
determine the right kind of web design for needs. The cost associated with managed
services of a web site (to make functional changes, structural/layout changes, design
changes, content changes, monitoring, and backups) is hard for Public Administration
to estimate, plan and maintain. In addition, if we add that, in the Italian public
administration, it is very difficult to find someone with experience in software devel-
opment or website building [26]. The cost associated rises: ‘According to the DESI
(Digital Economy and Society Index) in 2016 in Italy 48% of the workforce has
insufficient digital skills (EU average 37%) on the basis of a 21% that has no digital
competence and has never used the Internet (EU average 37%)’ [27].
The web-design step goes through those problems that cannot be resolved through
simply solution but rather through a good layout, a clear hierarchy and a content easily
navigable. The first thing to do is to come up with a top-level framework that solves all
the design problems. This framework is the User Interface (UI) that surrounds the
content and helps the user perform actions and navigate through it. UI includes the
navigation and components like sidebars and bottom bars.
Our goal was to build a site that could work not only in the ideal scenario, but also
in the worst-case scenario. For instance, a user could be using a small screen and check
the site when there is barely any content on it so it looks broken. In this phase, we have
focused on the need to emphasize usability, but also provide an attractive web presence
for the Municipality. ‘Current best practices call for spending about 10% of a design
project’s budget on usability’ [28].
In many contexts, such as the tourist domain, creating a website version for each
resolution and new device would be impossible or at least impractical. After gathering,
these needs we have chosen a Content Management System (CMS) platform, a web site
authoring and administration tools that could provide a reliable, secure, and cost-
effective content management solution to work more wisely and efficiently.
Therefore, even if Wix is designed and built specifically so it is easy for non-
developers to use with ease, it is not an open source platform so its codes are not
available to modify and may be some indirect costs involved, such as paying for
external support. Today, free open source platforms to build a website are:
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• Joomla, the biggest CMS platform, mostly used;
• Drupal, a great CMS;
• WordPress, the perfect choice for small content oriented websites.
One of the main advantages of CMS is that it enables non-technically minded users
to create functional pages or upload and modify content themselves, without having to
outsource the work to a webmaster, or understand programming languages such as
HTML5 or PHP.
The team has developed the final website using Joomla, a flexible, reliable, mobile-
ready and user-friendly platform.
Unlike WordPress, which is mainly a blogging and small website platform, and
unlike Drupal which is meant mostly for big websites. In the field of web design and
development, we are quickly getting to the point of being unable to keep up with the
endless new resolutions and devices.
To make the most of the Joomla benefits, we have defined according to [29]:
• Technical requirements of website;
• Workflows, processes and procedures to creating, publishing and managing digital
content of website;
• Who should have access to the CMS, and at what level.
During the templating, programming and customization phases, we have adapted
the base technologies selected in the design phase; we have merged the graphical
design with the functionality by creating a graceful template, including the custom
programming (modules or components) with the chosen Joomla template.
In addition, we have implemented the ‘JA Image Hotspot’ module [30], allowing to
integrate into the website a responsive map (Fig. 11). It is a flexible extension used for
page rendering to obtain an interactive map from a static image, filling in information
for a specific area and adding markers with title and description. The module resizes the
web map automatically based on the width of the user’s browser window, preventing
the pixel references within the image map from pushing some hotspots off of the
screen.
The software solution consists of a mix of flexible grids and layouts, images and an
intelligent use of CSS media queries. As the user switches from their laptop to iPad, the
website automatically switches to accommodate for resolution, image size and scripting
abilities.
This advanced solution eliminates the need for a different design and development
phase for each user device. In this regard, we have integrated a ‘Responsive Joomla
Template’ into the website.
With Responsive Templates the necessity to swipe around to find hidden sidebars,
zooming in and out to make the text comfortable enough to read simply falls off: it fit
all possible devices that have an access to the web. After all, the look and feel of mobile
version reflects the original website.
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5 Conclusions
In our work, we developed an application that allows users to navigate the virtual
representations and access the cultural resources in a dynamic way, according to their
preferences and interests, thus experiencing ‘Balsignano village’ in an entertaining
manner.
The application of digital techniques for the recording and visualizing the site of the
‘Balsignano village’ demonstrated how these tools can provide relevant and accurate
information regarding the site’s conservation as well as a posterity record in case of
damage or further deterioration.
The proposed approach—interactive virtual tour and 3D models generated by
images and as a whole constitutes an economic and practical alternative to the 3D
scanner technology. Such integrated information can be beneficial both for accurate
documentation and tourism.
It could be interesting to evaluate to what extent such an application can affect
people’s perceptions about ‘Balsignano Village’ and influence the will of actually
visiting the place. Result of this evaluation could be useful to understand the power of
virtual tours and 3d models on current tourism.
Fig. 11. The responsive web map in the website. The user can choose to display a tooltip (pop-
over) when he clicks on the hotspot’s position.
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We have started to test 3D scenes reconstruction workflow using omni-directional
camera Ricoh Teta Plus: it dramatically improves the performance of SfM software
since the tracked interest points will not miss with a long base-line and sharp
rotation [31].
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Abstract. It is becoming popular to render art exhibitions in Virtual
Reality (VR). Many of these are used to deliver at-home experiences on
peoples’ own mobile devices, however, control options on mobile VR sys-
tems are necessarily less flexible than those of situated VR fixtures. In
this paper, we present a study that explores aspects of control in such
VR exhibitions - specifically comparing ‘on rails’ movement with ‘free’
movement. We also expand the concept of museum audio guides to better
suit the VR medium, exploring the possibility of embodied character-
guides. We compare these controllable guides with a more traditional
audio-guide. The study uses interviews to explore users’ experience qual-
itatively, as well as questionnaires addressing both user experience and
simulator sickness. The results suggest that users generally prefer to have
control over both their movement and the guide, however, if relinquish-
ing movement control, they prefer the uncontrolled guide. The paper
presents three key findings: (1) users prefer to be able to directly control
their movement; (2) this does not make a notable difference to simula-
tor sickness; (3) embodied guides are potentially a good way to deliver
additional information in VR exhibition settings.
Keywords: Virtual Reality · Virtual exhibitions · Guide systems
Mobile control
1 Introduction
The term ‘Virtual Reality’ (VR) was coined by Jaron Lanier in the late 1980s,
defined as a three-dimensional, computer-generated environment, in which peo-
ple can immerse, explore and interact [32]. Emphasising users’ dynamic control of
viewpoint, Brooks defines a VR experience as “any in which the user is effectively
immersed in a responsive virtual world” [2]. VR has recently gained widespread
c© The Author(s) 2019
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attention for research and applications with affordable headsets, such as the
Oculus Rift and the HTC Vive. Both are tethered to high-end PCs with cables,
with a wide 110-degree field of view and high-resolution displays. At the same
time, several mobile VR devices have been well-received. Two typical examples
are the Samsung Gear VR and the Google Cardboard. These are wireless, light-
weight and low-cost options, but are essentially cases with lens arrangements for
mobile phones. Therefore they suffer from two key challenges: first, the refresh
rates and resolutions are restricted by the mobile phone platforms on which they
are delivered - and while we can assume this issue will go away as the technol-
ogy miniaturises, the second issue is more likely to persist: limited options are
available to control the device. While equipment like the Gear or the Google
Daydream offers handheld controls, the same does not apply to systems like
Google Cardboard. As the cheapest and most available form of VR, it is worth
considering how we might interact with and control experiences in this limited
context.
Meanwhile, museum and cultural heritage exhibitions are shifting from being
collection-based and communicating history with labels, to activity-oriented,
engaging visitors to offer captivating experiences [12]. They are exploring the
use of digital technology to attract visitors and to provide interactive experi-
ences which are otherwise impossible with conventional museum technologies.
Museums such as the Natural History Museum in London and the Acropolis
Museum in Athens [16] are adopting VR technologies to create virtual exhibi-
tion experiences and apply AR technologies to develop augmented guide systems.
In addition, Brown introduced a mixed reality system that enables a collabo-
ration between onsite and online visitors [3]. The use of VR in an exhibition
context essentially comes in two forms: (1) situated experiences where the VR
equipment is set up in the gallery and visitors use that equipment to explore a
curated exhibition. (2) At home experiences - often delivered on mobile phones
allowing a user to either ‘visit’ an existing exhibition remotely or recreate a
historical environment.
As mobile phone-based VR becomes increasingly ubiquitous and familiar,
the prevalence of such home VR exhibitions is only likely to increase. In the
light of this, we suggest that it is necessary to understand the way in which
the interaction in such experiences should be designed given the constraints of
limited control. To begin to address this, we created a simple virtual exhibition of
famous paintings and performed a user study to question users’ preferences about
two aspects: movement control and access to additional information. The User
Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) [18] and the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire
(SSQ) [17] were adopted in the user study and interviews were carried out to
discuss their preferences. The key findings of our research are (1) users prefer
to be able to directly control their movement; (2) this does not make a notable
difference to simulator sickness; (3) embodied guides may be a good way to
deliver additional information in VR exhibition settings.
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2 Related Work
Museums and cultural heritage exhibitions have traditionally been based on
physical collections, providing static labels to communicate history and the
story behind them. However, they are adopting activity-oriented presentations
to engage visitors and offer more captivating experiences [12]. The deployment
of digital technologies in the cultural heritage sector has significantly increased
in the last few years, promoting the diffusion of culture by developing creative
narratives to support education and recreation [34].
Researchers have investigated and exploited the immersive, interactive and
imaginative nature of VR [5] to disseminate and present arts and humanities
[7,8,11,14,25]. This includes the emergence of ‘Virtual Museums’, of which there
are two main types [4]: one is the replication of an existing museum, which allows
remote access to its digitalised exhibits; the other is the reconstruction of a
lost archaeological site and activities that enables users to navigate and observe
virtual objects, such as the Rome Reborn project [10]. Thanks to the recent
advances in rendering techniques, the immersive systems could provide high-
fidelity visualisations and simulate a virtual construction that is both physically
correct and perceptually equivalent [15].
When immersed in a virtual environment, users need some navigation capa-
bility to be able to move around and explore the environment, just like they
could walk around in the real world. Aside from ‘walking’ in VR by specifying a
direction of movement, users can also teleport in VR, which could help reduce
motion sickness by eliminating visible translational motion [1]. However, as tele-
porting is only afforded in the digital world, it could make the experience less
natural. Synchronising real-world movements to VR is also feasible with external
tracking sensors. This feature is usually supported by desktop VR equipment,
however, becomes less feasible with mobile phone-based VR. Additionally, such
systems also depend on the availability of a significant open physical space, which
may be impractical for at-home use.
Similarly to physical exhibitions, it needs to be considered in a virtual exhibi-
tion whether and how to direct and maintain users’ attention towards different
exhibits. For example, whether the experience should be made a guided tour
or a free look-around. The visiting experience varies when different navigation
techniques are adopted. Previous designs reflecting navigation concerns include
providing visual cues in the virtual environment, such as landmarks to help the
user to know their location within the 3D environment [31]; use of map menus
allowing direct movement to the selected site of interest that the user wants to
go to [4]; or allow users move around freely in the environment using keyboard
and mouse [6]. In many real-world museum experiences, visitors would find it
difficult to navigate around the site without guidance. It is common practice
for visitors to be shown a recommended visiting route by a tour guide, a map
or an audio guide system. Similarly, a virtual museum visiting could also be a
guided experience and the system could take over the movement control and
automatically show the users around. However, surrendering the control in VR
could contribute to the cause of simulator sickness when a moving visual imagery
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drives a compelling sense of self motion [19]. In addition, studies have shown that
simulator sickness symptoms were reported at higher levels of passive viewing
compared to active control over movement in the virtual environment [27].
Most guide information in virtual museums was presented in the form of
2D text and audio clips. They either stayed there as part of the scene or could
be triggered by a button. Chittaro et al. [6] presented an embodied guide that
assisting users with exhibit information in a virtual museum tour. Although
the guide was programmed to give a tour that encompass objects in a certain
sequence, which restricted users’ control over the information, it has been shown
that an embodied guide could contribute in drawing user’s attention by providing
visual cues [26], and help bring users more motivation and engagement [22].
Virtual museums used to adopt different control techniques for movement and
guide information, yet the effect of different control methods on user experience
has not been well studied. In addition, while complex systems with high com-
putation efficiency allow more control capabilities with joysticks and tracking
sensors, there is less control available on mobile systems and low-cost equip-
ment. The control on these devices is supported by the buttons or touchpads
that are embedded on the headset. In this paper, we propose that the applica-
tion of AR object and marker recognition techniques could be used as an efficient
supplementary control method that allows a mobile computing device to detect
and track the augmented object. This may allow for interaction without the
need for joysticks or controllers, which may work well for applications delivered
on self-contained mobile VR platforms, where the headset is used as the sole
input and interaction method. Meanwhile, using marker recognition is similar to
hand gesture control, which could support more intuitive interactions than using
controllers. As indicated in [21], incorporating movements and gestures in the
real-world environment could be a more intuitive interaction approach for mobile
VR scenes. In this paper, we describe an experiment using AR-inspired marker
recognition as a stand-in for gesture control, without introducing extra sensors
on the headset or users’ hands. Using marker recognition could be a cheap alter-
native to allow certain control in the absence of external control devices, such
as joysticks, particularly for mobile VR experience.
3 Experimental Virtual Museum
Figure 1 presents a matrix of different approaches that can be offered to users
with regard to control over their movement and navigation within the VE and
guide information. By fixed movement control, we refer to the situation where
users are passively shown around and have little proactive control over move-
ment, such as following a museum tour guide on a planned trajectory within
a certain period. Fixed guide control refers to the case where users are given
the information automatically, regardless of whether they have asked for it or
not. This usually happens during a group visit, where a tour guide talks to the
group and the user listens. A similar situation happens when users take a tour
with a time-based or position-based audio guide system. The most common user
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Fig. 1. Control matrix of different
guide approaches
Fig. 2. Top-down room view with
movement and guide controls settings
(Color figure online)
experience in museums is free movement around the site with guide information
provided by in-situ placards and externally-triggering audio guides. In Fig. 1 we
have categorised these options as free movement and free guide, denoting options
for allowing users to freely move around in a physical space and read or listen
to guide information at will. As indicated in the matrix, tour guide and audio
guide systems limit users’ freedom of movement and guide control while more
flexible options such as labels are usually less interactive.
In order to explore user preferences for these control options, we developed
a very simple virtual museum as a low fidelity experimental set up, displaying
famous paintings with a series of rooms - each of which offered a different com-
bination of controls of both the users’ movement and access to additional guide
information. The experience was built in Unity and presented using a Samsung
Galaxy S6 mobile phone in a Gear VR headset. The experience with different
combinations of movement and guide controls was configured in four different
rooms mapping to the control matrix (see Fig. 1), which we distinguished visually
by four different colours (see Fig. 2).
3.1 Guide Design
One innovation tested in this study is the idea of embodying [9] audio guides
as a virtual character, as shown in Fig. 4. Rather than have the virtual tour
guide visible all of the time and leading the user around the VE, it can be called
upon when required during the visit. For example, the virtual guide can appear
when the user is looking at a museum exhibit to give the user information about
the exhibit, but does not visually accompany the user as they move around
the museum. The core design principle was that the guide could be ‘carried
around in the user’s pocket’ and taken out when needed to introduce the exhibits
to users. To achieve this, we utilised an AR technique that recognised a code
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card held in the user’s hand and augmented the virtual guide onto the card
(see Fig. 3). Several designs for the guide presentation in the VE were explored.
The initial implementation mapped the character exactly to the card, including
both its position and orientation. This makes sense when one can see a virtual
representation of one’s hands. However, without that visual cue, it was difficult
for users to relate the movement of their hand to the movement of the virtual
guide, especially with the limited tracking rate of the phone’s relatively slow
processor. We also considered placing the guide at a fixed position within the
world space, such as the left bottom corner of an exhibit. This could reduce
the visual distraction as users’ visual attention could then be more focussed on
the exhibit located in the centre of the view. However, this option disassociated
the virtual guide from the AR card - making it harder for users to have a clear
mental model of how the guide works.
Ultimately we settled on mapping the guide to the position of the card but
orienting it consistently vertically to the user’s viewpoint, regardless of card
orientation. A low-pass filter was applied to smooth its movement and avoid
flickering that could be caused by a sudden change of the code card position and
the hand. The character was further embodied with some natural movement
animations, such as idling, looking/turning around and talking.
Fig. 3. Use code card to control virtual
guide
Fig. 4. Virtual guide introducing Starry
Night (https://www.mixamo.com)
3.2 Control Design
Guide Control. The guide’s presence is triggered by the system recognising a
code card (a proxy for actual hand gesture recognition). Once the code card is
recognised, the virtual guide is presented at the place where the card is recog-
nised. When the guide first appears, it is facing away from the user, allowing the
users to ‘show’ the guide the exhibit that they would like to receive information
about. Once the guide has recognised the exhibit, it turns to face the user and
begins to talk. The user could adjust the position of the guide in the virtual
room by moving the code card in the real world. The audio could be stopped by
hiding the code card to dismiss the guide character, however simply looking away
from the guide would not dismiss it - the action has to be deliberate (see Fig. 3).
This is designed to alleviate the physical burden on the arm so that users do not
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have to hold the card all the time to keep the guide talking. It could also help
prevent accidental stop of the audio information while wandering around in the
room. In rooms with no guide control, the audio information is instead triggered
automatically when users reached an exhibit and looked closely at it.
Movement Control. For the control of the movement around the VE, users
were either moved on a fixed path (so-called ‘on rails’ movement) or had their
own control of the movements by interacting with the touchpad on the headset
as follows: a single tap to move forwards; swipe backwards to move backwards;
single tap (again) to stop moving (see Fig. 5). However, the speed of movement
was kept consistent at a walking pace that is slow enough to eliminate simulator
sickness caused by fast-moving and ensure a clear focus at all times. For the
experiment, the speed was set to 5.0f in Unity. The direction of movement is
consistent with their head orientation, which is approximately their gaze direc-
tion. Using head movement for input has been shown to be an effective way as
it is easy to learn and does not tire participants [13].
Fig. 5. Movement control Fig. 6. Virtual room layout
3.3 Room Settings
The virtual art gallery developed for this study comprised a tutorial room and
four exhibition rooms. The tutorial room and the exhibition rooms had the same
virtual room layout. 24 paintings were randomly distributed in the exhibition
rooms and each exhibition room had six paintings on the walls (see Fig. 6).
In the pink room, users were moved on a fixed path and audio information
was automatically played when the user reached each exhibit. The system moved
the user to the next exhibit once the previous audio information finished. The
experience ended after the user had been taken to all of the exhibits in the room.
Users could turn their head freely to look at the exhibits on the wall.
In the yellow room, users were moved on a fixed path. Users had control over
the audio guide using the AR code card. The system auto-moved the user to
the next exhibit after a fixed amount of time (5 s plus the audio length) at the
previous exhibit. The experience ended after the user had been taken to all of
the exhibits in the room.
In the green room, users had control over movement and were able to navigate
themselves using the headset touchpad, but they had no control over the audio
information. This was triggered automatically with a proximity detector. Any
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currently playing audio ceased when they moved close to another exhibit. Users
were free to stay in the room for as long as they wanted and so they could finish
the experience at any time.
In the blue room, users were able to navigate themselves using the headset
touchpad. They also had control over the audio information in the same way
as in the yellow room. Users were free to stay in this room for as long as they
wanted and finish the experience at any time.
3.4 Technology Setup
The system was developed in Unity with the Vuforia AR platform. In this study,
it ran on a Samsung Galaxy S7 and Samsung Gear VR headset (SM-R322). The
graphics were displayed at a 60 Hz refresh rate and a 96-degree field of view.
A Vuforia ImageTarget was created for the camera to recognise and apply a
3D character on top of it. The virtual guide character followed the position of
the code card in the real world while the rotation of the character was disabled.
The movement was smoothed to avoid character flickering caused by sudden
changes of card position. An idle animation was played by default; a turning
back and talking animation were played when it detected an exhibit and started
to introduce it. The triggering of the audio was implemented using a Raycast fired
from the character’s eyes. When the ray hit an exhibit, the character ‘recognised’
it and began talking.
The movement control was achieved by getting the inputs from the headset
touchpad and updating the position of the main first perspective camera in
accordance with input from the touchpad. With forward input, the system moved
the user towards the direction that they were facing. The opposite direction was
applied to the backward inputs. The moving speed was set to a constant at
approximately walking pace.
The exhibits displayed in the virtual rooms were 24 paintings. 24 audio clips
were recorded to describe the paintings and each audio clip lasted around 60s.
In addition, four instructional audio clips were recorded to be played at the




In total, 10 participants (6 male, 4 female) were recruited from a pool of univer-
sity students, after appropriate ethical review. The experiment was conducted
with two groups (A and B). Participants in Group A experienced the pink room
first, followed by the yellow room, green room and the blue room. Participants in
Group B experienced the rooms in the opposite order. The study lasted approx-
imately 1 h. Each participant was compensated for their time with a voucher.
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4.2 Study Design
The aim of the study was to investigate users’ preferences for the control of their
movement and the control of the guide information in the virtual exhibition. The
independent variables were the control of movement and the control of the guide
information. The dependent variables were the user experience (measured by the
user experience questionnaire), simulator sickness (measured by the simulator
sickness questionnaire), and users’ attitude towards the controls in the systems
(discussed in a post-experience interview). The configuration of user control over
movement and guide in each room were presented in Fig. 2. The sequence of room
visiting order followed a pattern of increasing control for users in Group A and
decreasing control for users in the Group B. Two pilot studies, one with an
expert user and one with a naive user, were conducted to finalise system design
details and questionnaire settings before recruiting participants.
Two questionnaires were used to measure users’ experience and the simu-
lator sickness. The User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) [18] uses 26 pairs of
contrasting attributes with a 7-point Likert scale to measure the attractiveness,
perspicuity, efficiency, dependability, simulation and novelty of the system. The
Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) [17] has 16 items that allow users to
report possible symptoms related to nausea, oculomotor and disorientation and
evaluate the severity on four scales: none, slight, moderate and severe. A semi-
structured interview was conducted to discuss users’ preferences of controls and
attitudes towards system interactions.
Considering the potential risk of motion sickness when being in the virtual
environment, users were informed that they could remove the headset at any time
during the study if they felt uncomfortable. No user made this request. In any
case, users were required to take off the headset at the end of each experimental
task and so they spent no longer than ten minutes wearing the headset at one
time.
4.3 Procedure
At the start of the study, users were asked to read the information sheet and
sign a consent form. An overview of the study was provided with screenshots
to explain the room layout, menu settings, movement interactions, and guide
information control. Headset fittings were adjusted and the tutorial room was
used to allow users to get familiar with the interaction methods. When they were
ready to start the experimental study, users in Group A started with the pink
room whereas those in Group B started with the blue room. Users from both
groups were required to explore all four exhibition rooms and fill in the two
questionnaires for user experience and simulator sickness after exploring each
room. During their explorations in the room, their head positions and the time
duration were logged to monitor the exhibits they looked at and to analyse their
points of interest. In addition, they were asked if there was anything they found
interesting about the exhibits in each room, either from the audio information
or their observations. After having explored all four rooms, they were asked
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to rank the rooms based on their preferences. A semi-structured interview was
conducted to discuss their rankings.
4.4 Data Collection and Analysis
Quantitative data included the two questionnaire responses collected from the
users after visiting each room, as well as the gaze data captured during their
exhibition visits.
The original UEQ used a 7-point Likert scale evaluation for each item, where
the middle value does not indicate any preferences. In addition, some items such
as ‘secure/not secure’ did not apply to the context of this system. Therefore, we
adapted the questionnaire to use a 6-point Likert scale and an additional ‘Not
applicable’ option. Data collected from this questionnaire was analysed using
Laugwitz et al. analysis toolkit [18]. The analysis transformed the 26 items and
scores for the six evaluation scales were derived and compared with the bench-
mark, which contains data from 246 product evaluations with 9905 participant
evaluations in total. For each scale, the benchmark classified a product into five
categories: Excellent (10%), Good (10% to 25%), Above average (20% to 50%),
Below Average (50% to 75%) and Bad (75% to 100%).
The SSQ results were analysed following Kennedy et al. scoring procedure
[17]. The scores for each symptom are quantified as none (0), slight (1), moderate
(2) and severe (3). The Total Severity (TS) score plus separate scores for three
sub-scales: nausea, oculomotor and disorientation were derived by adding the
corresponding symptom scores and applying a constant weight. The score values
do not have particular interpretive meanings, but were used in comparison with
scales based on the 1,100+ calibration samples provided by Kennedy et al. [17]
(see Table 1).
Table 1. Descriptive statistics for SSQ scale provided by Kennedy et al.
Nausea Oculomotor Disorientation Total score
Mean 7.7 10.6 6.4 9.8
SD 15 15 15 15
Min 0 0 0 0
Max 124 90.9 97.4 108.6
Gaze information, inferred by a user’s head position, was captured using a
script that logged when the user looked at an exhibit. The data was stored in a
list and written to CSV data files on the local storage of the mobile phone before
users exited each room. This log file captured the identifier of the exhibit that
the user was looking at, the absolute time when they faced towards the exhibit
and when they looked away, as well as the duration of the gaze. The mean time
that users spent in front of each exhibit were calculated and compared to the
length of the audio information.
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In the interview, users were asked to comment on their preferences for the
different control methods in the rooms. A theme-based content analysis method
was applied to analyse the interview transcripts [23], with top-level categorisation
divided into two groups: (1) movement control and (2) guide control.
5 Results
After experiencing the four rooms, users were asked to rank the rooms from 1 to
4 based on their preferences, where 1 indicates the room that they enjoyed the
most. The responses are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that most users preferred
the blue room, where they had control of both movement and the audio guide
information. The second preferred room was the green room, where they were
allowed to move freely but the guide information was automatically triggered.
The pink room with no control was ranked third and the yellow room, in which
they had control of the audio guide but no movement control, was ranked last.
Fig. 7. Users’ preference for room control
(Color figure online)
Fig. 8. User experience results (Color
figure online)
A similar pattern of results was revealed by the UEQ (see Fig. 8): the blue
room (free movement, free guide) created the best user experience, with most
scales falling into the ‘Excellent’ category. Next was the green room (free move-
ment, fixed guide) with slightly lower scores in each scale than the blue room.
Although there was no control allowed in the pink room (fixed movement, fixed
guide), users reported a good experience in general. The yellow room (fixed
movement, free guide) yielded the lowest UEQ scores on most scales, with scores
generally at, or below ‘average’. In all rooms, the lowest rating was for ‘novelty’.
Analysis of the SSQ indicated that in general, the total severity of symptoms
reported in each room was below the Kennedy standard average (M = 9.8, see
Table 1), except the yellow room. In addition, the blue room resulted in fewer
reports of discomfort and sickness symptoms; whereas the yellow room had the
highest sickness score (see Fig. 9). These results correlated with the results from
the UEQ as well as the rankings provided by the users (see Table 2). Fewer
sickness symptoms were reported in rooms with a better user experience in
general. Meanwhile, an analysis of symptom change did not indicate a significant
consistent increase or drop in sickness throughout the experimental period for
either of the participant groups.
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Fig. 9. Simulator sickness scores
Table 2. Correlations between the




SSQ 0.861 −0.889 1
Figure 10 showed the average time users spent looking at an exhibit in relation
to the length of its audio information. In the pink room and the yellow room,
although users could look around freely and look at other places while situating
in front of one painting, they were moved around by the system on a fixed path.
Therefore, the time users spent in front of each painting was roughly the same
as the audio length. While the time users spent looking at the exhibits was
less predictable in rooms with free control over movement because they could
linger longer in front of the paintings they were interested in and skip those
they were less concerned about. However, it was worth noting that the average
time users spent in front of each painting in the green room were shorter than
the length of the audio clips. Leaving the exhibits half way through the audio
due to a loss of interest could account for this. A more convincing reason was
that users did not observe the exhibits they were not interested in, or may have
accidentally triggered it for several seconds which they did not intend to view.
Nevertheless, it was included when deriving the average viewing time. These
cases were significantly reduced in the blue room and false positive results were
avoided because it required intentional triggering of the audio. The audio was
triggered when the system detected the user facing an exhibit. Therefore the
audio would start again if the user remained in front of it - something users
commented on and they disliked. When this happened, they would usually leave
and move to another exhibit. Being unable to stop the audio information did
not permit them to appreciate the exhibits without listening to anything. It was
one of the reasons given in the interview to explain why they preferred the blue
room (with a control of the audio guide information) over the green room.
Users suggested in the interview that they preferred to have control of their
movement because they would like to move freely in the exhibitions, decide the
order of visit and take their time. When they were moved on a fixed path, they
felt that they were forced to look at the exhibits and listen to them.
“The last one (blue room) was my favourite. I could take my time. Some
pictures I wasn’t very interested in but I want to look at it without having
to hear it.”
“Once the audio starts, I feel like I have to stay.”
Users considered the guide as a vivid embodiment of the audio information.
They preferred to take control of the audio guide information and decide when
to start or stop it, rather than having the audio triggered automatically.
“I like the robot, it looks interesting and funny. But in the green room, it
just comes with the voice and I don’t know where the voice comes from.”
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Fig. 10. Average time spent in front of each painting compared with the audio length
(Color figure online)
“I wasn’t a fan of the audio starting straight away.”
In general, no significant sickness symptoms were reported and users enjoyed
the VR experience. Some slight discomforts were raised regarding the movement
directions and potential discomfort can result from the time of use and the
headset design.
“(I) felt pretty comfortable in the headset, that’s definitely fine. Didn’t feel
nausea or any of the stuff.”
“When I was faced to the picture, it moves me from the left to the right
and I don’t feel very well.”
“The headset generally was good and convenient because the time of view-
ing each room was not too long, it was just about right. Because if it’s
more than that you may feel discomfort even if you have too many excit-
ing stuff.”
6 Discussion
In this section, user preferences for the exhibition rooms and their attitudes
towards the control over movement and guide are discussed. Comments on sim-
ulator sickness that could be caused by the interaction design are also presented
with a view to supporting future system designs for virtual exhibitions. The
quantitative data from UEQ and SSQ indicated that rooms with both movement
control and audio guide control provided better user experience and caused less
sickness or discomfort.
6.1 Movement Control
In general, most users said that they preferred the control of their own movement,
allowing them to choose their order of viewing and take their time.
As for the method of control over movement, users commented that “it is
easy to pick up” and “the interaction is quite intuitive”. However, one user sug-
gested setting swiping forwards to move forwards as it provides a better mapping
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between the direction of movement on the touchpad and in the virtual room.
It was observed that other users also tried to control movement in this way,
especially after they did a backwards move and would like to go forwards. The
reason for selection of ‘Tapping’ to trigger forward movement was because the
directions on the touchpad were not visible to the users. However, this com-
ment and observed behaviour suggested that a more intuitive system based on
direction may be preferable. From an ergonomics point of view, the design of
the movement control should consider the natural mappings and the conceptual
model user might have in mind [20,24], but at the same time, the affordance,
visibility of control and the learning cost should be taken into consideration [33].
Some restrictions on the types of movement made available with a touchpad
control were discussed in the interview. For example, in a real-world exhibition,
users may look at an exhibit and navigate from one side of it to the other - and
it happens quite often. The direction we are looking at is not always consistent
with the direction we are walking towards. However, the movement direction in
the virtual world is dominated by the user’s head direction, which is roughly the
gaze direction. Therefore one cannot move from side to side in this system. One
possible implementation of this feature could be to use a gyroscope to adjust
positions through head tilting. However, the effect of this needs to be explored
as a disconnection between the movement direction and the facing direction
could be an inducer of simulator sickness [19]. Another issue raised was about
the distance between the user and the exhibit. In the real world, a guardrail or
at least a warning sign would prevent users from going too close to an exhibit.
However, there is no concern of the exhibits being damaged or stained in the
virtual world, users are allowed to go as close as they like. One user commented
that the downside of this is “it is unnatural to go too close to the painting, we
are like in search of pixels in there”. It was also suggested to slow down the
movements when one becomes close to the exhibits. Given the lack of resolution
in VR environments, it is arguably desirable to be able to move close to the
object than one might in the real world.
Meanwhile, as a digital representation, the virtual world could offer more
possibilities than the real world [28]. Users identified some features that the
system could possibly have, such as having a zoom-in function to allow observing
the paintings in even more detail. In addition, it was asked if the navigation
could be designed in a way that looking at a painting for several seconds would
automatically move the user position close to that exhibit. This is currently the
most widely used approach for menu selection in VR systems. A dot in the virtual
world indicates the object to be selected and a loading bar is usually presented
along with it to provide an instant visual feedback. The users may have proposed
these interaction approaches deriving from their experience of picture viewing
and game navigations, which indicates these interaction approaches could be
accepted if adapted to the virtual world.
A natural and intuitive way of interaction should consider the potential men-
tal model of users and the visibility of the control, as well as the learning cost
in the system context. Although the virtual movements have many restrictions
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compared to the movements in the real world, it offers many possibilities of
interaction approach as a digital representation, and it is known that there is
a relationship between methods of movement and simulator sickness in VR set-
tings [19]. In the rooms with no movement control (pink and yellow), users were
moved on a fixed path, on part of which users were moved from left to right.
It was reported that this caused some instances of discomfort. This is entirely
understandable as the moving direction was inconsistent with the direction they
were looking and sensory disconnect is a well-known cause of simulator sickness
[29]. Additionally, some users commented that after they finished the sessions,
they did not know the orientation with respect to the room they were sitting
in. Of course, room-scale movement provided by systems such as the HTC Vive
sidestep many of these issues, however many current VR systems, especially
those delivered on mobile phone platforms are unlikely to provide such facility
in the near future.
In this study there does not appear to be a difference reported levels of
simulator sickness symptoms between rooms where the user is moved (fixed
path) and rooms in which the user controls their own movement (free path),
possibly because the movement is fundamentally similar in both cases - being a
smooth translation of position. It would be interesting to compare between full
‘on rails’ movement, controlled free movement, and the so-called ‘room scale’
movement as epitomised by the HTC Vive system.
6.2 Guide Control
The guide acted as an embodied controller of the audio information for the
exhibits. Generally, users would like to have their own control of an audio guide
because there were cases where they found it annoying that they could not stop
the audio information or the audio started straight away. When being asked
about their real-world museum and gallery visiting behaviour, some considered
the museums and galleries places for knowledge and they would like to acquire
information where possible; while many suggested they would like to take their
time looking at the exhibits and may only look for information when they are
interested in them. In particular, some deemed art appreciation to be a personal
experience and would feel bothered when people keep talking and introducing
exhibits to them. Therefore, they preferred to take their own control of the audio
guide and decide when to trigger and stop the audio information.
As for the guide character, analysis of the interviews indicated that users
favoured it for the following reasons. First, the look of the character was inter-
esting; and the animations added some semblance of ‘intelligence’ to it. In addi-
tion, they considered the character as an embodiment of the audio guide, which
explained why and how they are receiving the audio information and informs
them where the voice is from [9]. Moreover, some assumed the guide was an arti-
ficial intelligence because it could ‘recognise’ the painting the user was situated
in front of and started talking to them. The idea that even a simple embodied
guide suggests intelligence stands as an indicator that there may be a place for
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actually intelligent agent-based guides, which could converse more dynamically
with the user, such as those virtual humans described in [30].
When listening to the audio information, some users preferred to dismiss the
guide character while the audio is playing. They found the character distracting
because when it was in the view and animated, they were more inclined to look
at it. Similar situations could occur with the real-world tour guide or expert as
well - but of course, this does not offer the option of dismissing them as easily!
When a person is talking to you, a natural social interaction is to look at his eyes
to show attention. Providing users with the flexibility of keeping or excluding
the guide character in the view could suit for different requirements and enhance
the user experience in general.
In addition, the embodied interaction in the guide control was shown to have
a positive impact on the user experience. Dourish introduced tangible and social
computing in [9]. Tangible computing is concerned with physical interaction in
an augmented environment and it uses computation as part of the physical world;
while social computing uses social understandings of interaction to enhance the
interaction with computation. Dourish argued that both exploit the sense of
familiarity to smooth the interaction and are founded on the same idea based
on the embodiment. In this study, the audio information was presented to the
users through the animated guide character, which involved users’ proactive
interaction with the physical marker and fit with users’ mental models about
the guide’s activities in an exhibition. The embodied interaction that users are
familiar with could enhance their user experience and contribute to the engaged
participation and comprehension of the digital content.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a simple study to look at aspects of user control
related to movement and audio-guides in VR exhibitions. An indication of the
results suggested that users prefer to have control over both movement and the
audio guide. However, an increase of control does not necessarily result in an
enhancement of user experience or a decrease in simulator sickness symptoms.
When users were moved on a fixed path, they would prefer to have everything
automatically controlled, instead of them taking control of the audio information
alone. From the interviews, we surmise that users would prefer to walk freely and
decide their own order of visit in an exhibition. They would ask for information
about an exhibit when they are interested in it and they find it overwhelming and
annoying when being automatically provided with all information about every
exhibit. When they take a second visit, they would like to look at the exhibits
without having to hear about anything. Therefore, having control of both the
movements and the audio guide is preferred.
We have also shown that there may be benefits to providing an embodied
virtual guide, with users generally reacting positively to its presence, while appre-
ciating the control of being able to call or dismiss it at will. We were surprised
by the amount of ‘intelligence’ users attributed to the guide.
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The key contributions of this paper are as follows:
– Experimental evidence that users prefer the direct control of movement in VR
exhibitions, but there is no notable difference in simulator sickness between
these conditions.
– An example of the use of an embodied virtual guide, which suggests that this
may be a good alternative way of providing users with information in VR
exhibitions, different to traditional audio guides or labels.
– Experimental evidence that users would prefer the option to dismiss support-
ing information at will.
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Abstract. The semantic web and open data paradigms are gaining momentum
in recent years and more information is being published online following the
linked data principles. This enables easy access and processing of data by
external services. An example of such services are intelligent conversational
agents that provide to the users the ability to interact with a computer system in
natural language. Such communication is much more intuitive and facilitates the
use of complex services to less skilled users (e.g., elderly) or users with dis-
abilities (e.g., visually impaired) thus providing to these groups access to the
huge amount of information stored in the semantic web or specific online ser-
vices. In this paper, we present a proof-of-concept conversational agent able to
provide information about the European cultural heritage and display stored
digital content from the Europeana database.
Keywords: Cultural heritage  Conversational agent
Natural language interaction
1 Introduction
One of the most dynamic fields of research nowadays is the intuitive human-computer
interaction through the development of intelligent agents. In order to provide users with
efficient methods to interact with computer systems, intelligent agents with two key
features have been developed: natural language communication and knowledge han-
dling [1]. Conversational agents (CAs) are an innovative mechanism to enable verbal
interaction with humans and a computer system. Although their understanding of natural
language for a general application is still limited, it is possible to design and tweak an
efficient agent for a specific target domain. Moreover, their knowledge base can be well-
defined and fueled by the huge amount of data existing on the World Wide Web.
Although technologies for enable conversation are getting adopted in more and
more domains, applications for interactions and content delivery in the cultural heritage
domain are not as widespread as we would expect. The majority of such systems is
developed specifically for museums and exhibitions as virtual guides and are limited to
specific content and intended to be used by museum visitors. There is a noticeable lack
of applications for content delivery from the cultural heritage domain to the general
public.
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In recent years, publicly available data on the web has known a tremendous growth
in nearly every domain, even cultural heritage. The available semantic data for this
domain can provide to heritage communities new methodologies and support the
development of specific applications for both the expert users and general public, to
access heritage collections, create online digital libraries of cultural artefacts, navigate
and interact with these online resources (search and retrieve data). Also, Semantics in
cultural heritage may help overcome other specific issues like handling the multidis-
ciplinary nature of the analytical data available in this field of research. Information
about an artefact may come from different data sources and be in various formats,
which raises difficulties in the process of efficient knowledge extraction and inter-
linking data sources, issues that can be solved by applying semantic web technologies.
In this paper we present a prototype version of a web-based conversational agent
that can interact with users in natural language and can assist them to explore the
European cultural heritage. The agent implements a simple conversational mechanism,
which is based on the Google Assistant platform [3]. The mechanism for detecting the
users’ intent is based on keywords and entity recognition. The knowledge base for this
agent is Europeana, a digital cultural library, museum and archive, offering public
access to millions of digital objects from thousands of contributing heritage collections
all across Europe. This digital library embraces the principles of the Semantic Web in
the structure of its data model, which enables an improved integration in applications
providing recommendations or assistance based on its knowledge base.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 provides a short background
on conversational agents, highlighting other existing implementations. Section 3 pre-
sents the Europeana digital library and its API that is being interfaced by the agent.
Section 4 presents the implementation details of the web interface and a short quali-
tative evaluation of system. We conclude this paper with Sect. 5, where also some
future research directions are highlighted.
2 Related Work
Due to their intuitive interfaces and features, CAs are being credited to bring on several
key assets regarding the interaction effects they have on the human users [3]. Natural
language interaction capabilities make CAs very promising instruments for enhancing
user access to the Web of Data, since they can provide the desired information in a
friendly, natural language conversation.
CAs are being used in a variety of areas, with many applications benefiting from
their particular features. Some applications are in the field of virtual cultural heritage,
where CAs are deployed as virtual guides for various heritage sites, either in the real-
world or in virtual environments [4–6]. These implementations have the potential not
only to entertain and engage visitors but also to contribute to the learning process by
offering personalized feedback, answering questions, storytelling, etc.
Other applications of conversational agents are in adjacent areas such as education
(for instruction and training) [7, 8] in the form of question answering systems where
such implementations are highly used and thus needed (for example supporting access
to large data sets like encyclopedias, in libraries or cultural institutions) [9], for
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informational purposes (automated customer service, e-commerce) [10], tourism [11],
municipalities [2], and many other fields.
The Semantic Web is being credited as particularly useful for exploratory search
queries, in which the user has only a glimpse of what exactly he is searching for and
during the interaction with the semantic data he develops further insights, leading to the
accumulation of knowledge about the inquiry subject [12]. This incremental approach is
can be applied by having turn-taking dialogues with conversational agents - as a natural
interaction scenario for human users engaged in exploratory semantic searches [13].
The first implementations involving conversational agents for accessing Web
information were prior to the development of the Semantic Web. They were targeting
improved web navigation by offering an interface capable of accepting search queries
in the form of natural language questions instead of the traditional menu-driven nav-
igation and keyword search [14]. Since then various systems were deployed exploiting
structured data available on the web [1, 14–16].
3 The Europeana Public Digital Library and API Access
The Europeana project is one of the major international projects based on the synergy
between cultural heritage and the Semantic web. Europeana is Europe’s digital cultural
library, museum and archive, offering public access to millions of digital objects from
thousands of contributing heritage collections all across the European Union, via a
multilingual interface [17] The creators of Europeana state that it should not be
regarded merely as an accumulation of digital object representations, but instead its
purpose should be that to enable the generation of knowledge pertaining to cultural
artefacts [18].
Thus, the current efforts targeting Europeana are focused on the development of the
technological solutions, data models and functionalities needed in order for it to
transcend beyond a classic digital library and towards an interactive knowledge pro-
vider. In this context, Europeana is being regarded [18] as a complex aggregation of
digitalized cultural artefacts and rich contextualization data, all in the process of being
embedded in a Linked Open Data architecture [19].
The key mechanism for accessing the stored data is a public API (Application
Programming Interfaces). Europeana offers an extensive interface for both end users
and content providers, in an effort to enable cultural heritage entities (institutions and
private developers) to build their own applications by integrating the functionalities of
the Europeana DLMS (Digital Library Management System) or even extend them [20].
This unique framework for accessing Europe’s cultural heritage is being used in an
increasing number of projects that are built around the Europeana API and are run by
various cultural heritage institutions [21].
In this context, this paper aims to provide an evaluation of the usability and quality
of the large amount of structured cultural heritage content that is digitized in Euro-
peana. The API used in this paper for the evaluation is the Europeana REST API based
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on HTTP calls, with the response information being returned in the JSON format. An
Europeana Search API call is basically an HTTP request in a specific format sent to the
Europeana API service URL located at:
https://www.europeana.eu/api/v2
There are 4 methods for search and retrieve actions using the Europeana API,
among which 2 in particular have been used given the requirements of the present
application: search and record. The search method returns a list of records found
within the Europeana repository according to the specified search parameters.
The HTTP request for a search is done at the following URL:
https://www.europeana.eu/api/v2/search.json
Any HTTP request to the Europeana API must include in the URL string a query
string parameter names wskey that is used for authentication. The search.json API
method allows for several other query string parameters to be included in the URL for
filtering the search results according to the user’s needs. The key parameters are query,
which specifies the search term(s) and qf, which provides facet filtering query. Besides
these, several other parameters enable filtering of the results according to various
factors (copyright status, thumbnail present, and others). A basic example of a search
API request URL is:
https://www.europeana.eu/api/v2/search.json?wskey=xxxx\&query=mona+AND
+lisa
In the above example, the search query will provide a response with records
containing both words mona and lisa. Moreover, it is possible to limit the search to a
specific data field by providing its name using a predefined syntax. For example,
searching for objects whose author is Leonardo da Vinci is performed using the fol-
lowing syntax who:“Leonardo da Vinci”:
https://www.europeana.eu/api/v2/search.json?wskey=xxxx&query=who:
“Leonardo+da+Vinci”
Other data fields that can be used in a query are: title, who, what, when, and where.
This provides to the user the ability to create complex queries that retrieve specific
cultural objects. In this paper we limited our queries to the data fields what that describe
the type of the object (paintings, pottery, statues, etc.) and who to search for the
object’s author.
The other Europeana API search method used is record, which retrieves detailed
information about a single record within the Europeana repository. A generic HTTP
request for a record method call is done at the following URL:
http://www.europeana.eu/api/v2/record/[recordID].json
The record.json API method needs prior knowledge of the Europeana record’s ID
string, which needs to be included explicitly in the URL like in the following example:
http://www.europeana.eu/api/v2/record/9200300/BibliographicResource\_
3000052917527.json?wskey=xxxx
The response of a record-type HTTP API request contains an object representing
the EDM (Europeana Data Model) metadata record in JSON format. This object
includes information specific to that particular record, among which the Europeana
Collection which it belongs to, the record title, location, time of creation, EDM Dataset
name, information about when the record was created in the digital library.
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4 Web-Based API Interface
In order to facilitate a user-friendly interaction and communication in natural language
with the Europeana database we designed a simple web interface, where the user can
input a query, the back-end analyses the text, based on the query data constructs the
request, and sends it to the Europeana API.
4.1 Implementation
The whole Web application was implemented using Django, a high-level Python Web
framework. Django follows the MVC paradigm, where the model (M) represents the
data (usually stored in a database), the view (V) is the representation layer of the app
(HTML Web app), and the controller (C) controls the flow of information between the
model and the view and implements business logic. Django enables rapid and reliable
development.
The front-end of the application (see Fig. 1.) was created using Bootstrap and
custom JavaScript code. The application is divided in two parts: (i) the top part allows
to interact with the CA in natural language and displays part of the conversation
history; (ii) the bottom part presents the search results in a structured way (see Fig. 2.).
The communication with the back-end CA is implemented through AJAX calls, where
JSON objects are exchanged.
Fig. 1. A Simple chat web interface to access the Europeana API.
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The input data is sent as a JSON object containing three fields: (i) question, where
the query of the user is stored; (ii) userID, containing the ID of the current user to track
the conversation; timestamp, that holds the time of the request. The JSON is processed
in the back-end functions. The simple CA is created using the Asistent platform [2].
The platform supports the creation, management and use of virtual assistants. It is
developed as a Software as a Service and is thus accessible through API calls. The
platform is composed of several modules that provide answers to questions The most
important modules are: (i) keyword-based answers; (ii) dynamic answering using RSS
feeds or CSS selectors; (iii) indexing library to provide answers from structured data;
(iv) applications that provide additional functionality to end-users. As a proof of
concept we limited our search to the artwork type paintings or pictures and well-known
authors in the prototype application. Communication with the Asistent platform is
implemented using the API call:
/ask (HTTP GET method) using input parameters:
• question: The query from the user
• context: The context within the question was stated
Fig. 2. Retrieved images for the query Monet paintings.
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The answer is provided as a JSON object containing four fields: (i) answer, pro-
viding the textual response of the CA; (ii) ID, the serial number of the answer; URL, a
website that is associated with the response and (iv) data, that contains a JSON object
with a list of artwork obtained from Europeana. The JSON is structured as follows:
The data filed is used to construct the bottom part of the application, the gallery-like
list representation (see Fig. 2). Selecting a specific element opens up a full-screen
overlay showing a basic card providing more information linked to the selected object.
4.2 Evaluation of Search Results
A simple evaluation was performed based on the relevance of the search results and the
perceived usefulness. We limited our search to paintings and/or images from five
famous painters (Giotto, Monet, Picasso, Rembrandt, van Gogh) to ensure the presence
of relevant artwork in Europeana. For each author, the first 100 results obtained from
Europeana, that should be the most relevant, are analyzed qualitatively by obtaining
user feedback from two questions: Q1: CA provides appropriate search results based
on the input and Q2: Interacting with CA is easy and flexible. The two questions are
graded with a number from 1 to 5 according to his perception of the statement (1 -
totally disagree, 2 - partially disagree, 3 - neutral, 4 - partially agree, 5 - strongly agree).
Next, a quantitative analysis is performed to obtain the ration of relevant results in the
first 100 hits.
The next three figures present part of the search results for different search queries.
Figure 2. Shows the retrieved images for the paintings of Monet query. Only part of the
results are actual paintings or images of paintings, there are some documents linked to
the painter, photographs from various events and also some objects, that are relevant,
but missing the appropriate image. Out of 100 hits 42 objects can be regarded as
relevant and they are not ranked in the order of importance.
Next, in Fig. 3. objects obtained from Europeana for paintings of van Gogh are
listed. In this query, a higher ratio of relevant results was obtained (67 out of 100), but
ranking by importance is again missing, which lowers the perceived quality of results.
As before, among the results we can see images of documents, book and journal covers
and not relevant portraits of the painter. There are less objects missing the image field;
however, they are still present.
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Finally, in Fig. 4. part of the search results for Picasso paintings are listed. In the
first 100 hits, 37 objects are tagged as relevant, which is, as in Fig. 2., a rather low
value of relevant hits. There is a high ration of photographs of Picasso among the
results, which is expected since he is a contemporary artist that died in 1973. We
noticed that his most important artworks are missing in the results, which again points
to a poor ranking mechanism provided in Europeana. As can be seen in Fig. 4. several
objects missing the image field are present among the results, even though some of
them represent relevant artwork of Picasso.
Table 1 provides a summary of the quantitative and qualitative evaluation. Q1 was
evaluated for each author, while Q2 addressed the overall usability of the system and is
thus represented with a single number. The numerical evaluations for Q1 and Q2 are
averaged and rounded to the first decimal number. As it can be observed, the evaluation
of the relevance did not score high values, which means that users did not find the
obtained search results to be useful. Contrary, they found the CA to be easy to use and
flexible (average 4.3 out of 5.0). The relevance ratio of artwork in the first 100 hits is
presented in the last row. Except for van Gogh, the values are rather low, which is in
line with the user evaluation from Q1.
Fig. 3. Search results for the query van Gogh paintings.
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The implication is that the Europeana API does not provide relevant results based
on the search queries, which limits its usability. There is a need to provide an efficient
ranking or scoring mechanism to improve the relevance of the search results.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we presented a proof-of-concept of a web-based application implementing
a conversational agent that enables communication in natural language with the user
and provides an intuitive interface to the Europeana database, a digital cultural library
which provides public access to millions of digital objects from thousands of con-
tributing heritage collections all across the European Union. Within the application, the
user can search for paintings and images of specific authors.
Fig. 4. Search results for the query Picasso paintings.
Table 1. Evaluation summary.
Giotto Monet Picasso Rembrandt Van Gogh
Q1 2.6 3.0 2.9 2.8 3.4
Q2 4.3
Relevance ratio 35% 42% 37% 46% 67%
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The evaluation of the search results highlighted a major issue linked to the Euro-
peana database. The lack of a ranking measure that would rate search results based on
the popularity or importance of the artwork results in a rather poor relevance of the top
search results. This gives to users the perception of poor understanding by the CA and
limited usability of the system to provide relevant results to search queries.
Future research efforts will address the aforementioned issue and will focus on
finding the appropriate solutions for improving the quality and format of the responses
to user queries. By applying machine learning and linking additional data from external
resources (e.g. Wikipedia) to design an evaluation function that would rank the artwork
obtained from Europeana and display the top 50 best ranked results will greatly
improve user acceptance, usefulness and increase the perceived intelligence of the
conversational agent. Learning will be performed on the textual meta-data associated to
each record and by introducing decision rules that qualitatively evaluate a specific
record. In addition, computer vision methods could be applied to the graphical element
of the record set to identify the most relevant record by comparison among them or
with data from external sources.
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Abstract. The paper aims to explore new methods of re-contextualization of
artworks in their original settings, based on 3D reconstruction and 3D Web,
through a case-study. It concerns a cycle of Medieval frescoes, detached from
the walls of a monastery in Umbria, Central Italy, altered by numerous and some
very recent renovations. At the present, the fragments of the cycle of frescoes are
preserved in various museums, mostly in the United States.
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1 Introduction
“Sono andato in America per conoscere molte antiche pitture italiane”: the important
Italian art historian Lionello Venturi wrote these words in his introduction to two
volumes, titled Pitture italiane in America, published by Ulrico Hoepli Editore in
Milan in 1931, and dedicated to many artworks from Italy that ended up across the
ocean. At the enthusiasm he discovered, unexpectedly but happily, of the love for
Italian art demonstrated by American collectors, Venturi also discovered many ques-
tions about the “plucked flowers” and the problem of the de-contextualization of art-
works uprooted from their original settings and sold on the art market, which, on the
one hand, had increased the phenomenon of collecting and connoisseurship, and on the
other, had led, in many cases, to the loss of any sense of the provenance of the works
themselves, all now exhibited in museums [1]. Historical research attempted, over the
course of the last decades, to close some of the gaps created between artworks and their
provenance, often enabling a complete sense of the original context, which new 3D
technology allows us to visualize, going well beyond written description or simple
graphic recreation, leaving future generations with an effective memory of culturally
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complex systems, now fragmented and no longer accessible, while the interaction
between the Humanities and Digital Heritage continues to solicit deeper reflections and
new knowledge.
This paper presents the results of a multi-disciplinary project linking Humanities to
Digital technologies (started from a preliminary survey of artworks uprooted from
Medieval religious buildings in Central Italy [2]), that aimed to virtually piece together
a dispersed cultural heritage, restoring its overall physiognomy by putting it into its
historic and historic-artistic context and by creating suitable traditional and multi-media
tools, which enables the works of art to be enjoyed as though they were still all together
in the same place, in their original layout
2 The Frescoes of the Monastery of S. Maria Inter Angelos
The cycle of frescoes of the Clarissan monastery of St. Maria inter Angelos, called Le
Palazze, located very close to Spoleto, in Umbria, Central Italy, was created by an
anonymous Maestro, which we call the “Maestro delle Palazze”. It is of such high
quality that another important Italian art historian, Roberto Longhi, described it as “la
splendida serie duecentesca”, whereas other critics referred to individual parts of it as
“outstanding examples of thirteenth century Italian art”.
In the 1920s, the majority of the frescoes were removed and purchased by
American collectors, and now are preserved in five museums on the East coast of the
United States [3]: the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston (MA), the Glencairn Museum in
Bryn Athin (near Philadelphia-PA), the Fogg Art Museum at Harvard University in
Cambridge (MA), the Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art at Hartford (CT), and the
Worcester Art Museum at Worcester (MA).
The technique employed to remove the frescoes, known as lo strappo, that is the
removal of only the upper surface of paint, made possible to remove, many years later,
also the second layer still visible on the walls of the monastery. In 1964, in fact, these
‘second detachments’ of the five frescoes earlier detached, and one of the frescoes not
yet detached, were removed from the walls, and are now exhibited in the National
Museum of the Duchy of Spoleto, with other two scenes found in another room, on the
lower level of the monastery, representing the Enthroned Madonna and Child with
Saints Clare and Francis, and the Crucifixion [4].
In the end, the bond between text and context was lost forever. We are not just
talking about a physical de-contextualization, meaning the separation of the frescoes
from the architecture and, as a consequence, the musealization (an operation often very
useful, since it makes the works of art better preserved), but also about a cultural de-
contextualization, meanings a fragmentation (the cycle is not united anymore), and a
dispersion in places far from the original place. Since we all agree that every work of
art should be understood in its context, with our project we intended to recreate the
original context for these fragments.
Today nothing remains on the walls, save a few small, evanescent traces of the
frescoes. We don’t even have any written evidence about the monastery at the time
when the frescoes were painted, and the only description of the cycle before the
removal of the frescoes, written by Raimond van Marle [5], is vague. Fortunately, we
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have a few historical photographs of the monastery before the ‘second detachments’
were detached, and, of course, we have the frescoes.
As we said, the frescoes were originally painted in two different rooms of the
monastery, on two levels, one above the other. The most interesting room is certainly
the upper room (see Fig. 1).
In the upper room, the frescoes represent stories about the Virgin and the Passion of
Christ. The sequence began on the south wall, moving eastward, which now reveals
only infinitesimal signs of plaster and pigments. Based on a historic photograph taken
when the room was used as a hayloft and before the second detachment was removed,
we can virtually restore, with certainty, the two scenes on the east portion of the south
wall: the Annunciation, to the right, and the Nativity, to the left. The virtual recon-
struction of the scene of the Nativity is based on the photograph found by Francis
Henry Taylor in the file cards of the Worcester Museum, which he published in 1932
[6]. The image was taken when the fresco was still in situ, and thus prior to its removal
and subdivision into various parts, only a few of which have survived to this day and
are now in four different American museums. The black and white image, virtually re-
positioned on the wall, was used as a base for the application of color reproductions of
the fragments that survived the subdivision of the image by the antiques market. This
scene of the Nativity contains also the representation of the Adoration of the Magi. The
position of the Magi appears designed to create a sort of continuity with the adjacent
wall, a condition often found in wall paintings from the Byzantine world. Unfortu-
nately, no traces remain of the portion to the right of the east wall. Maybe this area was
once covered by an Enthroned Virgin and Child, with the Magi kneeling before them.
The narrative continued on the north wall, where the traces of the pigments are
more evident. This wall was occupied, to the left, by The Last Supper, and, to the right,
by the Derision of Christ (the scene in the room detached later respect to the other
scenes). The narrative ended with the Crucifixion, in the left part of the eastern wall. In
the room there were other two frescoes, that seem “independent” from the cycle we just
mentioned: on the left, a Crucifixion, on the right, The Second Coming, maybe painted
later, after the earthquake occurred in 1298 at Spoleto. This event and anxieties about
Fig. 1. Monastery of St. Maria Inter Angelos, upper room, eastward, and its 3D reconstruction
(on the right).
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the turn of the century, in other words trepidation about the coming of the end of the
world and the imminent arrival of the Day of Judgment, at a time when calamities were
considered punishment for human errors, offers a plausible explanation for these two
scenes. What’s more, here, for the first time in an eschatological context, we find a
depiction of the Mater omnium, the very first representation of this iconography. This
monumental figure, whose accentuated verticality evokes the bell tower of a church or
town hall, welcomes the entire community beneath her mantle. The intermediary
between sinners and a judging God, here the Virgin Mary is also to be seen as a
bulwark against calamities and natural disasters [7].
For the study of the frescoes at Le Palazze, based largely on traditional method-
ologies, the use of digital technologies proved fundamental, since they consented a
360° exploration of space and a vision from different points of view, raising new
questions and subsequent new intuitions and stimulating continuous attempts to
express the indissoluble nexus between the frescoes and their place of origin. Above all
they permitted a reunification – ideal, to be sure – of the fragments distributed in
different museums. This dream was caressed during the past century by the directors of
the Glencairn Museum and the Worcester Art Museum when, within their possibilities,
the one attempted to purchase the fragments of frescoes from Le Palazze held by the
other.
3 3D Spaces for Cultural Environments
Virtual environments are widely recognised as great opportunities in Cultural Heritage
for research and communication [8–11] and 3DWeb is their natural ally. A fruitful tool
for Cultural Heritage on-line outputs has been achieved in the past thanks to, for
example, Multi User Virtual Words for cultural and educational aims [12, 13] and, at
present, there are some considerations about merging virtual worlds and 3DWeb [14].
3DWeb is a very simple solution for users: no specific applications to be downloaded,
no plug-in to be installed, just a common recent browser and an average device are
needed. In an approach aiming at developing the audience for Cultural Heritage con-
tents, the Web option can be considered as the most viable and effective one and 3D
environments have received a significant help by 3D Web.
VisitLab Cineca is engaged since the late Nineties in the development of Digital
Heritage applications and deployed its first 3D environment online as part of the
“Certosa Virtual Museum in Bologna” project in 2004 [15]. At the time, the virtual
versions of two existing monuments, dedicated one to the Bolognese dead soldiers of
the Great War and the other to the partisans fallen during the liberation war of the
World War II, were created for a semi immersive stereoscopic fruition in Cineca
Virtual Theatre. Thanks to a proprietary plug-in, called Exhibit 3D, the two virtual
environments were delivered for a desktop and an online navigation and linked to a
large database about the people and the events commemorated by these two monu-
ments and their related ossuaries. However, the Exhibit 3D plug-in not only required an
installation, in order for the 3D environment to be navigated, but also implied a licence
to be paid, reasons why these 3D applications were, at some point, discontinued.
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In recent years VisitLab tested some open source 3D players, such as X3DOM and
Blender Game Engine [16], landing, in the end on Blend4Web (https://www.
blend4web.com), an Open Source framework well integrated with the software Blender
(https://www.blender.org/), used at the Lab as the main 3D modelling software since
2010. Blend4Web framework has been mainly used in order to achieve the online
visualisation in projects such as Terrae Motus (https://hpc-forge.cineca.it/files/visit_
reggiacaserta/public/demo_01/terremotus/terremotus.html) [17] or MUVI - Museum of
Daily Life in 20th century Italy (http://muvi.cineca.it/) [18]. In those projects the
applications were delivered for online fruition and, in both cases, along with a card-
board version, developed as an offline application. The final HTML file was created in
a non automatic way matching the JSON + BIN export from Blender, the Javascript
used for creating the interactions, the CSS file and Uranium.js for the physics. We will
see in paragraph 4 why in the “Le Palazze” project a comprehensive HTML file was
preferred instead.
4 The 3D Application for “Le Palazze”
The 3D reconstruction of the upper room of the monastery has been performed using
Photoscan (http://www.agisoft.com/), starting from a photographic campaign suitable
for photogrammetric reconstructions, and refined in Blender (www.blender.org). The
room, used at present as a conference room and furnished with easily movable pliable
chairs, enabled a straightforward acquisition campaign (see Fig. 1). The lower room,
on the contrary, is now in use as a warehouse, preventing therefore a photogrammetric
reconstruction and forcing a 3D modelling directly in Blender (see Fig. 2).
After the setting of the photos of the frescoes dispersed among the different
museums, the real-time navigation of the virtual environments has been implemented in
Blend4Web (www.blend4web.com).
Fig. 2. Monastery of St. Maria Inter Angelos, lower room, eastward, and its virtual
reconstruction (on the right).
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Blend4Web is a framework that, thanks to the integration of WebGL libraries
inside the latest browsers, enables visualisation and interaction with 3D environments
exported from Blender. Blend4Web does not need a plug-in and is programmable in
JavaScript. For the application developed for the present project no JavaScript was
used, preferring a direct export from Blender to the Web through the add-on in
Blend4Web. This same add-on makes available in Blender logic nodes, that can be
used managing the camera movements inside the scene (Fig. 3). In any case, by using
Blender API’s and JavaScript it is possible to create more complex movements and
interactions.
For the development of the app two nodes sufficed: “switch select” and “move
camera”. The first one, that consents to track the selection of an object in the scene,
holds a list of clickable objects, that is, for both rooms, a series of tiles on the floor.
With “move camera”, instead, when an object is selected with the mouse, the node
moves the camera by using two fictitious objects functioning as “destination” and “look
at”. “Destination” gives the point of arrival of the movement; “look at” directs the view
of the camera.
The mesh was simplified in order to optimise the high-poly photogrammetric 3D
model for a real-time navigation. The process was implemented in Blender thanks to a
retopologizing of the high-poly mesh towards a low-poly model, with a number of
polygons low enough to enable a smooth navigation inside the virtual reconstruction.
Further on, the transfer of the color information coming from the textures of the
high-poly model was performed in Blender with the bake to textures technique. The
technique needs a precise superimposition of the two models (high and low poly), the
creation of a UV mapping by unwrapping the model, a source texture - from which to
copy the information, and a destination canvas texture, where to copy the new colour
information on the low-poly model.
5 A Simple 3D Web Application for an Off-Line Distribution
As before said, for the final publishing the 3D application was exported as a single
comprehensive HTML file including geometries, the scene, the logics of the user’s
interactions and the libraries of the framework. As an all-in-one application it can be
easily distributed. In our case this led also to the possibility of linking the application to
Fig. 3. Blender: node tree created to trigger the information panel by clicking on the info icons.
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other HTML pages through simple links: a 2D HTML page introduces the applications,
explains the navigation modalities and enables the access to the two 3D reconstructed
environments at Le Palazze - the main hall and the lower chapel, prepared as two
comprehensive HTML files. The Blend4Web solution with the HTML export enables
the user to visualise the application on whatever recent browser without the need of
installing anything on its own device. Furthermore, by choosing Blend4Web, it is
possible to rely upon very good final performances on mobile devices, on a wide
selection of possible interactions inside the virtual world, a very good physics engine
and an excellent reliability [19].
The navigation solution adopted for Le Palazze, user friendly in its simplified
interface, was selected in order to be easily used by art historians, the preferred
audience of the publication, and other researchers in humanities, that are not yet too
versed in navigating virtual environments. Therefore, instead of a point and click
system, a simplified version with hot spots was preferred. The movement is possible
among large squared areas on the floor and is further helped by a minimap with an
orthogonal view of the squares on a side of the window.
A JSON + BIN export would have enabled wider customisation options and more
complex interactions. In our case, however, the main aim, that foresaw letting the
viewer perceive the space and the relocated works of art in their pristine setting, was
achieved with a more simple and slender solution.
6 Conclusions
The 3D reconstruction, based on the data collected through traditional historical
research focused on various aspects (iconographic, stylistic, technical), finally shows
the frescoes in their original settings, trying to help the scholars to understand the
purpose of the complex original decorative program, until now pretty confused.
The 3D reconstruction will also have a certain impact on the use of the monastery
as a monument, now stripped of the images that once completed it, and on the images
themselves, the frescoes preserved in the museums, far from the monument to which
they once belonged, both finally reunited.
The next step foresees the analysis of feedbacks of the users and the virtual
restoration of the frescoes.
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Abstract. How to restore a painting when physical and chemical alteration of
the painted layer has not yet reached a final stage and is partly caused by
unknown ageing processes? Can we make a painting look restored without any
physical intervention on it? We encountered this problem in the course of
conservation treatment of paintings of the famous Serbian Cubistic and Infor-
malist painter Lazar Vozarević. In the period of 2015–2017, the “Lazar
Vozarević” Gallery, based in Sremska Mitrovica, carried out a large project of
conservation and restoration of Vozarević’s paintings from different periods.
The conservation and restoration treatment was successfully carried out on all
paintings but one, a painting from his Informal period, entitled “Untitled”
(1961). Due to its physical deterioration, the painting could not be successfully
restored using conventional well-established methods. We came to a decision to
propose a virtual restoration treatment which would be conducted in a mixed
reality environment. In strictly controlled light condition, an exact virtual
retouch would be projected onto the canvas, so that the result would be a unique
installation, which would emphasize and unify both the original painting and its
virtual counterpart.
Keywords: Virtual restoration  Virtual retouch  Improved reality
1 Introduction
How to restore a painting when physical and chemical alteration of the painted layer
has not yet reached a final stage and is partly caused by unknown ageing processes?
Can we make a painting look restored without any physical intervention on it? We
encountered this problem in the course of conservation treatment of paintings of the
famous Serbian Informalist painter Lazar Vozarević (Merenik 2010; Trifunovic 1998;
Stanojević 2013). In the period of 2015–2017, the “Lazar Vozarević” Gallery, based in
Sremska Mitrovica, carried out a large project of conservation and restoration of
Vozarević’s paintings from different periods. The conservation and restoration treat-
ment was successfully carried out on all paintings but one, a painting from his Informal
period, entitled “Untitled” (1961) (Fig. 1).
An integral part of the paint layer consists of two copper plates that were tinted with
dark thin coating to fit the tonality of the painting. The plates were firmly attached
(using nails) but in some places a bit disconnected from the surface to which they are
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bound. The material that was used for the “application” of copper plates in the surface
layer of the painting, a kind of filler, was cracked and unstable. The color of the paint
layer was degraded, discolored and missing in some places.
The building where the painting was located within, the Lazar Vozarević Gallery,
was built in the first half of the twentieth century. It was poorly maintained and showed
visible signs of damage to the structure and traces of humidity influx. The building has
never had acclimatization; it has large window surfaces and lacks insulation. Typically,
this type of exhibition spaces are exposed to sudden, significant changes in temperature
and relative humidity, which lead to mechanical damage to the paintings such as
cracking. In addition, during the reconstruction of the Gallery, the collection was stored
in inadequate conditions; paintings were kept in piles and exposed to daily rise in
temperature due to the presence of two windows on the eastern side of the storage.
However, the existing damage to the surface of the painting is evidently not only
the consequence of effects of microclimate conditions, but also of the techniques and
materials used. Analysis of the combination of adhesives, pigments and dyes used on
the painting, confirmed the existence of changeable pigments, in particular lithol red,
which is not only highly light-sensitive but also chemically unstable and sensitive to
heat. This made the painting additionally susceptible to environmental conditions and
mechanical damage, at the level of the paint layer (Standeven 2008). These underlying
causes and the extent of the deterioration would have demanded exhaustive treatment,
the use of toxic compounds (Artigas 2009) and a near-complete restoration with similar
materials and techniques. This was considered invasive and hazardous. The alternative
was to restore the pristine state of the painting virtually, concealing the damage of the
painted layer without physical intervention on the painting itself (Stenger et al. 2016;
Janke and Riedl 2010).
The question posed was how can we make the painting look restored? At present,
there is a multitude of tools and specialist knowledge, to create a near-identical digital
copy of the original painting and to perform a virtual restoration. To achieve this, the
painting could either be 3D scanned or acquired by photogrammetric technique,
obtaining a highly precise 3D mesh with realistic texture. Lacunas and damage to the
paint layer could be remodeled in the generated model’s geometry, with colors
Fig. 1. Lazar Vozarević “Untitled” 1961, Gallery “Lazar Vozarević”, Sremska Mitrovica
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corrected on the texture. The result would be a realistic digital counterpart of original
painting’s appearance. The created model can be presented in a tailor-made software
application or in a web browser, allowing it to be observed and valuated. Most
importantly, the painters’ original idea and painting’s artistic significance can be pre-
served and conveyed. This virtually restored replica cannot be exhibited within the
museum as a single undivided work of art, as the original and its digital representation
will always be separate items in confrontation with each other, whether the digital
representation is presented in graphical (printed) form or as an on-screen video. One
could argue that this is nonetheless a legitimate solution. Its greatest benefit is that it
would not disrupt or compromise the paintings integrity and authenticity. But, the
question was raised, if we could go one step further, can we improve the painting’s
appearance by using its digitally restored replica? If we were to create an augmented
reality application for mobile devices, we could present digitally restored version of the
painting to the visitors. After observing the original painting, one could download the
AR application and through mobile device observe the painting restored. This solution
demands that spectators have powerful devices and that the light conditions in the
exhibition room can be precisely measured and reproduced in the AR application, for
the best quality experience. Other issues with this solution are the targeting of the
painting, as it is a two-dimensional object. The technology needs to be user friendly
enough for regular museum visitors to use it without the need for additional training.
2 Resources and Comparison
The initial idea was further developed by studying the conservation work performed on
Mark Rothko’s Harvard Murals, where the painting’s appearance was successfully
altered by means of a projected compensation image as an integral part of the
restoration process. Rothko’s murals had suffered significant color fading and alter-
ations that were virtually restored by software controlled light conditions and a fine-
tuned color compensation image that was projected onto it. In fact, there turned out to
be similarities between Rothko’s mural and the Lazar Vozarević’s painting, in terms of
the pigments and techniques used.
Comparing the colors used for the painting of Lazar Vozarević with those of
Rothko’s murals, it was concluded that both used lithol red. Representative Raman
spectra were collected on the selected samples from the painting “Untitled”. Due to
high spatial resolution, micro Raman spectroscopy was employed to identify lithol red
synthetic organic pigment (Vandenabeele et al. 2008). In the literature there is clear
evidence of lithol red fading due to sunlight (Standeven 2008). Having this in mind,
careful attention was paid to Raman spectra collection on the paint that contains lithol
red, especially to the used power of illumination.
Firstly, physical conservation treatment was carried out to stabilize the paint layer
on Vozarević’s painting. Based on the test results of the cleaning exercise, dirt from the
paintings surface was removed with distilled water, while the copper plates were
cleaned with artificial saliva. The new ground was applied on the damaged areas, which
was identically structured to the relief of the original one. Retouching was performed
with watercolor paints and completed with MAIMERI® Restaurocolours - pigments
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with ketone-based resin and selected hydrocarbon solvents, with retouching varnish (J.
G. VIBERT retouching varnish; LEFRANC & BOURGEOIS: with acrylic and ketone
resin, quick drying petroleum; contains the most resin with 25% dry extract after
drying) between them (Jovanović 2012). Both retouching techniques were done in the
tratteggio, using vertical lines in different colors. Degraded areas on the surface of the
paint layer were not retouched. Although the conservation and restoration activities
were carried out successfully, it was evident that the color fading was still highly
visible.
Secondly, the virtual restoration treatment was initiated. It was to be conducted in a
mixed reality environment, where virtual retouch would be projected onto the paint-
ing’s surface, in controlled light conditions. The difference to Rothko’s murals is that
Vozarević’s painting has a more three dimensional geometry, which means that the
image projection could not have just one direction, since it would not cover all surfaces
and would create highly contrasted shadow areas around bump feathers. Also, the
decision was made not to use software algorithms for the real-time calculation of the
compensation image, but rather to create an exact virtual retouch to be used as a
projection under strictly controlled light conditions in the exhibition space, so that the
result would be an installation that both emphasizes and unifies the original painting
and its virtual counterpart.
3 Proposal for the Virtual Restoration in Improved Reality
Process
The virtual restoration project was divided into two phases:
1. Real to virtual – A process of obtaining the exact spatial information of the painting,
as well as information on the paint layer’s color and characteristics, i.e. full digi-
talization of the painting to enable the restoration work in the virtual environment.
2. Virtual to real - Extracting the virtual retouch and implementing it in the real world
environment by projecting it onto the painting’s surface. The aim was to create a
visual experience that made the painting look fully restored and without physical
damage.
3.1 Real to Virtual
To implement this idea, an exact digital copy of the painting needs to be created. This
means collecting all the spatial and color information that can be recovered, with the
highest possible precision and in a visually adequate sense. Geometrical and spatial
information of the painting is needed because the paint layer is not flat, two copper
plates are attached in the paint layer and are an integral part of the composition. In
addition, the paint layer doesn’t have the same thickness throughout the surface, since
the artistic strokes are applied freely and unevenly. Therefore, the visual data collection
process has to collect the maximum level of output quality to achieve the desired
results. Therefore, the visual data collection process has to meet minimal requirements
needed to achieve the desired results.
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The initial facts and requirements were:
• The painting’s dimensions are 160 cm (width)  58 cm (height) (area of interest -
9280 cm2);
• The painting has to be an integral part of exhibition;
• Light conditions in the painting’s environment need to be strictly controlled, to
match the virtual compensation retouch.
In order to keep the same light conditions within the exhibition space physical
barrier has to be constructed to obstruct light sources that cannot not be controlled
(sunlight from windows, distant light sources, etc.). The barrier has to leave enough
space for the visitors to observe the painting without getting too close. Within the
gallery exhibition space a suitable niche was found in a short corridor that connects the
collections from painters cubistic and informal period. The space is adequate for the
set-up of controlled light conditions and the size of the space is suitable for visitors to
see the painting, without separating the painting from the rest of the collection (Fig. 2).
The next step was choosing the projection resolution. We considered the Full HD
projectors (1920  1080 px) and Ultra HD projectors (3840  2160 px). Ultra HD
projectors offer up to 0.4 px/mm of line resolution of the projected image, while
Full HD 1 px/mm. To attain the best projection quality, UHD projectors were the first
choice as they provide a higher resolution image. However, after some initial tests, it
was concluded that Full HD projector offers satisfying results at the minimum viewing
distance of around 2 m, taking into account the painting’s details which are not very
sharp and applied with thick strokes. Even at this lower resolution the projector will
have an adequate amount of over 2 million pixels projected onto the painting’s surface.
The projection image size resolution was set to 1920  696 px. Because of the paint
layer’s uneven surface it was decided to project the image from two separate sources,
Fig. 2. Exhibition area and spatial set-up
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the combination of which would create a united projection, with even lighting on the
entire surface of the painting. The projectors will be positioned behind the spectators
and above the painting’s top level at an optimal angle. A very small area of the painting
cannot be lit this way and will be lit with compensating white LED light, acting as
ambient light inside the installation (Fig. 3).
The final set-up of the virtual retouch will use 3 main additive light sources: 2 from
projectors and 1 from the general ambient light, in uneven amounts. In other words, the
illumination of the painting’s surface will consist of around 20% from white ambient
light and 40% from each of the projectors. Some areas (such as the sides of the bump
feathers) will be lit from one projector only, which means the projectors have to be
strong enough to emit enough light.
A crucial question was how much radiation power would actually be emitted onto
the painting. For a conclusive answer to this question, a preventive conservation
specialist would have to be consulted. Before a final decision on the project’s approval
is made, the exact value of emitted power has to be measured, its influence on the paint
layer and the chemical processes inside the pigments analyzed, in order to determine
the exact amount of power, light intensity, and safe time duration of single continuous
projection per day, month and year. With the potential detrimental effects of the pro-
jection in mind, it was proposed to turn the projection automatically on only when
visitors approached, while setting strict time limits on the maximum allowed duration
(example, just 8 h per day).
The relatively small projection image size of 1920  696 px makes the virtual
retouch technology widely applicable. The 3D digital model of the painting that will be
created will have a higher resolution, making it suitable for other digital-only applica-
tions. It will be an exact 3D document of the present state of the painting. To acquire the
data, close-range photogrammetry is a chosen method, because of its high-density
models and high quality texture maps, and because the process of spatial and color
Fig. 3. Schematic view of virtual retouch installation
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information is simultaneous. The targeted 3D model mesh size is 10 points on 1 mm2,
with the same texel density. With the production of high density 3D models with regular
mesh grid and rectangular UV map, the first phase of the project will be finished.
3.2 Virtual to Real
The next phase moves the work into the digital realm. The UV map of the 3D model of
the painting will be fully flattened, with some little distortions on the bump area, which
is inevitable in all 3D models with uneven surfaces. By working with very large-scale
texture maps, the appearance of these errors can be minimised to the point of invisi-
bility. The virtual restoration is the next step in the process, creating a layer of retouch
in the same manner and colors as it would be created in a regular restoration treatment.
This can be carried out in rasterized image editing software such as Adobe Photoshop
or Gimp. To ensure the quality of the work, it must be carried out by skilled conser-
vation professionals (Fig. 4).
While the work on digital retouch is being performed, testing and measurement of
the distortions of the projected images should start. Like all devices with optical lenses,
projectors have some distortion of image output. This is especially significant in this
case, as the image is being projected at an angle. It is crucial for the projected image to
perfectly match the painting’s surface in order to prevent blurry and inadequate results.
To optimise the projector’s positions, curvature of the image projection (curvilinear
projection) needs to be determined, as well as the perspective distortion. The resulting
image of the distortion patterns need to be applied on a final virtual retouch image to
compensate for all the perspective bending, so that projection geometrically matches
the painting’s surface.
Fig. 4. Virtual retouch test area and example of projection image
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The resulting images have to be fine-tuned with chromatic additive matching of the
virtual retouch and lightness. This fine-tuning can be embedded directly into the color
channels (RGB). The lightness of each projection image will be determined by mutual
adjustment and with the consideration of ambient light. The last adjustments will be
done on site when the installation is put into place.
4 Conclusion
The aim of this research was to show that the causes and processes of deterioration can
only be properly understood when an appropriate conservation treatment is combined
with a long-term preservation strategy that focuses on a historical-critical analysis of
objects involved, while performing a detailed scientific study of the materials used.
In the case of Lazar Vozarević’s painting, entitled “Untitled”, extensive mechanical
damage to the paint layer and lithol red fading had developed, due to inappropriate
storage and the continuous exposure to fluctuations in temperature, relative humidity
and especially light intensity. The application of traditional conservation techniques
was limited. The restoration project focused on a promising new alternative to con-
ventional preservation methods: virtual restoration. It raises important questions on the
future of this hybrid digital approach as an alternative to conventional restoration
treatments.
We would like to express our gratitude to Ognjen Kovačević, conservator at the
Central Institute for Conservation in Belgrade, for his contribution to this research and
for his help in writing the article.
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Abstract. Most of the maps in tourist information websites show only the
position of the Points of Interest (PoIs)—providing sometime a link to a web-
page—making choices difficult. Multimedia maps, instead, could support users
in satisfying the traveler needs giving links to information about the PoIs. The
developed application supports improved connections between documents and
the places they refer to because the user could select PoIs to visit through
previews of its multimedia documents. PoIs could also be filtered through their
categories and types, accessibility status and time line, thus improving the
system usability. This article describes a multimedia map developed as sample
for the Lipari Island, the largest of the Aeolian Islands (in Sicily), inscribed in
the UNESCO World Heritage List.
Keywords: Multimedia map  UNESCO  RESTful web service
GeoJSON
1 Introduction
The World Economic Forum identified [1] two main categories of users: ‘over 60’ and
‘Millennials’. The former practice non-seasonal tourism, requiring accessible services
and high quality standards; the latter are particularly interested in cultural experiences
even in less known destinations, regardless of the level of services. Moreover, 95% of
travelers use digital resources not only to book but also to search for information, plan
the trip and share their experiences [2].
Although there are many websites containing a great amount of information, it is
not easy to find proper and tailored information satisfying various traveler needs, due to
a poor attention to the potentiality of interactive maps gathering and sharing multi-
media information. Most of the maps in tourist information portals show only the
position of the Points of Interest (P.o.I.s), sometime with a link to a webpage.
Multimedia maps, born with the development of the personal computer since the
1980s [3], interact with multimedia documents through mouse clicks on hypertext links
available in ‘hot-spots’ [4]. Another way, providing descriptions details (in hypertext
format), photo, and video—organized in three tabs in the callout—has been suggested
in [5] but now not available online [6].
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In our novel approach, multimedia documents and P.o.I.s are linked in bidirectional
way: the user could start selecting a P.o.I. in the map and access its multimedia data
through their previews (in order to select the objects to visit), or viewing the multi-
media documents available in the map and select the owner P.o.I. to visit.
In order to reduce the great deal of time and efforts to produce this kind of maps—
unfamiliar to many—an authoring system has been developed, using two sets of files
with info about P.o.I.s and the related multimedia documents.
2 The Case Study
Lipari, the largest of the Aeolian Islands in Sicily, is an outstanding testimony of the
processes of generation and destruction of islands due to volcanic phenomena, still
underway in other islands of the archipelago such as Stromboli and Vulcano. The
whole archipelago was inscribed in the UNESCO World Heritage List in 2000, as
remarkable example of the coexistence of two types of eruption (Vulcan and Strom-
bolian), and can be considered as a constantly evolving archaeological park, enriched
with naturalistic areas. ‘Wild’ areas can hardly be found in the whole Aeolian archi-
pelago; the actual landscape is the result of a close intertwining of man and nature, of
the natural environment and a millenary human work [7]. The succession and over-
lapping of anthropic activities over time ended up marking this territory in negative
sense, starting from the chaotic building development in the ’60s up to the growth of
tourism-related activities, especially in coastal areas, with often-irreversible effects
leading to a differentiation among the Aeolian Islands. Lipari and Vulcano can be
considered as being in their mature stage as tourist destination; Lipari, in particular,
though having a weaker volcanic component, has undergone mass tourism more than
the other islands thanks to its closer connection with the rest of Sicily and to the higher
level of its accommodation facilities. The latter, anyway, faced with the recent
explosion of over-tourism in the summer, is now struggling to bear such burden in a
context where general services turn out inadequate even for residents [7].
Tourism, precious in the critical post-war period, is by now one of the two main
causes for the environmental deterioration of the whole archipelago, and of Lipari in
particular, due to its unrestrained and disharmonic development. The other cause is to
be found in the current climate changes, in relation to the extreme vulnerability of
coasts, determining a sensible and progressive rise in the relative sea level and the
subsequent gradual submergence or flooding of valuable archaeological and cultural
sites along the coasts, such as the port and the Church of ‘Anime del Purgatorio’.
In this respect, the flooding scenarios outlined up to 2100 [8] are undoubtedly
alarming. Such situation suggests the opportunity to protect this endangered material
heritage from within an organic view, such as UNESCO can ensure. The designation in
the WHL can potentially prove decisive also in relation to economic development,
through tourism-related activities: the current local offer is still focused on the con-
ventional ‘sun-sea-and-sand’ segment and on a young target, and it is not fitted for a
demand referred to the volcanic area [9]. However, although recognizing the extreme
fragility of coastal zones, new promotion strategies still head towards them, by
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proposing thematic or geo-tourist itineraries [10], without sensibly impacting in terms
of flow de-seasoning, which is instead more and more necessary [7, 9].
Much research work has been carried out, in general, on the effects of WHL
designation on heritage management and on territorial development [11–16]. Among
them, and with specific reference to tourism, some are of the view that the UNESCO
‘brand’ in itself can have only indirect impacts and that the inscription in the List is not
sufficient, alone, to exert long-lasting effects [9].
On the basis of the ‘public good’ nature of UNESCO heritage and of the analysis of
the performance observed in the Aeolian Islands [17], it derives that the main deter-
miner for a correct territorial development is the whole of virtuous processes that are
concretely triggered upstream and downstream of the designation, i.e. preparatory and
subsequent to it, bringing about the production of further public goods [18]. More
specifically, the effectiveness of the UNESCO recognition is linked to the site’s ability
to activate creative processes in different sectors.
Creativity is, then, an essential factor for the positive development of a UNESCO
site. Actually, this is an element that marks the evolution of WHL recognition criteria,
gradually shifted along the years from historic and artistic value to the consideration of
immaterial culture, up to the current focus on the relation between heritage and local
community and on creativity.
In our vision, knowledge plays a key-role in this virtuous relationships between
material (physical resources) and intangible (the ways communities relate to them)
culture, even more for a threatened heritage as is the case with the Aeolian Islands.
Alongside with heritage, also knowledge on it requires careful protection and pro-
motion, and the tools designed to support it can effectively generate creative processes.
Indeed, creativity can be expressed also in the ways residents and visitors define
and plan their visit experiences based on knowledge available. More specifically, tools
conceived for interactive use facilitate, on one hand, knowledge acquisition, concretely
realizing one of the basic principle of the current UNESCO perspective: the ‘trans-
mission’ – especially in intergenerational sense [7] -, of heritage. On the other hand,
interactive tools, enriched with multimedia content, support creativity in the estab-
lishment of relationships between users and resources, by allowing personal approaches
in the planning of visits, the selection of resources, the definition of physical or the-
matic paths combining them and, ultimately, in the logics of appropriation of their
meanings.
Furthermore, giving more visibility to unknown inland resources alongside with
coastal sites through the use of tools able to connect - though not physically - heritage
and people, also lets unexplored resources come to light, rebalancing and rewriting the
overall predominant image of a region.
Within the framework of the project ‘Mu.S.A.—Must See Advisor’, we have
developed multimedia demonstration maps on the cultural heritage of Matera and
Lipari, included in ‘Mirabilia—European Network of UNESCO Sites’ project managed
by the Chamber of Commerce of Matera. The project started in 2012 as a joined
initiative of thirteen Chambers of Commerce in Italy; it is committed to the promotion
of unexpected places of historical, cultural, and environmental importance in the
UNESCO World Heritage Sites [19].
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Currently the map of the general catalogue of cultural assets developed by the
Ministry of Heritage and Cultural Activities and Tourism of Italy [20] does not contain
any point of interest in Lipari (Fig. 1).
The map of Parks, Museums, Galleries and Archaeological Areas developed by the
Department of Cultural Heritage and Sicilian Identity [21] shows a single point of
interest: the Regional Archaeological Museum ‘Bernabò Brea’ (Fig. 2).
Fig. 1. General catalogue of cultural assets – Lipari Island [20]
Fig. 2. Map of Parks, Museums, Galleries and Archaeological Areas in Lipari Island [21]
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The official website of Lipari [22] has a static map with the following P.o.I.s,
described in different webpages: the Castle of Lipari, the Cathedral, the Norman
Cloister, the Aeolian Archaeological Museum and the Diana’s Park (Fig. 3).
In the maps there is therefore very little information on P.o.I.s in Lipari, although
there are 44 archaeological areas listed in the ‘Aeolian Islands UNESCO Management
Plan’ [23] localized in detail scale (Fig. 4) and in a map in 1:10000 scale (Fig. 5).
Fig. 3. Monuments in Lipari Island [22]
Fig. 4. Map of the historical, architectural and archaeological areas and assets of the ‘Aeolian
Islands’ Management Plan
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Moreover there are a couple of road signs (Fig. 6) holding info about historical and
archaeological sites of Lipari Island.
This short overview shows the need to attract the attention of institutions towards
cultural heritage promotion through new communication tools that can improve the
visit experience. To this end, using only information available on-line, a multimedia
Fig. 5. Aeolian Islands UNESCO Management Plan, Cartographic attachments [23]
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map of natural and cultural P.o.I.s of Lipari Island has been developed (Fig. 7). In order
to give an example of the interactive map potential, the P.o.I.s have been grouped in
five Categories and, for the case of the category ‘Archaeologic site’, in four Types.
Fig. 6. Road sign (detail): Lipari Island—Historical and Archeological Sites
Fig. 7. Lipari Map overview: P.o.I.s grouped in Category (in transparent rectangular topic) and
Type (in light blue oval topic); each P.o.I. has its own documents (in yellow hexagonal topic),
grouped in Text, Image, Video, and 3D. (Color figure online)
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3 The Map Generation
3.1 The Authoring System
In the last few years, cloud-based services have been playing an important role in large-
scale web-based applications.
The authoring system developed (Fig. 8) is a practical and exhaustive example of
cloud-based service for data management and integration.
This system allows developers to import local data from spreadsheets file format
into cloud-based services. As result, cloud data can be easily integrated to own website.
Indeed, the authoring system enables users to upload tabular data files in the ‘DBF’
format, even if it is possible easily to extend the ability of system upload functions to
import extra file types, such as CSV and spreadsheets.
Automatically and during end-user upload procedure, the authoring system sup-
ports the integration of data by performing joins across tables that may also contain
different data stored in discrete files.
At present, the data have been stored in two files:
• a spatial set (P.o.I.s List file), including latitude and longitude of each P.o.I.;
• a document set (Media List file), including objects (grouped by text, image, video,
and 3D content) contained in P.o.I.s.
This system has the ability to aggregate the data and provides multiple ways of
visualizing the data using a map and a HTML table (DataTable).
Fig. 8. The authoring system for multimedia map production: tab ‘map’ for preview/settings.
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The map provides geospatial visualization of information by create a marker on
each location/P.o.I. so that users can analyze and understand the relationship between
data and geographic location. The HTML table provides an immediate option to
visualize, modify and analyze data.
The storage aggregate automatism, carried out in accordance with the entity-
relationship (E-R) model, builds and verifies the entities or ‘items’ of an aggregate [24],
making a JSON data store. The E-R model of the authoring system is the result of
systematic analysis in recent years. We applied E-R principles to the physical modeling
of JSON data store, which is non-relational in nature and its relationships are implicit.
Entities are characterized not only by implicit relationships, but also by additional
properties (attributes) and identifiers (primary keys) need to aggregate data.
An aggregate consists of four entities (see Fig. 7): Category, Type, P.o.I., Media
Object (text, image, video, and 3D). It compares the data in the P.o.I. List file with the
Media List file to ensure that the interconnectedness of entities, relationships and their
attributes are completely aligned, synchronized and meshed together with their cardi-
nality [25].
All functions for serving as user interaction purposes are implemented in JQuery,
where visualizations are interactive and dynamic based upon user’s requests and
DataTable jQuery plugin [26], integrated into the system, is a perfect choice in order to
accomplish this task.
DataTable supports client side searching, sorting, pagination (client/server side)
through ajax/html request and exposes a lot of functionalities for server side processing,
such as any list data (table) can be converted to JSON format, without any issues, and
send it as Ajax response.
Using the command ‘Produce’ in the authoring system, the end-user can quickly
and easily create an attractively formatted web page, even if he is not familiar with
HTML coding. After creating a web page and producing a multimedia map as a
‘Single-Page Application’ (SPA), which is a different way of building HTML5
applications from traditional web page development [27], the end-user can post it to an
Internet or intranet location.
A SPA is one web page that works inside a browser and does not require page
reloading when the end-user interacts with the app, so that JSON data are combined
with reusable template to create views that make up the SPA’s User Interface (UI) [28].
Instead of spreading the functionality of the multimedia interactive map across a
collection of separate web pages with hyperlinks among them, a single root page has
been defined: the application uses the JSON data to update the page dynamically,
without reloading it and separates the UI library and the data.
3.2 The Map Architecture
While the potential of SPA is promising, implementing them can actually be tricky due
to search engine optimization (SEO). Search engines are still the most popular way to
discover new products and find information. The SPA interactive map (see http://www.
itc.cnr.it/ba/map/LPR/) runs AJAX [29] calls and client-side scripts (Javascript) while
search engines do not run scripts within pages, so, today SPA-based map is not
completely indexed by search engine crawlers and it is necessary that all AJAX
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requests in web application can also be requested by static links [30]. Google is
claiming to be able to index website content generated using JavaScript [31] and saying
it will crawl and render AJAX-based websites as they are [32].
Today, effective ways to find and access existing datasets distributed across a range
of repositories are increasing requested. Therefore, our research is focusing on
improving the discoverability of data; part of this will involve using information about
how data is searched for (search terms, location, etc.) via web application and making
data easier to interpret and use across different formats; visualizations and APIs will be
also key to maximizing its beneficial use and impacts.
Over the past few years, single-page web applications and their frameworks have
gained huge popularity. The SPA solution has been adopted for its main advantage of
improving the web surfing of the multimedia interactive map on mobile; it is able to:
• Affect the positioning and the discoverability of data on the web, since the usability
on mobile devices is now a ranking factor.
• Support rich client-side functionality that does not require reloading the page as
users take actions or navigate between areas of the app.
• Load more quickly, fetching data in the background, and individual user actions are
more responsive since full-page reloads are rare.
• Run in a disconnected mode, making updates to a client-side model that are
eventually synchronized back to the server once a connection is re-established.
• Concentrate all content in a single page, which is useful when we are targeting very
precise queries.
The SPA solution is fast and user-friendly; it supports RESTful APIs and enables
the distribution of the processing workload between the server and client computers.
Finally, it is much easier to convert such web application into a mobile one.
The multimedia map is built on client-side JavaScript web application framework
based on the model-view-controller (MVC) software architectural pattern and utilizing
server side RESTful web services to provide desktop-like rich browser interfaces.
This architecture is designed on the service-orientation design principles of
reusability, simplicity, extensibility, thus causing a clear separation of component
responsibilities compare to ‘traditional web application architecture’. Ajax and
RESTful Web services naturally fit with each other and leverage widely available web
technologies and standards, such as: HTML, JavaScript and XML/JSON [33]. For this
system, there is absolutely no need to install or configure any other component to
enable effective interaction between Ajax front ends and RESTful Web services. In
fact, RESTful Web services provide Ajax with an application-programming interface
(API) to deal with the interactions with resources on the server. Furthermore, Google
Maps API is integrated in the application for rendering geospatial data within a web
browser and for accessing rich mapping features and it is ‘optimized’ for smartphones
with a set of APIs developed by Google, which allow communication with Google
Services and their integration to numerous other services.
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4 The Map Interface
The desktop map interface has three main components: ‘Menu’, ‘Callout’ and ‘Side-
bar’, which are closed in the default status (Fig. 9) to maximize the map, and opened
on user action (Fig. 10). P.o.I.s are visualized on the map through markers with
unambiguous colors [34], with different shapes and image according to category/type.
Menu. This component opens a list of functions applied to the map in two ways. With
mouse over the ‘Menu’ symbol, the list displays only ‘self-describing’ symbol; clicking
on the ‘Menu’ symbol, the list shows/hides symbols and functions names (Fig. 10, left):
• ‘Best site’, locating on the map the most interesting site.
• ‘Satellite’, switching on/off the map to earth view.
• ‘Slideshow’, opening a window with a moving set of thumbnails (characteristic
square image of each P.o.I., used also in the callout and in the sidebar).
Clicking on a thumbnail, the map centers itself on the P.o.I. which the image
belongs, opening its callout—this function is useful for totem installation because
attracts the public attention.
• ‘Time slider’, updating geographic distribution of markers according to the con-
struction century selected by the user in the timeline graphic through a handle
control.
‘Folder’, displaying the preview of multimedia items (belonging to all the P.o.I.s in
the project) item by item in a dynamic resizing window.
Fig. 9. Desktop map interface of Lipari island (http://www.itc.cnr.it/ba/map/LPR). It has three
main components (‘Men’, ‘Callout’, and ‘Sidebar’), which are closed in the default status. P.o.I.s
are visualized on the map through markers with unambiguous colors. (Color figure online)
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A command panel on bottom contains a ‘Tiles on/off’ icon aiming to display the
previews all together in a scrolling window (Fig. 11).
Fig. 10. Desktop map interface of Lipari map in ‘earth view’ (obtained clicking on ‘Satellite’
function in the menu). The three main components are opened: ‘Menu’ (left), ‘Callout’ (center),
and ‘Sidebar’ (right). The first layer in the Sidebar has a grey color, therefore the P.o.I.s
belongings to this category are not displayed in the map.
Fig. 11. Multimedia preview in a scrolling window (‘Tile’) opened in ‘Folder’ from ‘Menu’.
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The user is allowed: (a) to locate the respective P.o.I., by clicking on the preview;
(b) to view the multimedia, which the preview refers to—as the virtual tour for the
Norman Cloister and the Diana’s Park, available in the Internet, developed using
only one 360-degree panorama (Fig. 12).
• ‘Table’, listing the media items, here belonging to all the sites in the project, using a
panel with columns (Item, Site, Source, Date, Media Type, and Content) alpha-
betically ordered.
A ‘Search’ function allows finding multimedia according to the letters typed in the
textbox. The user is allowed to see the multimedia content by clicking on an item.
Callout. This component is a window—opened by clicking on a P.o.I. box in the
sidebar or on a P.o.I. marker on the map—showing:
• Two-line header (name and address).
• P.o.I. characteristic square image, used also in the slideshow and in the sidebar);
• Function icons, allowing user to have a preview of multimedia contents belonging
to the selected P.o.I. (‘text’, ‘image’, ‘video’, and ‘3D’) or their list (‘Table’)—other
functions are in development.
• A short description (expandable clicking on ‘more’).
• The building age (used by the ‘time slider’ function).
• An accessibility status icon, showing three kind of image according to the physical
accessibility of the P.o.I.—easy (accessible to all, at all times), uneasy or restricted.
This kind of information has an additional cost because requests on-site survey, but
it is fundamental. People using a wheelchair may have no difficulty at home in
Fig. 12. Virtual tour for the Norman Cloister (left) and the Diana’s Park (right), available in the
Internet, developed using only one 360-degree panorama.
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finding information about P.o.I.s but, when they get to their destination, they may
find that they cannot reach it because of—for example—the presence of staircases at
the entrance.
Sidebar. This component is a two-side window showing the symbols of search and
layer. Clicking on the ‘Sidebar’ symbol the application shows/hides the first window
(Fig. 10 on the right) having the search box, the filter symbol and the dynamic legend,
organized in three levels:
• The first level depicts the main layers, using markers according to the P.o.I.s
categories. If the category is divided in types, its marker in the ‘Sidebar’ has no
images/text inside, as for ‘Archeological Site’ category.
• The second level depicts the sub-layers according to the P.o.I.s types (if any) for the
selected category, as ‘Village’, ‘Hypogeum’, ‘Wreck’, and ‘Remains’ for ‘Arche-
ological Sites’ category.
• The third level shows P.o.I. info boxes for the selected category (and type), dis-
playing square picture, name, and address, as ‘San Nicola’ (Fig. 10).
Each box at the first and second level shows the number of the P.o.I. included,
according to the search results and status of selections in the filter panel.
The user, according to its interest, could turn off/on each layer or each sub-layer,
disabling/enabling the respective point’s visualization, thus enhancing the map view.
Clicking on the ‘Filter’ symbol shows/hides the second window substituting the
dynamic legend with the filter panel, allowing the user to set:
• ‘Data for search’ (Title, Address, and Comment—default: title).
• ‘Accessibility level’ (Easy, Uneasy, and Restricted—default: all).
• ‘Multimedia type’ (Sheet, Image, Video, and 3D—default: all).
• ‘Building Century’ (according to P.o.I. data—default: all).
5 Conclusions
This paper presents the design and implementation of a multimedia map loaded in a
single HTML page having multiple features and functions, as distinct from other maps,
to support users in searching for cultural heritage information according to their needs.
Future work will focus on the completion of functions provided in the callout
(‘Destination’, ‘Favorite’, ‘Like’, and ‘Share’) for the desktop map interface and the
improvement of the ‘Language’ tab in order to give users to load a whole set of labels
corresponding to those utilized in the desktop map interface.
The multimedia demonstration map developed has the potential to help foster
greater knowledge about, and resulting awareness of, the natural and cultural heritage
objects.
Author Contributions. Maiellaro, N.: project and testing (§ 1, 4); Lerario, A.: case study (§ 2);
Varasano, A.: system architecture and software development (§ 3).
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Abstract. Virtual assistants and similar software tools are gaining importance
among phone and computer users. The most well-known assistants (Siri,
Cortana, Google, etc.) provide general information to users and cannot be
adapted to specific needs. Custom implementations usually cover specific
domains and are specialized to provide a comprehensive set of information or
functionalities from that area. Currently, there is a lack of general applications
for cultural heritage, since most implementations are specialized virtual guides
for museums or exhibitions. We present an overview of virtual assistants that we
developed and are applied to the area of cultural and natural heritage, where we
try to improve the current shortage of tools. The presented prototypes provide
various functionalities to users and can help them to discover, learn and plan
visits to cultural sights.
Keywords: Virtual assistants  Natural language processing  Web services
1 Introductions
In recent years, virtual assistants (VA) have become a popular tool that helps users find
information faster and in a more accurate manner. They are web-based services that
serve as a human-computer interface to deliver information from a specific domain that
the user is interested in or to interact with an information system. Companies like
Google, Microsoft or Apple developed general assistants for mobile devices that help
users find restaurants or shops close to their location, manage their phone or provide
computer-aided support for software packages.
The main advantages of virtual assistants are their ability to understand, to a certain
extent, natural language and present the answers in an enriched format (additional
links, multimedia presentation, etc.). This way, users can provide questions and queries
in natural language, which makes virtual assistants well-suited for less skilled or
handicapped users. In addition, virtual assistants can implement speech-to-text and/or
text-to-speech systems to further improve the user experience.
Nowadays, assistants are being developed for a wide variety of domains and
applications and they thrive due to the increasing publicly available data on the
internet, both structured and in free-form. In addition, web based services that offer API
access can be integrated into the assistants to provide a comprehensive user experience
(for example, booking of flights, transportations, events, tours, medical visits, hair-
dressers, etc.). In addition, modern third party services that provide advanced
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functionalities that can also be managed through APIs (for example, messaging, text
mining, recommendations, path planning, etc.) can also be exploited by assistants.
Applications of virtual assistants in the cultural heritage domain are not as wide-
spread as one would expect. There is a notable lack of applications for the interested
public, providing general information and covering non-specific domains, since most
applications are custom solutions intended as virtual guides for museums and exhibi-
tions. The introduction of more generic applications and virtual assistants would help
popularize and spread the appreciation for cultural heritage also among youngsters.
In this paper we provide an overview of the various virtual assistants developed at
our institutions for the domain of cultural heritage and sightseeing. Virtual assistants
integrate several advanced functionalities. Text mining and Natural Language Under-
standing (NLU) to identify the intent of the users and extract important entities from
text. Next, they implement API calls to third party services in order to provide trip
planning functionalities and data fusion. All presented assistants are available online
and can be modified and thus applied to new domains or different languages.
2 Related Work
Virtual assistant in the domain of cultural heritage have been already applied to virtual
visits of cultural sites. They are deployed in real or virtual environments as virtual
guides to engage the visitors and deliver a comprehensive learning experience [1].
Other implementations also provide mechanisms, such as multimedia, storytelling, and
enriched content to entertain the user during the learning process [5, 6]. All these agents
must be flexible, responsive, and provide natural interaction in order to be seen as a
social partner by visitors.
Several applications were developed that deliver a personalized museum guide.
Mathias et al. [2] proposed a new method for personalized museum tour recommen-
dations. Their research tackles the problem of optimizing museum visits according to
visitor’s preferences and artwork importance. Huang et al. [3] developed a museum
guide system that uses association rule mining to discover recommendations from both
collective and individual visiting behaviors. Pechenizkiy and Calders [4] presented a
simple user-focused framework for personalizing museum tours that is focused on
efficient learning since the system should be able to quickly provide relevant sugges-
tions only after a small set of user preferences.
Other general applications of virtual assistants are in the area of education for
instructions and learning [8], delivering information from large data sets like ency-
clopedias in libraries [9], for informational purposes in e-commerce [10], merging
heterogeneous data using multi-agent conversational agents [11], tourism [12], and
several others.
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3 Overview of Deployed Virtual Assistants
3.1 Platform for VA Creation
We developed a cloud-based platform Asistent [2, 7] for the creation of virtual
assistants and during a national project we created and integrated several VAs for web
pages of municipalities in Slovenia. The developed web platform supports the creation,
management and integration of virtual assistants to an arbitrary web page. It was
developed as a Software as a Service (SaaS), where clients access the service via a web
browser, which eliminates the need for software and hardware maintenance. Since the
software runs in the cloud all future upgrades are applied centrally and are available to
all clients instantaneously.
The knowledge base of the deployed VAs for the municipalities was constructed
manually and contains the information that municipalities deemed the most important.
It covers the general information regarding the municipality, their acts and regulations,
instructions and news for residents, natural and cultural heritage and touristic
information.
Figure 1 shows an example of a VA developed for the Jozef Stefan Institute.
The VA runs on the web pages of the institute and delivers related content to its
visitors. In addition, the VA is enriched with specific applications that can be accessed
through the Applications bar (see Fig. 1). They are an extension or addition of the basic
functionality, since they offer the use of external services. For example, ticket booking
for museums and payment of various fees. Moreover, applications can be defined as
categories that set the context and focus the search of the assistant to some specific
content. For example, users might want to search for answers regarding squares or
buildings only in the tourism category. Each provider can define his own set of
applications that are displayed in the virtual assistant.
Fig. 1. One instance of the VA with the application tab enabled.
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3.2 Virtual Museum Guide
Museums offer to its visitors a wide selection of artwork at their premises. The vast
amount of exhibitions is often overwhelming for the visitors and most of them might
not be of interest to them. This might cause to miss artwork or entire exhibitions that
are best suited to their personal preferences. The growth of the Semantic Web in recent
years and the availability of more and more content in the digital and linked data format
available on the internet supports the creation and reuse of services of a higher added
value. One of such is the virtual assistant for museums that offers virtual tours of
institutions covered in the Google Arts & Culture project (Google Street View). At the
time of writing this paper, more than 3400 museums and sights are included in the
Google Arts & Culture project. To deliver a simple proof-of-concept we mapped into
the virtual assistant content from three museums (British museum, Art Institute of
Chicago, and National Gallery of Australia).
The application provides a natural language interface using a virtual assistant
created through the Asistent platform. The users can input questions or requests and the
VA takes care of identifying the correct answer and displays the corresponding feed
from Google Street View. In addition, a simple recommender system is integrated in
the web service that provides suggestions regarding exhibits targeted for a specific user.
Since the recommender does not get implicit rating for items from users, we had to
design a recommendation system that learns user preferences based on implicit data
(queries, time spent on each answer, motion, etc.) and item features. The algorithm
implements a content-based filtering mechanism that is well-suited for this kind of
domains. To generate a recommendation, the recommender does not use data from
other users but the similarity between items in the dataset and the history of previously
searched items to predict ratings for user-item pairs not present in the dataset. We
showed that in the limited domain, with a small number of learning examples and user-
item pairs the recommender works well, even with new users.
The virtual assistant can deliver information about specific exhibit rooms in the
museum (for example, Egypt room), groups of similar objects (for example, Chinese
weapons), or important exhibits (for example, the Rosetta stone). The virtual assistant
contains the most relevant items and groups from the three museums, but it does not
provide a comprehensive overview of the museum, since the mapping and creation of
the knowledge base was performed manually, which is relatively time consuming.
The virtual assistant displays a description in the text area (bottom part of the
assistant window in Fig. 2) and shows the related feed from Google Street View in the
background page. The user can move around at his discretion and explore the presented
exhibit. The user can also select the context in which the answer should be presented.
For example, he might want to see the Egypt pottery exhibition in the British Museum,
not from the other two mapped museums. In this case, the user selects the appropriate
museum from the Application dropdown (the top left part of the virtual assistant in
Fig. 2). This gives the user the ability to focus the search and obtain more relevant
results.
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3.3 Slovenian Cultural Heritage Database
The developed virtual assistant was created with the aim to deliver a wide range of
information to users regarding cultural, natural heritage, and visiting sites in Slovenia.
Due to the large amount of data and information that needs to be provided, the
mechanism for content delivery was designed in such way to remove the need for
manually inputting and editing database entries. This is a crucial step to enable a
comprehensive delivery of content for all sights in a specific country. We implemented
a web crawler that parsed several web pages related to cultural heritage and touristic
information in Slovenia (for example, www.slovenia.info). The crawler was able to
classify the type of information that a page has and the type of the attraction (castle,
lake, museum, etc.), extract metadata (location, region, descriptions, photos, related
web page), and store the obtained information in a structured way. In addition, the
crawler tried to obtain additional content also from external links that were included in
the provided web pages. All the extracted content was stored in a relational database
and the text in the main fields were indexed using Whoosh [3], a python library for
indexing free-form or structured text and quickly find matching results based on simple
or complex search criteria. Since the text in the database fields is in free-form, Whoosh
provides an ideal solution to search within the text and at the same time obtain a
relevance score that can be used to sort the search results.
The entire search mechanism in the virtual assistant is composed of four parts. First,
the NLU module is used to obtain the intent of the user. The intent can be regarded as
Fig. 2. A query about the Rosetta stone in the British Museum.
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the type of the question. The user might want to search for a specific sight or obtain a
list or related items. Second, entities are extracted from the query. They are linked to
the information extracted with the web crawler. For example, the type of the sight
(museum, castle, lake, churches, etc.) and the region or location where the sight is.
Next, the obtained values for entities are matched against the records in the database
and a set of results is obtained based on the search criteria. Finally, the answer to be
displayed in the virtual assistant is generated. A short description is provided if the user
searched for a specific sight, or a list of matched items if the query return multiple hits.
The VA prototype supports the following types of questions by a user:
• Show me some lakes in the Dolenjska region.
• List the castles near Kranj.
• Show me some info regarding the Ljubljana castle.
• Museums in Ljubljana.
All the answers are provided in text form, with additional formatting when pro-
viding the description of a sight – a short description in the text are below the virtual
assistant (see Fig. 3), an url link to the detailed description, category and a location of a
sight, and the related web page displayed in the background.
In Fig. 3 the user searched for a specific sight (the Predjama castle). The assistant
identified the adequate entity and obtained the stored entry in the indexed database,
based on the title field of the sight. A short description is provided in the text area of the
virtual assistant and the related web page is displayed in the background.
The results of a different query are presented in Fig. 4. In this case, the user searched
for lakes in the Gorenjska region of Slovenia. The NLU component identified two
entities in the query. First, it classified the type of the query as a list of items. Next, the
type of the sight as lakes and the region as Gorenjska. The virtual assistant then searched
Fig. 3. The virtual assistant provides information regarding the Predjama castle.
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for all items in the database that matched the identified entities (the region field as
Gorenjska and sight type as lakes). Since the query type is a list of items, the module
returns the first ten results with the highest relevance score. The list is presented in the
text area of the assistant and each element is a hyperlink to the related sight that is shown
in the same text area, with the corresponding web page displayed in the background.
The developed assistant and the search mechanism can be applied to different
domain and languages.
3.4 Virtual Assistant for Sightseeing
Tourism is a domain that can support the introduction of virtual assistants and they can
provide significant added value to tourists. Companies that organize trips, tourist
centers in cities and others can use the functionalities of a virtual assistant as additional
services that they offer. Virtual assistants can deliver information from an area or
regarding specific sights, provide content in a segmented, appealing, and entertaining
format, they can help users to book tickets for events, sights, and urban transportation,
create personalized city tours, and more.
We are currently developing a comprehensive platform that provides all the listed
functionalities to enable smart tourism. The system uses several external services to
improve the tourist’s user experience during trip planning and provides guidance amid
the actual trip. The platform integrates: (i) Rocket.Chat, a chat platform where users
can communicate; (ii) Interface with Messenger; (iii) eTurist [4], a tour planner based
on a recommendation system; (iv) Asistent, a rule based question-answering toolkit;
(v) Dialogflow, a natural language understanding toolkit.
The prototype version of the platform supports various kinds of interactions and
queries during the communication with the user. The classification of user intents is
performed by the specialized virtual assistant that can understand queries and commands
from the following categories: general information about a sight, sights near a specific
Fig. 4. The virtual assistant showing a list of lakes in the Gorenjska region.
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place, similar sights near a specific place or region, adding sights to the preference list,
generate path to a sight, recommendation of sights. In addition, the virtual assistant is
able to recognize an important word or sequence of words in the query. These words are
from the following categories: sight name, sight type, place, and region.
Based on the recognized inputs from the user, the NLU module constructs the
appropriate commands, methods, and API calls. The webhook functionality then
retrieves the needed data from third party services, if required.
In Fig. 5 part of the conversation between a user and the virtual assistant is pre-
sented. The user asks the assistant to recommend something from the Gorenjska region.
The search mechanism of the assistant works similarly to the one presented in Subsect.
3.3. The intent of the user is identified and the appropriate entities are extracted from
the query. In the presented example, the intent is to get a recommendation and the
entity region is Gorenjska. The assistant responds with two lists, the first is a list of
potentially interesting places and the second is a list of sights that might be of interest to
the user. The user can select one of the presented options by clicking on the interactive
buttons or write a new query. The system provides a short description of the selected
sight and again lists all possible actions linked to the sight. As before, the user can click
Fig. 5. Part of the communication flow with the virtual assistant.
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on one of the buttons or write a new query. In the provided example, the path to the
sight is computed and presented in the form of a link to Google Maps.
Figure 6 presents an example of a conversation in the Messenger interface. The
user searched for the Tromostovje sight (a bridge in Ljubljana). He then wants the
system to add the sight to his bookmarks. Next, the user wants the system to list all his
bookmarks. Finally, he instructs the system to plan a trip based on the sights present in
the list. The system collects the items and sends a request to the external service eTurist
(tour planner) through the API. eTurist computes the shortest path between all items,
considering all limitations (transportation method, time, lunch, budget, etc.), recom-
mends and includes new sight along the way that might be of interest to the user, and
send back the response in a JSON object that is used to construct an answer by the
virtual assistant. Part of the response is also a graphical representation of the computed
path in Google Maps, with marked locations and a short description for each sight.
Fig. 6. The virtual assistant interface in the Messenger client.
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4 Conclusions
This paper presents an overview of the various virtual assistants developed at our
institutions for the domain of cultural heritage and sightseeing. We presented a service
for the creation of virtual assistants, an advanced tool for virtual interfaces and three
prototypes of virtual assistants providing functionalities and content for different
domains. First, a web based virtual guide for museums that delivers information about
specific items, groups of exhibits, and rooms inside the British museum, Art Institute of
Chicago, and National Gallery of Australia. The assistant shows a short description for
each query and displays the pertinent feed inside the museums from Google Street
View. Second, a virtual assistant for delivering information about sights, cultural and
natural heritage in Slovenia. The assistant implements an intelligent mechanism for the
identification of intent and extraction of entities from the user query. This way it is
possible to deliver specific and correct information to the user. Finally, we presented a
comprehensive platform for smart tourism and sightseeing. The platform integrates chat
functionalities in several interfaces, a NLU module, a virtual assistant to understand the
requests of the user and deliver enriched answers, and is able to use several third party
services to obtain specific information and create personalized trips.
All services and prototypes are available online and can be applied to other,
different domains and languages.
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